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udicial District Court - Camas 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2008-0000040 Current Judge: John K Butler 
George Martin, etal. vs. Camas County Board of Commissioners, etal. 
User: KORRI 
George Martin, Martin Custom Homes vs. Camas County Board of Commissioners, Ken Backstom, Bill Davis, Ron 
Chapman 
Date Code User Judge 
10/10/2008 APER KORRI Defendant: Camas County Board of John K Butler 
Commissioners Appearance Paul Fitzer 
10/15/2008 NCOC KORRI New Case Filed - Other Claims Robert J Elgee 
KORRI Filing: U - Fee for opening any other civil case Robert J Eigee 
not listed on the schedule Paid by: Martin, 
George (plaintiff) Receipt number: 0000866 
Dated: 10/15/2008 Amount: $88.00 (Check) For: 
Martin, George (plaintiff) 
COMP KORRI Complaint Filed Robert J Eigee 
ATRO KORRI Plaintiffs verified application for Temporary Robert J Elgee 
Restraing Order, Preliminary Injunction & 
Declaratory Relief 
MISC KORRI Statement in Support of Proposed Temporary Robert J Elgee 
Restraining Order 
SMIS KORRI Summons Issued Robert J Eigee 
OBJC BOBBIE Defendants Camas County, The Individual Robert J Elgee 
Members of the Camas County Board Of County 
Commissioners, and Ed Smith's Objection To 
Plaintiffs' Application For Temporary Restraining 
Order And Preliminary Injunction 
APER KORRI Plaintiff: Martin, George Appearance Christopher John K Butler 
P. Simms 
10/16/2008 MOTN KORRI Motion for Disqualification Robert J Eigee 
ANSW BOBBIE Answer Robert J Elgee 
HRSC KORRI Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Robert J Eigee 
10/22/200802:00 PM) Application for TRO 
10/20/2008 OBJC BOBBIE Defendants Camas County, The Individual Robert J Elgee 
Members of the Cams County Board Of 
Commissioners' Objection To Plaintiffs' 
Application For Preliminary Injunction 
AFFD KORRI Affidavit of Dwight Butlin in support of Defs' Robert J Eigee 
objection to Plaints' verified application for a TRO 
restraining Order, prelim injunction & Declatory 
relief 
10/21/2008 OR DR KORRI Order for disqualification Robert J Elgee 
CHJG KORRI Change Assigned Judge John K Butler 
CONT KORRI Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Robert J Eigee 
10/22/2008 02:00 PM: Continued Application for 
TRO 
HRSC KORRI Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled John K Butler 
10/24/200801 :00 PM) Application for TRO 
in Jerome County 
10/28/20 ()8 STIP BOBBIE Stipulation Of Facts John K Butler 
STIP BOBBIE Stipulation As To Facts And Admission Of John K Butler 
Documentary Evidence 
Date: 813/2009 
Time: 03:30 PM 
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udicial District Court - Camas Coun 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-200B-0000040 Current Judge: John K Butler 
George Martin, etaL vs. Camas County Board of Commissioners, eta!. 
User: KORRI 
George Martin, Martin Custom Homes vs. Camas County Board of Commissioners, Ken Backstom, Bill Davis, Ron 
Chapman 
Date Code User Judge 
10/28/2008 HRHD BOBBIE Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on John K Butler 
10/24/2008 01 :00 PM: Hearing Held Application 
for TRO 
in Jerome County 
11/10/2008 DEOP BOBBIE Decision Or Opinion John K Butler 
2/13/2009 MOSJ BOBBIE Motion For Summary Judgment John K Butler 
MEMO BOBBIE Memorandum In Support Of Defendant's Motion John K Butler 
For Summary Judgment 
AFFD BOBBIE Affidavit Of Dwight Butlin In Support Of John K Butler 
Defendants' Motion For Summary Judgment 
AFFD BOBBIE Affidavit Of Ken Backstrom In Support Of John K Butler 
Defendants' Motion For Summary Judgment 
HRSC BOBBIE Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary John K Butler 
Judgment 03/23/200901 :30 PM) At The Jerome 
County Courthouse 
2/2012009 STIP KORRI Stipulation of counsel RE: order setting time to John K Butler 
respond to motion for S. Jugment & resetting 
hearing date 
NOTC KORRI Notice OF HEARING RESETTING HEARING ON John K Butler 
DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR s JUDGMENT 
2/24/2009 CaNT KORRI Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment John K Butler 
held on 03/23/2009 01 :30 PM: Continued At 
The Jerome County Courthouse 
HRSC KORRI Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary John K Butler 
Judgment 04/13/2009 01 :30 PM) 
3/1712009 NOTC KORRI amended notice of hearing: resetting def motion John K Butler 
for summary judgment 
4/1/2009 AFFD KORRI Affidavit of George Martin in opposition to motion John K Butler 
for Summary Judgment 
MISC KORRI Plaint-statement of material fact & submittal of John K Butler 
affidavits & documents i opposition to summary 
jUdgment 
OBJC KORRI Plint. objection to Affidavits of John K Butler 
D.Butlin,KBackstrom & statement of material fact! 
MEMO KORRI Plaint.Memorandum response to defs motion for John K Butler 
summary judgment 
AFFD KORRI Affidavit of Bob Rodman in opposition to motion John K Butler 
for Summary Judgment 
4/8/2009 MEMO KORRI Defendants repy memorandum in support of its John K Butler 
motion for Summary Judgement 
4/13/20Dg HRHD KORRI Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment John K Butler 
held on 04/13/2009 01:30 PM: Hearing Held In 
Jerome County 
4/17/20Dg CMIN BOBBIE Court Minutes John K Butler 
5/7/200Sl ORDR KORRI Memorandum Decision & Order Re;Def Motion John K Butler 
for Summary Judgment 
MOSJ KORRI Motion For Summary Judgment granted John K Butler 
Date: 8/3/2009 
Time: 03:30 PM 
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udicial District Court - Camas C 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2008-0000040 Current Judge: John K Butler 
George Martin, eta!. vs. Camas County Board of Commissioners, etal. 
User: KORRI 








































Dismissed With Prejudice 
STATUS CHANGED: closed 
Defendant's Motion For Attorney Fees And Cost 
John K Butler 
John K Butler 
John K Butler 
Defendants Camas County's Memorandum Costs John K Butler 
And Attorney Fees 
Affidavit Of Paul J. Fitzer In Support Of Motion John K Butler 
For Attorney Fees And Costs 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any John K Butler 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Camas courier Receipt number: 0001614 Dated: 
5/20/2009 Amount: $24.00 (Check) 
Plaintiffs objection to defendants motion for John K Butler 
attorney fees and costs 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Attorney fees and John K Butler 
Costs 07/13/200902:00 PM) In Jerome, Paul 
Fitzer will call in to the Court at 644-2682. 
Response to plaintiffs objection to defendants 
motion for Attorny fees and costs 
John K Butler 
Filing: T - Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court John K Butler 
($86.00 for the Supreme Court to be receipted via 
Misc. Payments. The $15.00 County District 
Court fee to be inserted here.) Paid by: Simms, 
Christopher P. (attorney for Martin, George) 
Receipt number: 0001719 Dated: 6/15/2009 
Amount: $15.00 (Check) For: Martin Custom 
Homes, (plaintiff) 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Defendants Camas County, The Individual 
Members of The Camas County Board of County 
Commissioners, And Ed Smith's Request to 
Supplement Clerk's Record on Appeal 
John K Butler 
John K Butler 
Hearing result for Motion for Attorney fees and John K Butler 
Costs held on 07/13/2009 02:00 PM: Hearing 
Held In Jerome, Paul fitzer will call in to the Court 
at 644-2682. 
Order denying defendants motion for award of John K Butler 
attorney fees 
3 
CHRISTOPHER P. SIMMS 
Attorney at Law 
US Bank Bldg., Ste 209 
191 Sun Valley Road 
P.O. Box 3123 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Tel: 208 6227878 
Fax: 2086227129 
ISB# 7473 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 








CAMAS COUNTY, IDAHO, 
By and through the duly elected 
Board of Commissioners in 
their official capacities, 
KEN BAXTROM, 



























Case No. ~U-~o- 40 
COMPLAINT FOR 
DECLARATORY WDGEMENT 
FEE CATEGORY: U $88.00 
COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY mDGEMENT 
COMES NOW, Plaintiff George Martin, personally and on behalf of Martin 
Custom Homes, L.L.C. as a member, and in support of his Complaint for Declaratory 
Judgment against Camas County, by and through its duly elected Board of 
Commissioners, does state following: 
1. George Martin (hereinafter referred to as "Plaintiff' jointly with Martin 
Custom Homes, L.L.C.) is a resident of and owner of real property situated in the County 
of Camas, State of Idaho. 
2. Martin Custom Homes, L.L.C (hereinafter referred to as "Plaintiff' jointly 
with George Martin) is an Idaho Limited Liability Company in good standing. 
3. George Martin and Martin Custom Homes, L.L.C., are actively engaged in 
the purchase, sale and development of real property in Camas County Idaho, and as such 
hold certain beneficial contractual interests in and relating to real property situated in 
Camas County, State of Idaho. 
4. All acts and activities alleged to have occurred in this Complaint occurred 
within County of Camas, State of Idaho. 
5. The relief requested herein by Plaintiff is within the jurisdiction of the 
District Court for the State of Idaho, County of Camas. 
6. Beginning in the fall of 2005, Camas County, by and through its duly 
elected Board of Commissioners, and Planning and Zoning Commission, undertook to 
exercise the mandatory powers authorized Title 67 Chapter 65, commonly referred to as 
the Local Land Use Planning Act, by amending the Camas County Comprehensive Plan, 
the Land Use Map and Zoning Ordinance, text and Zoning Map, and did thereby 
uniformly and systematically up-zone real property owned by various members, relations 
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and clients of members of the Board and Commission, and downzone real property 
owned by Plaintiff. 
7. Under Cause number CV-07-24 Plaintiffs sued Defendants seeking a 
Declaratory Judgment relating to Comprehensive Plans adopted on May 25, 2006 as 
Resolution 96 and amended March 29, 2007 and Zoning Ordinance adopted on April 18, 
2007, as Ordinance #153 and the Zoning Designation Map adopted March 29, 2007 as 
Ordinance #150. 
8. The basis of challenge against the 2006-2007 Comprehensive Plan, Land 
Use Map, Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Designation Map included various procedural and 
substantive failures to comply with LLUPA and due process of law, including, but not 
limited to; failure to maintain a reviewable record, legal notice of Public Hearing violations, 
Conflicts of Interest, and failure to comply with the substantive dictates of LLUP A. 
9. This Court entered Preliminary Injunctions against Defendant Camas 
County based upon failure to maintain a reviewable record, December 28, 2007 and due to 
conflicts of interest, April 2, 2008. The Preliminary Injunction orders prohibit Defendant, 
Camas County, from proceeding under the Zoning Ordinance amended in March of 2007 
and the related Zoning Map if the Zoning Map purportedly affected any sort of change in 
existing zoning. 
10. The matter was tried to the Court concluding on August 19, 2008 and 
has been taken under submission, while the Preliminary 1I1iunctions remain in force. 
11. In reaction to the above referenced Court Orders, Defendant, Camas 
County on or about May 12, 2008, by Resolutions 114 and 115, illegally adopted a new 
Amended Comprehensive Plan and Land Use Map. On that same date, by Ordinance Nos. 
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157 and 159 the Camas County Board of Commissioners, adopted a new amended Zoning 
Ordinance and Zoning Designation Map. 
12. The above referenced Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning 
Ordinance and Zoning Designation Map are substantially identical to the Comprehensive 
Plan, Land Use Map and Zoning Designation Maps that have been enjoined by this Court. 
13. The above referenced Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning 
Ordinance and Zoning Designation Map were adopted by Defendant, Camas County, in 
an abbreviated process whereby the entire "deliberative process" by the Planning and 
Zoning Commission and Board of Commissioners occurred in mere minutes without any 
actual analysis of the substantive dictates of LLUP A, nor was the taint of conflict of 
interest in anyway removed. 
14. Members of the Planning and Zoning Commission and Board of 
County Commissioners had an economic interest in the outcome of this process under 
Idaho Code Section 67-6506 and despite recusing themselves, because the outcome was 
predetermined and the substance of the Comprehensive Plan, Zoning Ordinance and 
related maps were substantially the same as those previously enjoined, are illegal as the 
result of a process tainted by fatal conflict of interest. 
15. The draft date of the new amended Camas County Comprehensive Plan 
and Zoning Ordinance is March lO, 2008 before any meeting had been held, indicating 
unnoticed and illegal meetings of the Board of Commissioners. 
16. The draft date of the new amended Camas County Comprehensive Plan 
and Zoning Ordinance Land Use Map and Zoning Map is March 14 2008 before any 
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meeting had been held, indicating unnoticed and illegal meetings of the Board of 
Commissioners. 
17. Among the procedural errors associated with the new process are; a) 
Legal Notice of Public Hearing deficiencies in violation of I.e. Sections 67-6509 & 67-6511 
because no summary of the proposed amendments, that would reasonably apprise an 
individual of the nature or location ofthe proposed land use zoning changes, was included in 
said Legal Notice; b) notice was not provided to all political subdivisions providing services 
within the planning jurisdiction, specifically City of Fairfield, and West Magic Fire 
District; c) deficiencies under I.C. Section 67-6511 and Camas County No. 142 in providing 
additional or alternative notice in the case of zoning district boundary change in that notice 
was not posted as required at the Camas County Courthouse or Fairfield City Hall; d) 
deficiencies in the recommendations made by the Planning and Zoning Commission to the 
Board of County Commissioner regarding the new amended Comprehensive Plan, Zoning 
Ordinance and related Land Use Map and Zoning Designation Map in violation of I.C. 
Sections 67-6507, 67-6509 (a) & (b), 67-6511 (b), and in the findings issued by the Board of 
Commissioners; e) publication deficiencies under I.e. Section 31-715A due to failure to 
publish the entire text, including legal description of the rezoned land, or alternatively a 
summary that actually describes the amendments made; and f) failure to remedy the 
stench of pre-existing conflicts of interest as found by this court. 
18. Idaho Code Sections 67-6502 provides the twelve (12) purposes for 
the Local Land Use Planning Act, including; (a) To protect property rights while making 
accommodations for other necessary types of development such as low-cost housing and 
mobile home parks, (b) To ensure that adequate public facilities and services are provided 
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to the people at reasonable cost, (c) To ensure that the economy of the state and localities 
is protected, (d) To ensure that the important environmental features of the state and 
localities are protected, (e) To encourage the protection of prime agricultural, forestry, 
and mining lands for production of food, fibre, and minerals, (f) To encourage urban and 
urban-type development within incorporated cities, (g) To avoid undue concentration of 
population and overcrowding of land, (h) To ensure that the development on land is 
commensurate with the physical characteristics of the land, (i) To protect life and 
property in areas subject to natural hazards and disasters, (j) To protect fish, wildlife, and 
recreation resources, (k) To avoid undue water and air pollution, (1) To allow local school 
districts to participate in the community planning and development process so as to 
address public school needs and impacts on an ongoing basis. 
19. The legislature to ensure the purposes of the Act are met provides for the 
mandatory duties, process, procedure and required criteria to be considered in I.C. Sections 
67-6507, 67-6508, 67-6528, 67-6535 and 67-6537. For example, I.e. Section 67-6528 
states in relevant part, " .. .In adoption and implementation of the plan and ordinances, the 
governing board or commission shall take into account the plans and needs of the state of 
Idaho and all agencies, boards, departments, institutions, and local special purpose 
districts ... " No such accounting of said plans or needs was had in this case or appears in 
the record of same. 
20. Likewise, I.C. Section 67-6511 (a) provides in relevant part, " ... Requests 
for an amendment to the zoning ordinance shall be submitted to the zoning or planning 
and zoning commission which shall evaluate the request to determine the extent and 
nature of the amendment requested. Particular consideration shall be given to the effects 
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of any proposed zone change upon the delivery of services by any political subdivision 
providing public services, including school districts, within the planning jurisdiction ... " 
No such evaluation of the extent and nature of the amendment has here occurred, or 
appears in the record of same. 
21. Similarly, I.e. Section 67 -6511 (b) allows a Planning and Zoning 
commission to make a recommendation to amend a Zoning Ordinance only "After 
considering the comprehensive plan and other evidence gathered through the public 
hearing process ... " No such consideration was made or appears anywhere in the record 
of this new process. 
22. Idaho Code Section 67-6537 (4), states "When considering amending, 
repealing or adopting a comprehensive plan, the local governing board shall consider the 
effect the proposed amendment, repeal or adoption of the comprehensive plan would 
have on the source, quantity and quality of ground water in the area." Nothing in the 
record hereof indicates that any such consideration of ground water issues was had by the 
Camas County Board of Commissioners. 
23. Finally, the legislature, to be certain the purposes of LLUPA were adhered 
to, adopted 67-6535, requiring approvals of land use ordinances affecting a change in 
zoning district boundary, like that which has occurred here, to base the decision upon 
standards in wTiting. In full the statute provides, 
(a) The approval or denial of any application provided for in this 
chapter shall be based upon standards and criteria which shall be set forth 
in the comprehensive plan, zoning ordinance or other appropriate 
ordinance or regulation of the city or county. 
(b) The approval or denial of any application provided for in this 
chapter shall be in writing and accompanied by a reasoned statement that 
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explains the criteria and standards considered relevant, states the relevant 
contested facts relied upon, and explains the rationale for the decision 
based on the applicable provisions of the comprehensive plan, relevant 
ordinance and statutory provisions, pertinent constitutional principles and 
factual information contained in the record. 
(c) It is the intent of the legislature that decisions made pursuant to this 
chapter should be founded upon sound reason and practical application of 
recognized principles oflaw. In reviewing such decisions, the courts of the 
state are directed to consider the proceedings as a whole and to evaluate 
the adequacy of procedures and resultant decisions in light of practical 
considerations with an emphasis on fundamental fairness and the 
essentials of reasoned decision-making. Only those whose challenge to a 
decision demonstrates actual harm or violation of fundamental rights, not 
the mere possibility thereof, shall be entitled to a remedy or reversal of a 
decision. Every final decision rendered concerning a site-specific land use 
request shall provide or be accompanied by notice to the applicant 
regarding the applicant's right to request a regulatory taking analysis 
pursuant to section 67-8003, Idaho Code. 
None of this occurred in the initial or new amendment process. Therefore, the new 
amended Comprehensive Plan, Zoning Ordinance and related Land Use Map and Zoning 
Designation Maps are void on the face of the record before the Court 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays this Court enter its Order temporarily restraining 
and preliminarily enjoining Defendant from processing any land use applications under 
the Zoning Ordinance and Comprehensive Plan illegally adopted on or about May 12, 
2008, including but not necessarily limited to subdivision applications and rezone 
applications as to any lands purportedly affected by a change of land use designation 
thereby; an Order declaring said Zoning Ordinance, Zoning Map, Comprehensive Plan 
and Land Use Map null and void; an order directing Defendant to comply with the 
dictates ofLLUPA for any amendments to its Comprehensive Plan or Zoning Ordinance; 
and an award to Plaintiff for his Attorney Fees and costs herein expended. 
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I I 
VERIFICATION 
State of Idaho ) 
) 
County of Camas ) 
I GEORGE MARTIN, the Petitioner herein, declare under oath that the above is 
true to the best of my knowledge. 
Dated this -+--;---_ day of October, 2008. 
Petitioner 
Subscribed;md sworn to before me by GEORGE MARTIN, a person to me known, 
this I '-I '. clay of October, 2008 
.. r. "/.." 
//" 
-1~·-
My commission expires: _--,-",(},-,t"'-T-~"",--"IJ'--/-i_;;_' _0-'$'--__ 
7 / 
COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY JUDGEMENT 
CHARLES A. HOLLINGSWORTH 
Notary Public 





COMES NOW, Plaintiff and files this, his Verified Application for Temporary 
Restraining Order, Preliminary Injunction and Declaratory Relief and in support thereof 
states as follows; 
1. On or about May 12, 2008, by Resolutions 114 and 115 adopted a new Amended 
Comprehensive Plan and Land Use Map. On that same date, by Ordinance Nos. 157 and 
159 the Camas County Board of Commissioners adopted a new amended Zoning Ordinance 
and Zoning Designation Map. 
2. In the instant case the Defendant's were repeatedly advised to follow the process as 
provided under LLUPA, in both the amendment process beginning in 2005, which has now 
been the subject of more than one (1) year of litigation, and again during the process 
beginning in March of 2008. Defendants were repeatedly invited to begin the initial 
amendment process anew, following the lawfully provided procedural and substantive 
process, but declined to do so. 
3. On the eve of trial in Case No. 07-24 Defendants, in violation ofLLUPA adopted 
alterative ordinances, as specifically described above, and continue to process land use 
applications thereunder. 
4. Idaho Rule of Civil procedure Rule 65( e). Grounds for preliminary injunction, 
provides in pertinent part, 
A preliminary i~unction may be granted in the following cases: 
(1) When it appears by the complaint that the plaintiff is entitled to the 
relief demanded, and such relief, or any part thereof, consists in restraining 
the commission or continuance of the acts complained of, either for a 
limited period or perpetually. 
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(2) When it appears by the complaint or affidavit that the commission 
or continuance of some act during the litigation would produce waste, or 
great or irreparable injury to the plaintiff. 
(3) When it appears during the litigation that the defendant is doing, or 
threatens, or is about to do, or is procuring or suffering to be done, some 
act in violation of the plaintiffs rights, respecting the subject of the action, 
and tending to render the judgment ineffectual. 
5. Idaho Code Section 67-6527 dealing with violations of LLUPA also provides for 
immediate injunctive relief. The statute reads in pertinent part, 
Upon a showing that a person has engaged or is about to engage in an act 
or practice constituting a violation of this chapter or ordinance or 
regulation enacted hereunder, a permanent or temporary injunction, 
restraining order, or such other relief as the court deems appropriate shall 
be granted. The governing board shall not be required to furnish bond. 
6. In the instant case Plaintiff has previously shown he would be irreparably harmed if 
Defendant Camas County is permitted to proceed with the processing of land use 
application under illegally adopted amended zoning ordinances that have adversely affected 
real property in which he holds and interest, as to lands that have been affected by said 
amended zoning. Plaintiff relies heavily upon paragraph numbered (3) of Rule 65(e). 
7. Attached hereto and made a part hereof are the following Exhibits; 
• Exhibit A - Published Notice of Planning and Zoning Commission 
Hearing on Zoning Ordinance and Comprehensive Plan, Camas 
Courier April 2, 2008, for hearing on April 21,2008. 
• Exhibit B Published Notice of Board of County Commissioners 
Hearing on Zoning Ordinance and Comprehensive Plan, Camas 
Courier April 23, 2008, for hearing on May 12, 2008. 
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• Exhibit C Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law by the Camas 
County Planning and Zoning Commission, dated April 22, 2008 
regarding Camas County Zoning Map. 
• Exhibit D Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law by the Camas 
County Planning and Zoning Commission, dated April 22, 2008 
regarding Camas County Zoning Ordinance 
• Exhibit E Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law by the Camas 
County Planning and Zoning Commission, dated April 22, 2008 
regarding Camas County Comprehensive Plan Map. 
• Exhibit F Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law by the Camas 
County Planning and Zoning Commission, dated April 22, 2008 
regarding Camas County Comprehensive Plan. 
• Exhibit G - Publication of adoption on May 12, 2008 of Zoning 
Ordinance No. 157, and Zoning Map Ordinance No. 158 Board of 
County Commissioners Hearing published in the Camas Courier on 
May 14, 2008. 
DEFENDANT'S ACTIONS IN ADOPTING NEW AMENDED ORDINANCES IS IN 
VIOLATION OF THE COURT'S PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIONS 
8. This Court, in its order of December 28, 2007, without striking the ordinance as 
wholly void, enjoined and prohibited Defendant from proceeding under the Zoning 
Ordinance amended in March of 2007 and the related Zoning Map if the Zoning Map 
purportedly affected any sort of change in existing zoning. Again, in this Court's Order of 
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March 10, 2008 the Court stated, on page three (3) "until such time as a final Order is 
entered the County cannot treat the March 2007 Zoning Amendments as void ... " 
9. The Court stated, "In the Court's view the applicable zoning in Camas County 
governing land use applications cannot change week to week, as the case at hand progresses. 
At such time as a final order is entered the question of which County Zoning Ordinance 
applies will have been settled, and not before." 
10. The only means to amend the Zoning Ordinance is the procedure provided for in the 
Zoning Ordinance, Article XVII, and in full compliance with LLUPA. The Defendant's 
actions in amending the Zoning Ordinance, again altering the Zoning Designation in areas 
purportedly affected by zoning change by the 2007 amendments, are in violation of the 
Court's Order. 
PROCESS OF ADOPTING NEW AMENDED COMPREHENSIVE PLAN & ZONING 
ORDINANCE IN VIOLATION OF LLUPA 
11. The new amended Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Ordinance Land Use Map and 
Zoning Map are substantially identical to that approved in May 2006, March and April 
2007, with several minor exceptions. 
12. The draft date of the new amended Camas County Comprehensive Plan and Zoning 
Ordinance is March 10, 2008 before any meeting had been held, indicating unnoticed and 
illegal meetings of the Board of Commissioners. 
13. The draft date of the new amended Camas County Comprehensive Plan and Zoning 
Ordinance Land Use Map and Zoning Map is March 142008 before any meeting had been 
held, indicating unnoticed and illegal meetings of the Board of Commissioners. 
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14. Among the procedural errors associated with the new process are; a) Legal Notice of 
Public Hearing deficiencies in violation ofLC. Sections 67-6509 & 67-6511 because no 
summary of the proposed amendments, that would reasonably apprise an individual of the 
nature or location of the proposed land use zoning changes, was included in said Legal 
Notice; b) nor was said notice provided to all political subdivisions providing services 
within the planning jurisdiction, specifically City of Fairfield, and West Magic Fire 
District; c) deficiencies under I.C. Section 67-6511 and Camas County No. 142 in providing 
additional or alternative notice in the case of zoning district boundary change in that notice 
was not posted as required at the Camas County Courthouse or Fairfield City Hall; d) 
deficiencies in the recommendations made by the Planning and Zoning Commission to the 
Board of County Commissioner regarding the new amended Comprehensive Plan, Zoning 
Ordinance and related Land Use Map and Zoning Designation Map in violation of I.e. 
Sections 67-6507, 67-6509 (a) & (b), 67-6511 (b), and in the findings issued by the Board of 
Commissioners; e) publication deficiencies under I.e. Section 31-715A due to failure to 
publish the entire text, including legal description of the rezoned land, or alternatively a 
summary that actually describes the amendments made; and f) failure to remedy the 
stench of pre-existing conflicts of interest as found by this court. 
15. Idaho Code Sections 67-6502 provides the twelve (12) purposes for the Local 
Land Use Planning Act, including; (a) To protect property rights while making 
accommodations for other necessary types of development such as low-cost housing and 
mobile home parks, (b) To ensure that adequate public facilities and services are provided 
to the people at reasonable cost, (c) To ensure that the economy of the state and localities 
is protected, (d) To ensure that the important environmental features of the state and 
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localities are protected, (e) To encourage the protection of prime agricultural, forestry, 
and mining lands for production of food, fibre, and minerals, (f) To encourage urban and 
urban-type development within incorporated cities, (g) To avoid undue concentration of 
popUlation and overcrowding of land, (h) To ensure that the development on land is 
commensurate with the physical characteristics of the land, (i) To protect life and 
property in areas subject to natural hazards and disasters, G) To protect fish, wildlife, and 
recreation resources, (k) To avoid undue water and air pollution, (1) To allow local school 
districts to participate in the community planning and development process so as to 
address public school needs and impacts on an ongoing basis. 
16. The legislature to ensure the purposes of the Act are met provides for the mandatory 
duties, process, procedure and required criteria to be considered in I.e. Sections 67-6507, 
67-6508,67-6528,67-6535 and 67-6537. For example, I.C. Section 67-6528 states in 
relevant part, " .. .In adoption and implementation of the plan and ordinances, the 
governing board or commission shall take into account the plans and needs of the state of 
Idaho and all agencies, boards, departments, institutions, and local special purpose 
districts ... " No such accounting of said plans or needs was had in this case or appears in 
the record of same. 
17. Likewise, I.C. Section 67-6511 (a) provides in relevant part, " ... Requests for an 
amendment to the zoning ordinance shall be submitted to the zoning or planning and 
zoning commission which shall evaluate the request to determine the extent and nature of 
the amendment requested. Particular consideration shall be given to the effects of any 
proposed zone change upon the delivery of services by any political subdivision 
providing public services, including school districts, within the planning jurisdiction ... " 
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No such evaluation of the extent and nature of the amendment has here occurred, or 
appears in the record of same. 
18. Similarly, I.e. Section 67-6511 (b) allows a Planning and Zoning commission to 
make a recommendation to amend a Zoning Ordinance only "After considering the 
comprehensive plan and other evidence gathered through the public hearing process ... " 
No such consideration was made or appears anywhere in the record of this new process. 
19. Idaho Code Section 67-6537 (4), states "When considering amending, repealing 
or adopting a comprehensive plan, the local governing board shall consider the effect the 
proposed amendment, repeal or adoption of the comprehensive plan would have on the 
source, quantity and quality of ground water in the area." Nothing in the record hereof 
indicates that any such consideration of ground water issues was had by the Camas 
County Board of Commissioners. 
20. Finally, the legislature, to be certain the purposes ofLLUPA were adhered to, 
adopted 67-6535, requiring approvals of land use ordinances affecting a change in zoning 
district boundary, like that which has occurred here, to base the decision upon standards 
in writing. In full the statute provides, 
(a) The approval or denial of any application provided for in this 
chapter shall be based upon standards and criteria which shall be set forth 
in the comprehensive plan, zoning ordinance or other appropriate 
ordinance or regulation of the city or county. 
(b) The approval or denial of any application provided for in this 
chapter shall be in vvTiting and accompanied by a reasoned statement that 
explains the criteria and standards considered relevant, states the relevant 
contested facts relied upon, and explains the rationale for the decision 
based on the applicable provisions of the comprehensive plan, relevant 
ordinance and statutory provisions, pertinent constitutional principles and 
factual information contained in the record. 
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(c) It is the intent of the legislature that decisions made pursuant to this 
chapter should be founded upon sound reason and practical application of 
recognized principles of law. In reviewing such decisions, the courts of the 
state are directed to consider the proceedings as a whole and to evaluate 
the adequacy of procedures and resultant decisions in light of practical 
considerations with an emphasis on fundamental fairness and the 
essentials of reasoned decision-making. Only those whose challenge to a 
decision demonstrates actual harm or violation of fundamental rights, not 
the mere possibility thereof, shall be entitled to a remedy or reversal of a 
decision. Every final decision rendered concerning a site-specific land use 
request shall provide or be accompanied by notice to the applicant 
regarding the applicant's right to request a regulatory taking analysis 
pursuant to section 67-8003, Idaho Code. 
None of this occurred in the initial or new amendment process. Therefore, the new 
amended Comprehensive Plan, Zoning Ordinance and related Land Use Map and Zoning 
Designation Maps are void on the face of the record before the Court. No analysis of 
whether or not the previously adopted flawed Plan, Zoning Ordinance or Maps, are void 
is necessary. The Court should proceed to restrain and enjoin the new amendments, and 
move through trial on the merits of all the amendments. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays this Court enter its Order temporarily restraining 
Defendant from processing any land use applications under the Zoning Ordinance and 
Comprehensive Plan illegally adopted on or about May 12, 2008, including but not 
necessarily limited to subdivision applications and rezone applications as to any lands 
purportedly affected by a change of land use designation thereby. 
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VERIFICATION 
State of Idaho ) 
) 
County of Camas ) 
I GEORGE MARTIN, the Petitioner herein, declare under oath that the above is 
true to the best of my knowledge. 
Dated this ; i day of October, 2008. 
I 
Petitioner 
My commission expires: ----'{)"'-""''+-'''~'-+-'=-=-.L.._'''__ _ _ 
CHAIf..IS /4. ttou~ 
Notary Public 
Stote of Idaho 
SEAL 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
----The undersigned hereby certifies that on the I t> day of OCTOBER, 2008, a 
copy of PLAINTIFF'S APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER, 
PRELIMINARY INJUNTION AND DECLARATORY RELIEF - MAY 12, 2008 
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN, LAND USE MAP, ZONING ORDINANCE AND 
ZONING DESIGNATION MAP was served upon counsel via facsimile and addressed to 
Paul Fitzer, Attorney for Camas County Defendants 950 W. Bannock St., Ste 520, Boise, 
Idaho 83702, facsimile number 208 331 1202. 
Christopher P. Simms 
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~(inH --
Ull!:.; il1;:Y be gllcn to L.mdll \1ilb j('hainn~Jll) ROll!": i n,,\ ! I ](l 
i':;t1rfi:.:ld, ki:'lho 833':7, phon.: '(,-I-,:,'6u, or Linda ThcllilJI> (hoar,.! 11'C;1 I-I 1.':':1'1 i~(), 1.\(", 50S, Fairlield, I ,Lillo iLG:", ph,)!k' 76,~,:': it)Il, 
·.~Letters continued 
'!t:CI r~\\, I say th is do~s Ill)1 have 1( 1 b~ lhill 
!Iinictl ll , yes, lime and dTn!1 <lnd 1ll0~t imp0l'lal\!. 
('j)L'1l alld hOllesl governrn!.!l1: 'vI'l1/'king with lht: \.:om-
Illl ll:i t,1 l(l s~d, solutions, Sl) kts look ahead 10 Ih~ future, thinf.;illg 
t I f' 11\ 1\, i i," ill 1.1", and worl-.. to make ;t happen, I st:e it th is way 
all d a ~ ,! ( ,:)Ulll: Commissioner this ;s the direction I II ill S(l, 
~ ;I~l'c;r\;:I~ 
Dallt' Konrlld 
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FHS ~ Family Health Services 
401 Camas Avenue West 
764-2611 
Medical & Dental Care 
Sliding S('{}/e fees (/~·aiJahif 
OPEN: 
Mon , 2 to 7 
Wed, 8:30 to 5 
Thur. 2 to 7 
Fri. 8:30 to 5 
:: . .... ... ~: . '... . ~ . . '-.. .' . 
IJ. Legal Advertisements II , LegaIAdvertisein~'nt~ 'I Legal Advertisenlents , 1I 
NOTler OF PUBLIC HEARING FOR 
C.\!"v}.\S COrNTY ZONING ORDINAl\C[,: AND 
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
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:!i , ,,\.1 ; I:tt,k :1t IhL' Camas COUIlIY Planning and lOlling lJflicc , 
. \ !.: _'iI~" ': ! ! ,, :U/ :I1l ;II'1 Il l" [)11.: provisions or thl' /,t'n ill~ Ilrdin:!I1C': 1-, :l~ kd-
i.I',,, ,\ ['I!c k! rillt'. IIl'CrprL'l<l: iJ ln. ;!lld 1'.nactl11CI1l 
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i-lazartiou<; A 1"i:<lS 
T,'amlKlrt<:1 ion 
I {()u si ng 
R(.'creation 
('nmrnunity Lk~Ig.11 
<;peL'i,d ,\r\;C\) !.Ir Sik' 
Pltb!ic S(.'r\ 'i l' l'~, 1 : ;'IC i! il!, : ~ ;u1d I ,:I;!I," 
Imp \.::; lei 11:1t ion 
\\ ·r iltt.' iI :,.'( l!liln('!ll :-:: \\' il l hL' rC(t:i\:~d b~f Ill,' Pl ~Ii)l\;:l::-: .. \: / H i:: i._~ 
,\.irninj';!)';t(o)' unril ':r:(I p ,m Oil '\'Ii!~ -::, 2( 11 ):\ , ' il',;illh' ll~ , I' lil,: 
IH:':lr i;!,; !ni!; bt.: iilllil(.'d ~rl thrc'e' mi llutL'" 
SCI'I'ict:, t"l)i' rers()lls \\;tb disab;liti.:~ 1ll,1Y he 11l::tie :lv ;! ii<!hk h 
r;tilill~: IIK'I)I;mning& /oningAtiministralor a! ili,k!()4~' lhr,' , da~' 
in ~ (i \;!nCt: or till: hearing, 
Camas C(}l/ll~rPJ(/l/llil/g (//U/ LOlling " ltim i lliSfrO(OT 
-.., 
'.'OTteE OF PllRUC HEARf\GS FOR 
(A.\1A.S COUNTY CO:VIPREHEl\SI\,!-: PL.-\'\ 
!\'lAP AND ZONING MAP 
\'CYi' lll. IS Hr:RF~Y (jl\T~: (Iii \\ullda:" Ihe I ,: til c! :\:' , l( \;:1 \, 
,:001: ai !):::o a,m, or ,!\ S()()11 thc'r!.'attL'r a~ the nl,:tll'!' ina\ he: ih: d l'd 
the l',In I :I'; C (lUllly Board ofCo!llt11issionero; willl1l11d pu l, li c ile,lr-
ing ,' ;:i 111.: :)eilior Cili/ell's Ct:nler. i 27 W(.:;;I Wiil()\\. 1';)ir: 'idJ, 
Idaho. t,) L"ll ll:;iucr clratt~ (,f a nell' c()lnpreilellsi vt: plall mil!> :tnd :1 
11<:'.1 t "llilig ! ~lap I'or [h~ ClllHHy uf Carmi). ill {lccurLi;!llc(' ",i ih 
SCC'i!}1l (j 7-650t) dlld 67-()51 I, Idaho Code, Th.: PlII'pust: (I['[!lc'-(.' 
h..:arili~;; is i;'II,tll", pubiic a, lIell;b rh~ Board OfCll!l1ilii~~ !o J1I.~ ; " ( I' 
, considn dril1i, l,r(J 11<.: \ \ /(Jili ng !1HIf'l ,tnd c()mrrelwll ~ i v" r ia!lI11:Q" 
,111 <1 tn ~IWCI an nrdinancl': anu r('SOIUlion adlJp l in:: saiJ l un in;:: 
! 
J\>1ap ~ll1d C:OIl1P Plan Map, The Plannln:!, and luning Cotnmi " ,i"ll 
ha< rCCOI11Il1l'ndcd apprlw;li ()rlhe !11ar~ a<; nr,;:,cntl'd to Ihl' i31'al'd 
I't C'lnlll1i~~i!l nl'I' , Cl'pi!.'s Dr (he draft Illaf)'; arL' :N; !t!ab k , I; tIk'I 
C(1lil~l\ C'OUi'1ly P !tJ:l:~ing al~d Zoning. ()!'fi~:e _ :\ c~ ~ p:- ul" th\.' l ! :-;.:I: ; 
/11ar~ arc attached to lhi~ notice . I 
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,1<.1\ ~ in advanc(.' ( \1' tile hearin!.'., i 
elllllllS COIIIlI), PIII//Ililll! & ZO/lif1:;-1tffllfflfstfll(Ur i 
Finding of Facts and Conclusions of Law 
Camas County Planning and Zoning Commission 
RE. Camas County Zoning Map 
Hearing date April 21, 2008 
FINDING OF FACTS 
1. Notice of Public Hearing: 
April 22, 2008 
~1:~¥~~;~\,~,il;:~l- y?~~. 
~~~~i~~·~· .. ~~ ~-:~~~·~~·f~ 
a. Published Notice Camas Courier. 4/2/08, 4/9/08 , 4/16/08 
b l.etters to Agencies 3/14/08 
2. Tile administrator presentod the proposed zoning map to the P & Z 
commission. 
3. The map has been revised to reflect the proposed zoning in Camas County 
4. The proposed map is ill accordance with the Comprehensive Plan and 
associated Land Use map 
5. The proposed map was prepared by Alpine Enterprises, Inc. at the direction 
of the planning and zoning department. 
6 The proposed map, along v'lith a copy of the proposed comprehensive plan 
and proposed zoning ordinance "yere mailed to the following political 
subdivisions . 
a. Camas county weed management 
b. Camas Soi l Conservation District 
c Camas County Road and Bridge 
d. Idaho department of fish and game 
e Camas County Sheri ff 
f. Camas County School District 
9 Frontier Telephone 
il. Camas Coullty fire Marsllal 
I. Idaho POl/ver 
J. Frosgren Associates . Inc 
k. South Central Health Department 
I Camas County Eng ineer at Galena Engineers. 
7 Responses have been received from Camas County Road and Bridge, South 
Central District Health, Camas County Soil Conservation District, & Camas 
Creek Weed Management Cooperative 
8. Notices were posted at all county lines and all other required ioeations. 
9 The zOlling map vvas amended to address spatial anomalies rezoning such 
areas to be designated as a conforming zone. 
10. P&Z held a public hearing on April 21, 2008. 
11 Notice was publisrled in the Camas Courier as required by State Statue 67-
6509. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. All requirements for providing notice of the public hearing as set forth in Title 
67, Chapter 65 and ordinances of the County of Camas have been met. 
2. AI! requirements for the conduct of public hearings as set forth in Title 67, 
Chapter 65 and ordinances of the County of Camas have been met. 
3. The proposed amendment to the Zoning Map is consistent with the 
Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, and Zoning Ordinances for the County 
of Camas 
It is the conclusion of the Camas County Planning and Zoning Commission that the 
Zoning Map is in compliance with the Zoning Ordinance, Comprehensive Plan and Land 
Use Map and recommends approval to the Board of County Commissioners as 
presented on April 21 st, 2008. 
; ,"/ : < i , , ) t , /\ :-'.11 I :'\ .) -~ .--. '~ 
r,,'1arshall Ralph: i"" ))--,- ,'.' ; "-' ~,' \ .. ~, \ _ ! \. I Date: _1_, --+\ __ . _l._. '_'. -+-_i_' .) .. ' 
C'hainnan, Camas'ColIntv Planning alld lOlling ,; 
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Findings of Camas County 
Planning and Zoning Commission 
April 22, 2008 
RE· Camas County Zoning Ordinance 
Hearing date: April 21, 2008 
FINDING OF FACTS 
1. Notice of Public Hearing: 
a. Published Notice: Camas Courier, 4/2/08, 4/9/08,4/16/08 
b. Letters to Agencies: 3/14/08 
2 The administrator presented the proposed Zoning Ordinance to the P & Z 
commission 
3. The Ordinance has been revised to reflect some changes In Camas County 
including an overlay district, additional dwelling units and 40 acre parcels. 
4 The proposed Zoning Ordinance was prepared by the planning and zoning 
department. 
5. The proposed Zoning Ordinance was mailed to the follOWing political 
subdivisions. 
a. Camas county weed management 
b. Camas Soil Conservation District 
c. Camas County Road and Bridge 
d. Idaho department of fish and game 
e. Camas County' Sheriff 
Camas County School District 
9 Frontier Telephone 
h. Camas County fire Marshal 
I. Idaho Power 
J. Frosgren Associates, Inc. 
k. South Central Health Depaliment 
I. Camas County Engineer at Galena Engineers. 
6. Responses have been received from Camas County Road and Bridge, Soum 
Central District Health. Camas County SOil Conservation District, & Camas 
Creek Weed Management Cooperative. 
7 Notices were posted at all county lines and all other reqUired locations. 
8. The Zoning Ordinance was amended to reflect the correct zoning in 
subdivisions to eliminate as many non conforming lots as possible in the 
county. 
9. P&Z held a public hearing on April 21, 2008. 
10 Notice was published in the Camas Courier as required by State Statue 67-
6509. 
'11. All requirements for providing notice of the public hearing as set forth in Title 
67, Chapter 65 and ordinances of the County of Camas have been met. 
12. All requirements for the conduct of public hearings as set forth in Title 67, 
Chapter 65 and ordinances of the County of Camas have been met. 
It is the recommendation of the Camas Counly Planning and Zoning Commission that 
Uie Zoning Ordinance be approved and be presented to the Board of County 
Commissioners on April 22nd , 2008. 
/l i Ii .... ,1, 1 > " \ 
. ,,"i:· ( I, \'./ f ! : / r ., ,~,I 
~J1 h II R I hI· " . I \ :.,.! ~ { I' ars a a p I: " '·· ... ',_ .. v,: I.~ V,\.( "" •. ' .. :(1 l/ 
ChairmCll1, Camas Cuunt)' Planning and /ol)int; 
j ~.~ .... 
Date: --,-f.~\rlp~)-,\-:..:..t -,-,;7..;.;;(,-~'+( ---"'·.~:_i _.\ ';c,') ,~ ... : 
Findings of Camas County 
Planning and Zoning Commission 
April 22, 2008 
RE: Camas County Comprehensive Plan Map 
Hearing date: April 21, 2008 
FINDING OF FACTS 
Notice of Public Hearing: 
d. Published Notice: Camas Courier, 4/2108, 4/9/08,4/16/08 
b. Letters to Agencies 3/14/08 
2. The administrator presented the proposed Comp Plan Map to the P & Z 
commission. 
3. The map has been revised \0 reflect some changes in Camas County. 
4 The proposed Comp Plan Map was prepared by the planning and zoning 
department. 
5 The proposed comprehensive plan map was mailed to the following political 
subdivisions. 
a. Camas county weed rnanagelnent. 
b. Camas Soil ConsGl"vation District 
c Camas Couilty Road and Bridge 
d. Idaho department of fish and game 
e. Camas County Sheriff 
f Camas County School District 
g Frontier Telephone 
h Camas County fIre Marsrlal 
Idaho Power 
] Frosgren AssOCiates. Inc 
k South Central Health Departrnen! 
I Camas County Engineer at Galena Engineers 
6. Responses have been received from Canias County Road and Bridge, South 
Central District Health, Camas County Soil Conservation District. & Camas 
Creek Weed Management Cooperative. 
7 Notices were posted at all county lInes and all other required locations. 
8 The Comp Plan map was amended to plan for the future growth of the county 
9 P&Z held a public hearing on April 21 2008 
10 Notice was published in the Camas Courier as required by State Statue 67, 
6509. 
11. All requirements for providing notice of the public hearing as set forth in Tiile 
67', Chapter 65 and ordinances of the County of Camas have been met. 
12. All requirements for the conduct of public hearings as set forth in Title 67: 
Chapter 65 and ordinances of the County of Camas have been met. 
It is the recommendation of the Camas County Planning and Zoning Commission that 
the Comprehensive Plan Map be approved and be presented to the Board of County 




Marshal! Ralph: UCU, ";~/.{ n (! t/('l·i it \ 
Chairman, Camas (ounty PI8'l1nin~~ unci lot{ing 
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Findings of Camas County 
Planning and ZOIWlg Commission 
April 22, 2008 
RE: Camas County Comprehensive Plan 
Hearing date: April 21, 2008 
FINDING OF FACT~ 
Notice of Public Hearing: 
a. Published Notice Camas Courier, 4/2/08, 4/9/08,4/16/08 
b. Letters to AgenCies 3/14/08 
2. The administrator presented the proposed Comp Plan to the P & Z 
commission. 
3 The plan has been revised to reflect some changes in Camas County. 
4 The proposed Comp Plan was prepared by the planning and zoning 
department. 
5. The proposed comprehensive plan was mailed to the following political 
subdivisions 
a. Camas county weeu managernent. 
b. Camas Soil Conservation District 
c Camas County Road and Bridge 
d. Idaho department of fish and game 
e Camas County Sheriff. 
f Camas County School District 
g. Frontier Telephone 
h Camas County fire Marshal 
I. Idaho Power 
J Frosgren ASSOCiates, Inc. 
k South Central Health Depariment 
I. Camas County Engineer at Galena Engineers. 
6 Responses have been received from Camas County Road and Bridge, South 
Central District Health. Camas County Soil Conservation DlstliCt. & Camas 
Creek Weed Management Cooperative 
7 Notices were posted at all COLIllty lines and all other required locations. 
8 The Comp Plan was amended to address specific needs of the county 
including overly zone districts 
9. P&Z held a public hearing on Aprd 21, 2008 
3Z 
10. Notice was published in the Camas Courier as required by State Statue 67-
6509. 
11. All requirements for providing notice of the public hearing as set forth in Title 
67, Chapter 65 and ordinances of the County of Camas have been met. 
12. All requirements for the conduct of public fiearings as S8t forth in Title 67, 
Chapter 65 and ordinances of the County of Camas have been met. 
It is the recommendation of the Camas County Planning and Zoning Commission that 
the Comprehensive Plan be approved and be presented to the Board of County 
Commissioners on April 22:1d, 2008. 
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Case No. 0.-\1 - 2--00<0-40 
STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF 
PROPOSED TEMPORARY 
RESTRAINING ORDER 
LR.C.P. 65 (b) 




COMES NOW, Plaintiff through counsel, Christopher P. Simms, and files this 
his proposed Temporary Restraining Order and statement in support thereof, 
1. LR.C.P Rule 65(b) provides the terms under which a Temporary restraining 
order, may be entered, the notice and hearing required and duration thereof. Such an 
order should herein be entered without written on oral notice to the adverse party because 
by the terms of the verified complaint the immediate and irreparable injury and damage 
will result to applicant and is occurring on a continuing and ongoing basis. 
2. Defendant, despite prior orders of this Court, continues to process land use 
applications under a Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Ordinance adopted by illegal 
process in violation of the Local Land Use Planning Act. 
3. Plaintiff is immediately and adversely affected economically by such 
activities because his beneficial interest in real property is reduced in value by approval 
of subdivisions other than his own under the illegally adopted Comprehensive Plan and 
Zoning Ordinance. 
4. The economic damage to Plaintiff is irreparable because once a subdivision is 
approved under the illegally adopted Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Ordinance the 
owner of the subdivision will have obtained a property right thereto. 
5. Counsel for Defendant has made known his intention of filing a Motion for 
Change of Judge, in the event this honorable court did not grant Plaintiffs Motion for 
Leave to Amend, adding the allegation contained herein, in Case Number CV-07-24. 
6. The history of the litigation between the parties hereto has been one of delay 
and active efforts by counsel for Defendant to avoid the immediate jurisdiction of this 
court and the same is anticipated here. 




7. Counsel for Plaintiff has attempted to reach Defendant's Attorney, and has left 
a voice mail detailing counsel's intention of approaching the Court on the morning of 
October 15, 2008 seeking a Temporary Restraining Order and or alternatively a date for 
hearing on application for Preliminary Injunction at the Court's earliest convenience. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays this Honorable Court enter its Temporary 
Restraining Order prohibiting Defendant from processing any land use applications 
including but necessarily limited to subdivision applications until further order of this 
Court, and to set for hearing at the Court's earliest availability Plaintiffs request for 
Preliminary Injunction. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that on the ! ~ day of OCTOBER, 2008, a 
copy of STA TEMENT IN SUPPORT OF PROPOSED TEMPORARY RESTRAINING 
ORDER, was served upon counsel via facsimile and addressed to Paul Fitzer, Attorney 
for Camas County Defendants 950 W. Bannock S1., Ste 520, Boise, Idaho 83702, 
facsimile number 208 331 1202. 




Paul Fitzer, ISB No. 5675 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD. 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 520 
Boise, ID 83702 
Tel: 208/331/1800 
Fax: 208/33111202 
H R ___ ...s...L~",",,--~ 
Attorneys for Defendants Camas County, the Individual Commissioners, and Ed Smith in his 
capacity as a member of the Camas County Planning and Zoning Commission 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR CAMAS COUNTY 




CAMAS COlJNTY, IDAHO, by 
and through the duly elected Board of 
Commissioners in their official capacity, 

















Case No. CV -2008-40 
ANSWER 
COME NOW, Camas County, Idaho (the County), by and through its duly elected Board 
of County Commissioners (the Board), Ken Backstrom, Bill Davis, and Ron Chapman (the 
Individual Commissioners), (collectively, County Defendants), by and through their attorneys of 
ANSWER--l OR\G\~J-
record, Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chartered, and answer the Plaintiffs' Complaint for 
Declaratory Judgment. 
This pleading is divided into three parts. In Part I, the County Defendants answer the 
Plaintiffs' Complaint in this matter using the same numbering scheme as in Plaintiffs' 
Complaint. Phrases in brackets immediately following some paragraph numbers correspond to 
the heading provided by Plaintiffs and in no way should be construed as an admission or denial. 
Unless specific responses to individual sentences or allegations are indicated, the response 
applies to the entire corresponding paragraph in Plaintiffs' Complaint. Part II sets forth the 
County Defendants' affirmative defenses; Part III contains the County Defendants' request for 
relief. 
I. 
ANSWER TO PLAINTIFFS' COMPLAINT 
The County Defendants admit, deny, and allege as follows to Plaintiffs Paragraph No.: 
1. Admit. 
2. Denied. 
3. County Defendants lack information sufficient to admit or deny and therefore deny. 
4. Admit that the acts or omissions alleged in Plaintiffs' Complaint occurred in 
Camas County, Idaho to the extent those acts or omissions relate to the alleged actions of the 
Camas County Planning and Zoning Commission and/or Camas County Board of County 
Commissioners in enacting Resolution 114 and 115 and Ordinance 157 and 159, but deny the 
ANSWER -- 2 
remainder of said paragraph including reference to "all acts and activities alleged". Otherwise, 
County Defendants lack information sufficient to admit or deny and therefore deny. 
5. Admit insofar as the District Court for the State of Idaho has jurisdiction in this 
matter but denies as to the relief requested. 
6. Admit that County Defendants undertook to exercise the powers authorized by 
Title 67 Chapter 65, commonly referred to as the Local Land Use PI arming Act, by amending the 
Camas County Comprehensive Plan, and Zoning Ordinance, text and map, but denies the 
remainder of said paragraph. 
7. Denied. Plaintiff brought an action seeking both petition for judicial review and a 
declaratory judgment among other various claims as well. 
8. Denied. The Plaintiffs did not have a basis to challenge the 2006-2007 
Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Designation Map. 
9. The Court's Order speaks for itself and no response is required. Paragraph 9 is 
therefore denied to the extent the Plaintiff attempts to paraphrase the Court's Order. 
10. Admit insofar as the Count III was tried on or about August 19, 2008 and the 
parties are awaiting the Court's Order, but denies the remainder of the paragraph. 
11. Admit that the County Defendants adopted Resolutions 114 and 115, and 
Ordinances 157 and 159 but deny the remainder of the paragraph. 
12. Denied. 
13. Denied. 
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14. Denied. 
15. Denied. Resolutions 114 and 155, Ordinances 157 and 159 were adopted on May 
12,2008. 
16. Denied. Resolutions 114 and 155, Ordinances 157 and 159 were adopted on May 
12,2008. 
17. Denied. County Defendants adhered to the requirements of Idaho Code Title 67, 
Chapter 65. 
18. Paragraph 18 does not state an allegation and therefore no response is required and 
County Defendants therefore deny same. 
19. Denied. County Defendants adhered to the requirements of Idaho Code Title 67, 
Chapter 65. 
20. Denied. County Defendants adhered to the requirements of Idaho Code Title 67, 
Chapter 65. 
21. Denied. County Defendants adhered to the requirements of Idaho Code Title 67, 
Chapter 65. 
22. Denied. County Defendants adhered to the requirements of Idaho Code Title 67, 
Chapter 65. 






First Affirmative Defense 
Plaintiffs have failed to state a claim upon which relief may be granted in their favor and 
against the County Defendants. 
Second Affirmative Defense 
Plaintiffs' claims are barred his bad faith. 
Third Affirmative Defense 
Plaintiffs' claims are barred by laches, waiver, and estoppel. 
Fourth Affirmative Defense 
Any injuries suffered by Plaintiffs are a direct and proximate result of their ovvn actions 
or omISSIOns. 
Fifth Affirmative Defense 
Any injuries suffered by Plaintiffs are a direct and proximate result of the acts or 
omissions of others for whom the County Defendants are not liable. 
Sixth Affirmative Defense 
Plaintiffs have failed to comply with the requirements of Title 6, Chapter 9, Tort Claims 
against Government Entities. 
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Seventh Affirmative Defense 
County Defendants have immunity pursuant to I.C. §§ 6-904(1), 6-904(3), and 6-
904B(3). 
Eighth Affirmative Defense 
County Defendants are not liable for punitive damages pursuant to I.C. § 6-918. 
Ninth Affirmative Defense 
The Plaintiffs have not suffered actual harm or a violation of a fundamental right as 
required by I.C. § 67-6535. 
Tenth Affirmative Defense 
There is no justiciable case or controversy as the Plaintiffs lack standing to bring this 
action. 
Eleventh Affirmative Defense 
There is no justiciable case or controversy as the Plaintiff's action is not npe and 
therefore premature. 
III. 
REQUEST FOR RELIEF 
Wherefore, the answering County Defendants request that the Plaintiffs take nothing by 
their Petition and each cause of action pleaded therein; that the County Defendants be awarded 
their reasonable costs and attorney fees under I.e. §§ 12-117,12-120,12-121, and 6-918A; and 
that the Court provide the County Defendants any further relief as may be just and equitable 
ANSWER -- 6 
45 
Dated this ---.Ii:L_ day of October, 2008. 
Atrney for the County Defendants 
* * * 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Answer was this _1_6 _ day 
of October, 2008 served upon the following individuals and in the corresponding manner: 
Christopher P. Simms 
P.O. Box 3123 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Via United States mail 
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Paul Fitzer, ISB No. 5675 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD. 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 520 
Boise, ID 83702 
Tel: 208/331/1800 
Fax: 208/33111202 
Attorneys for Defendants Camas County, the Individual Commissioners, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR CAMAS COUNTY 











ED SMITH and CAMAS COlJNTY, IDAHO, by ) 
and through the duly elected Board of ) 





Case No. CV-08-40 
DEFENDANTS CAMAS COUNTY, 
THE INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF 
THE CAMAS COUNTY BOARD OF 
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' 
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
APPLICATION FOR 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
Come now, Camas County, Idaho (the County), by and through its duly elected Board of 
County Commissioners (the Board), Ken Backstrom, Bill Davis, and Ron Chapman (the 
Individual Commissioners), (collectively, the County Defendants), by and through the County 
Defendants' legal counsel, Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chtd., and object to Plaintiffs' 
Application for a Temporary Restraining Order, Preliminary Injunction, and Declaratory Relief. 
DEFENDANTS CAMAS COUNTY AND THE INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF THE CAMAS 
COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
APPLICATION FOR A TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER, PRELIMINARY 
INJUNCTION, AND DECLARATORY RELIEF 1 
The County Defendants request that the Court deny Plaintiffs' Application and deny 
Plaintiffs any relief. 
I. 
BACKGROUND 
A. Plaintiff's Requested Relief 
On October 15, 2008 Plaintiffs George Martin and Martin Custom Homes, LLC filed a 
"Complaint for Declaratory Judgement" [sic] and an "Application for Temporary Restraining 
Order, Preliminary Injunction, and Declaratory Relief." Plaintiffs alleged various infirmities in 
the Commission's and Board's alleged amendments to Camas County's zoning ordinance and 
comprehensive plan which include: 
1) Confli ct of interest pursuant to 67-6506. 
2) Procedural defects pursuant to Idaho Code 67-6509 and 67-6511. 
3) Substantive defects pursuant to 67-6507, 67-6508, and 67-6537. 
The only harm that the Plaintiff articulates he has suffered is in his application for 
preliminary injunction where he asserts that he will be irreparably harmed if the County is able to 
process land use applications as they will adversely affect real property in which he holds an 
interest. Plaintiff does not articulate how an alleged conflict of interest prejudices some right of 
the Plaintiff. He does not allege how an error in the legal notice, agency notification letter, or 
posting requirements harm him in any way. Having procured copies of all proposed legislation, 
Plaintiff was present and testified at all public hearings. 
Plaintiff owns the following parcels of property in Camas County: 
1) Property: forty acre parcel at 770 E. 240 N. 
a. Prior to the 2008 amendments, the property was zoned Agricultural (A); 
b. After the amendments, the property was zoned Agricultural (A). 
c. Result: No harm. 
2) Property: twenty-nine acre parcel west of Soldier road. 
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a. Prior to the 2008 amendments, the property was Agricultural (A) allowing one 
unit per twenty acres; 
b. After the amendments, the property was zoned Residential (Rl), allowing one 
uni t per acre. 
c. Result: No harm. 
3) Property: one acre lots, Lots 3 and 4 Blk 5, within the existing, approved, and 
platted Homestead Subdivision entitling one acre lots. 
a. Prior to the 2008 amendments, the properties are zoned Agricultural Transitional 
(AT); 
b. After the amendments, the property was zoned Residential (R1), allowing one 
unit per acre. 
c. Result: No harm. 
The application is unaccompanied by any evidence whatsoever tending to show that 
Plaintiff s interest in real property has been adversely affected. 
B. County Defendant's Legislative Activity 
1. The District Court of Camas County in Case No. 07-24 issued a preliminary injunction 
on March 7, 2008 enjoining the County from processing any land use applications pursuant to 
Ordinance 12, 150, and 153; zoning ordinances for the County. 
2. The Court held that a county-wide zoning ordinance and map was quasi-judicial in nature 
and all Commission and Board members that owned property in the County that would be 
potentially rezoned in the adoption of a county-wide zoning ordinance and map had a conflict of 
interest by virtue of this ownership of property. 
3. The Court however provided on the record that the County was not precluded from 
enacting new legislation. 
4. The Board adopted a moratorium on all building permits and land use permits on March 
10,2008 to comply with the Court's March 7, 2008 Order. 
5. In March 2008, the Board sent a request to the Planning and Zoning Commission to 
consider adopting a new zoning map pursuant to Idaho Code 67-6511. 
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6. The Commission held several meetings to discuss the new ordinances and resolutions; the 
drafts of which had been prepared by the planning staff. 
7. Notice of Public Hearing before the Camas County Planning and Zoning Commission on 
the draft 2008 Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map were 
published in accordance with the requirements of Title 67, Chapter 65, Idaho Code having been 
published in the April 2, April 9, and April 16, 2008 editions to the Camas County Courier. 
8. Notices were posted at all county lines and all other required locations. Notice of the 
intent to amend the proposed legislation along with copies of the proposed legislation was mailed 
to the political subdivisions providing services within the planning jurisdiction. 
9. The Commission held public hearings on the 2008 Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, 
Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map on April 21, 2008. All members of the Planning and Zoning 
Commission that owned land in the County that may potentially be rezoncd by the adoption of a 
new zoning map recused themselves on the record and refrained from participating in the 
proceedings to adopt said legislation. 
10. The administrator presented the proposed legislation to the Commission. The 
Commission noticed and conducted the hearing pursuant to Title 67, Chapter 65 Idaho Code. 
11. The Commission allowed all interested persons to provide testimony and reviewed all 
VYTitten testimony. The Plaintiff was provided notice and opportunity to be heard at said public 
hearings. Plaintiff testified at said public hearings. The public hearing was closed at the 
conclusion of the April 21 public hearing. 
12. The Commission then took up the matter and rendered its recommendation to forward the 
2008 Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map to the Board for 
consideration. 
13. The Board received the Commission's recommendation in a board meeting on April 22, 
2008. The members of the Board that owned property in the County that potentially may be 
rezoned recused themselves on the record and refrained from participating in any of the 
proceedings to adopt the proposed zoning map. 
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14. Notice of Public Hearing before the Camas County Board of County Commissioners on 
the draft 2008 Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map were 
published in accordance with the requirements of Title 67, Chapter 65, Idaho Code having been 
published in the April 23 , April 30, and May 7, 2008 editions to the Camas County Courier 
including all posting requirements and notice of the Commission's recommendation. 
15. On May 12, 2008, the Board conducted public hearings on the proposed legislation 
taking public and written testimony. Plaintiff testified at all public hearings. The public hearing 
was closed on May 12, 2008 at the conclusion of testimony. The Board then took up the matter 
and rendered its decision. 
16. By Resolution 114 and 115 the County added the Comprehensive Plan and Land Use 
Map. By Ordinance 157 and 159, the County adopted the Zoning Ordinance and Map. 
17. At the public hearings, testimony was mixed. A petition was submitted with over 100 
names supporting the County's adoption of the new legislation. The majority of the testimony 
against the adoption concerned the litigation against the County or other such complaints. 
Notably, they did not include substantive or relevant testimony as to the legislation itself 
including actual zoning districts, planning components, etc. 
18. The property which is the subject of the draft 2008 Zoning Map is the entirety of Camas 
County. Camas County consists of largely agricultural land. A majority of the private land in 
Camas County is used for farming and ranching. A majority of the County was zoned 
agriculture to comply with the Land Use Section of the Comprehensive Plan that states the 
preservation of agricultural uses is of utmost importance. Commercial and residential zones were 
placed in areas of existing development to channel development away from the large agricultural 
areas and allow pre-existing community centers some additional gro\\1h to support schools and 
economic development in the County. 
19. The Land Use Section of the Comprehensive Plan states that the northern part of the 
county would be a poor area for development. With the exception of some residential density to 
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reflect current subdivisions located on the South Fork of the Boise River (over Fleck Summit), 
the northern portion of the County is zoned agricultural. 
20. The Land use Section of the Comprehensive Plan states that commercial and residential 
use has traditionally been located in Fairfield, Soldier, West Magic, Corral, Hill City, Manard 
and Blaine. The Land Use Section states that the areas in Camas County most suited for higher 
density are the platted townsites and adjacent to West Magic (a community center). Fairfield 
is the only incorporated town. Soldier, Corral, Hill City, Manard and Blaine are platted 
townsites. West Magic is not a platted townsite but several platted subdivisions are located there. 
Residential and commercial uses were zoned in the platted townsites and West Magic to comply 
with existing conditions and center any future commercial and residential development in 
established areas. Commercial and residential development was zoned in the Soldier Creek 
vicinity to reflect current development and channel development to established areas. 
Residential development was zoned in the Willow Creek vicinity to reflect current development 
and channel development to established areas. Commercial and residential development was 
zoned in the Solider Mountain Ranch area to reflect current development and channel 
development to established areas. Additional higher density residential zones were 
established near Soldier Mountain Ranch area, where existing subdivisions such as Mountain 
Sun and Smoky Dome Ranchos already exist. Some low density residential is zoned in the 
Squaw Flats area to reflect current development and allow for limited residential development in 
that area. 
21. The 2008 zoning map is in accordance with the text of the County's Comprehensive Plan 
and Land Use Map as adopted by Resolution 103, on March 29,2007. The Comprehensive Plan 
land use map was not enjoined by the Court in its March 7, 2008 injunction. 
22. The Board considered the effect the zoning would have on affected political subdivisions 
that provide services to the County. The Board detennined that the County should be zoned to 
provide for some gro\\rth in residential and commercial development to provide students and a 
tax base to support the schools. However, the growth must be controlled to avoid overwhelming 
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the schools with too many new students at once. The Board determined that the draft 2008 
Zoning Map accomplishes these goals. The Board determined that the irrigation districts would 




Idaho R. Civ. P. 65(e) sets forth the circumstances which will justify a preliminary 
injunction: 
(1) When it appears by the complaint that the plaintiff is entitled to the relief demanded, and 
such relief, or any part thereof: consists in restraining the commission or continuance of the acts 
complained of, either for a limited period or perpetually. 
(2) When it appears by the complaint or affidavit that the commission or continuance of some 
act during the litigation would produce waste, or great or irreparable injury to thc plaintiff. 
(3) When it appears during the litigation that the detendant is doing, or threatens, or is about to 
do, or is procuring or suffering to be done, some act in violation of the plaintiffs rights, 
respecting the subject of the action, and tending to render the judgment ineffectual. 
(4) When it appears, by affidavit, that the defendant during the pendency of the action, 
threatens, or is about to remove, or to dispose of the defendant's property with intent to defraud 
the plaintiff, an injunction order may be granted to restrain the removal or disposition. 
Idaho R. Civ. P. 65(e)(l)-(4). 
None of the circumstances articulated in Rule 65( e) apply as the Plaintiff wholly fails to 
allege specific factual information tending to show that he is entitled to the requested relief; the 
enjoinment of county-wide legislation, or that he has suffered irreparable injury or had a 
fundamental right substantially impaired. 
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A. Preliminary Injunctive Relief requires Plaintiff to demonstrate that he is entitled to 
the requested relief; that he has suffered irreparable injury; that a fundamental right has 
been substantially impaired. 
Preliminary injunctions do not issue upon a whim: Plaintiffs carry the burden to prove a 
right to an injunction, Lawrence Warehouse Co. v. Rudio Lumber Co., 89 Idaho 389, 405 P.2d 
634 (1965), and "a preliminary mandatory injunction is granted only in extreme cases where the 
right is very clear and it appears that irreparable injury will flow from its refusal," Evans v. 
District Court of the Fifth Judicial District, 47 Idaho 267, 270, 275 P. 99, 100 (1929). As the 
Supreme Court of Idaho has said, "[t]he substantial likelihood of success necessary to 
demonstrate that appellants are entitled to the relief they demanded cannot exist where complex 
issues of law or fact exist which are not free from doubt." Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 
513,518,681 P.2d 988, 994 (1984) (quoting First National Bank & Trust Co. v. Federal Reserve 
Bank, 495 F.Supp. 154 (W.D. Mich. 1980); Avins v. Widener College, Inc., 421 F.Supp. 858 (D. 
Del. 1976) (injunction not granted where issues of fact and law are seriously disputed); Wm. 
Rosen l\4onuments, Inc. v. Phil Madonick Monuments, Inc., 62 A.D.2d 1053,404 N.Y.S.2d 133 
(N.Y. App. Div. 1978) (injunction granted only upon the clearest evidence)). 
1. Declaratory Judgment Action Challenges to Legislative Activitv 
To obtain preliminary injunctive relief pursuant to IRCP 65( e)(1), Plaintiff must 
demonstrate that he is entitled to a declarative judgment enjoining the County's legislative 
activity. Idaho Code §10-1202 provides that: 
"[ a Jny person ... whose rights ... are affected by a ... municipal ordinance .. may 
have determined any question of construction or validity arising under the 
ordinance ... and obtain a declaration ofrights .... 
To prevail, the Plaintiff carries the burden to provide a clear showing that 1) there is a 
justiciable case or controversy; 2) that he has standing to bring a declarative action; 3) that the 
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ordinance in question was confiscatory, arbitrary, unreasonable, and capncIOUS; 4) that the 
Plaintiff has suffered actual hann or a substantial right has been prejudiced; and 5) the nexus that 
this actual hann was caused by the County's actions. 
a. Preliminary Requirements: An Actual or Justiciable Controversy - Standing 
As a matter of constitutional and state law, a declaratory judgment may only be rendered 
where an actual or justiciable controversy exists lodged by one who has suffered particularized 
or personal harm that is different than that suffered by any other member of the public. Harris v. 
Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 516, 681 P.2d 988, 991 (1984). Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 
Idaho 635, 639, 778 P.2d 757, 761 (1989); S'elkirk-Priest Basin Assoc., Inc. v. State ex rel. Batt, 
128 Idaho 831, 834, 919 P .2d 1032, 1035 (1996). "Although the Declaratory Judgment Act, 
Idaho Code Title 10, chapter 12, bestows the authority to declare rights, status, or other legal 
relations, that authority is circumscribed by the rule that 'a declaratory judgment can only be 
rendered in a case where an actual or justiciable controversy exists'." Schneider v. Howe, 142 
Idaho 767, 772, 133 P.3d 1232, 1237 (2006) quoting Harris, 106 Idaho at 516,681 P.2d at 991. 
Generally, justiciability questions are divisible into several sub-categories; one of which is 
standing. Id. See also lvfiles, 116 Idaho at 639, 778 P.2d at 76l. 
The Declaratory Judgment Act does not relieve a party from showing that it has standing 
to bring the action in the first instance. Selkirk-Priest, 128 Idaho at 834, 919 P .2d at 1035. 
Standing, meaning a party's right to seek judicial enforcement of a right, is a "fundamental 
prerequisite" to invoking the jurisdiction of the courts. Noh v. Cenarrusa, 137 Idaho 798, 800, 
53 P .3d 1217, 1219 (2002). Standing is a component of the constitutionally-based case-or-
controversy rule and the threshold necessary to obtain standing cannot be legislated to require 
less than the constitutional test. Noh, 137 Idaho at 801, 53 P.3d at 1220. In other words, the 
declaratory judgment act is not a forum for those with general complaints about the conduct of 
one's local governing board. When considering whether a party has standing, the focus is on the 
party, not the issues the party raises. Miles, 116 Idaho at 641, 778 P.2d at 763. 
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The essence of the standing inquiry is whether the party seeking to invoke the 
court's jurisdiction has "alleged such a personal stake in the outcome of the 
controversy as to assure the concrete adversariness which sharpens the 
presentation upon which the court so depends for illumination of difficult 
constitutional questions." As refined by subsequent reformation, this requirement 
of "personal stake" has come to be understood to require not only a "distinct 
palpable injury" to the plaintiff, but also a "fairly traceable" causal connection 
between the claimed injury and the challenged conduct. 
Id. To satisfY the standing requirement, the Plaintiff must "allege or demonstrate an injury in 
fact and a substantial likelihood that the judicial relief requested will prevent or redress the 
claimed injury." ld. Or, put differently, the Plaintiff must possess a "personal stake" in the 
controversy. See Rural Kootenai Org., Inc. v. Board O/C0111111 'rs, 133 Idaho 833, 841,993 P.2d 
596, 604 (1999). Indeed, the Plaintiff must show a "peculiar or personal injury that is different 
than that suffered by any other member of the public." Selkirk-Priest, ] 28 Idaho at 834, 919 
P.2d at 1035. 
Where the courts have upheld the standing of a plaintiff in a land use matter, a central 
factor in establishing standing was plaintif:fs proximity to the affected areas coupled with a 
particularized harm. In McCuskey v. Canyon County, 123 Idaho 657, 851 P.2d 953 (1993), the 
appellant challenged the Canyon County Zoning Ordinance because it do\vnzoned his property 
from heavy industrial to a rural residential. The court found that he had standing by virtue of the 
actual downzone of his property. 
In Butters v. Hauser, 131 Idaho 498, 501, 960 P.2d 18], 184 (1998) the plaintiff 
challenged a Latah County approval of an applicant's conditional use permit to erect a radio 
transmission tower. While an important factor, the Court reasoned that even the proximity is not 
enough to achieve standing; that individualized harm was the paramount requirement: 
[A] grievance relating to status as an owner of land within a designated area does 
not relieve a complainant of the necessity of demonstrating a "distinct palpable 
injury" traceable to the challenged governmental conduct. It is the quality or 
magnitude of the injury suffered which must differentiate a plaintiff from the 
citizenry at large in order to confer standing. The situs of owned property in 
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relationship to an area touched by an ordinance is relevant to a standing inquiry 
only insofar as the property's location exposes the landowner to peculiarized 
harm. 
ld. In Bopp v. City of Sandpoint, 110 Idaho 488, 716 P.2d 1260 (1986), the plaintiff challenged a 
city ordinance vacating a public right-of-way in a bridge and the city's subsequent lease of the 
underlying property for development of a shopping center. The Supreme Court held that because 
Bopp, who owned no property adjacent to the vacated right-of-way, asserted no injury peculiar to 
himself, but only such injury as was sustained by the general public, he could not maintain the 
declaratory judgment action. 
The Plaintiff has wholly failed to meet its burden to demonstrate that the Comprehensive 
Plan and Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map has caused him to suffer any 
actual, threatened, or particularized harm and he therefore does not have standing to prevail in 
this cause of action. Without such a showing, he cannot meet the requirements under IRep 
65( e)(1); that he has alleged sufficient factual evidence demonstrating that he is entitled to enjoin 
county-wide legislation. His relief amounts to each and every property owner in the County be 
precluded from having a land use application be processed by the County. What injury has he 
suffered to obtain such a far reaching relief? It is the relief sought that will cause the harm to 
every property owner in the County. As provided the Plaintiff s properties have not undergone 
a downzone. His properties have in fact remained the same or even upzoned. Plaintiff fails to 
allege any facts that his or other properties have been upzoned, downzoned, or changed in any 
way that is causally related to his own. He does not allege any facts tending to demonstrate a 
conflict of interest much less than how this conflict affects his interests. In short, he alleges 
many procedural and substantive errors, which the County vehemently denies, but even, if true, 
do not substantially impair a fundamental right of Plaintiffs. 
As Giltner Dairy, LLC v. Jerome County, 145 Idaho 630, 181 P.3d 1238 (2008) and 
Highland's Development Corp. v. City of Boise, 145 Idaho 958, 188 P.3d 900 (2008) suggest, a 
comprehensive plan, zoning ordinance, and zoning map do not by their very legislative nature 
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confer a right to develop, but are merely legislation applicable to property county-wide. The 
state legislature granted local governing boards the authority to exercise legislative judgment in 
determining the appropriate zoning designation throughout its jurisdiction - an individual has 
no right to a particular zone. The Plaintiff does not bring this declarative judgment action to 
appeal a denied permit or application. Instead, he challenges the ordinances themselves. 
Without an application, there is no right to a particular zone; without a right to a particular zone, 
there can be no injury. Plaintiff does not have the standing to claim injunctive relief, whether 
preliminary or permanently. 
b. Due Process - Restrained Standard of Review in Challenges to Legislative Actions 
Plaintiff will be unable to demonstrate that he is entitled to the overreaching relief sought 
pursuant to IRCP 65(e)(l)(2) or (3) since the County is acting in its legislative capacity. Plaintiff 
seeks injunctive relief due to numerous procedural and substantive violations. Such injunctive 
relief can be a remedy where a particular affected plaintiff can demonstrate that was not provided 
sufficient due process considerations including notice and an opportunity to be heard. Plaintiff, 
however, has not alleged sufficient factual evidence tending to show that he has suffered actual 
harm or had a fundamental right substantially impaired sufficient to invoke the stricter due 
process protections. The County in enacting county-wide ordinances is acting in its legislative 
capacity. 
Legislative actions are to be evaluated with a restricted standard of review; as a form of 
judicial deference to legislative actions. Cooper v. Ada County Comm'rs, 101 Idaho 407, 410, 
614 P.2d 947, 950; Gay v. County Commissioners of Bonneville County. 103 Idaho 626,627651 
P.2d 560, 561 (Idaho App. 1982). Judicial review oflegislative actions of a local zoning board 
is limited to a review of whether the action is arbitrary and capricious. Cooper, 101 Idaho at 
409, 614 P.2d at 949. Courts are not justified in preventing the enforcement of a legislative 
enactment by declaring it invalid unless it is a clear violation of some provision of the 
Constitution. It is not for the Court to endorse or criticize the value of specific legislative 
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enactments, because the political process is better suited to contend with the complex questions 
of public policy and competing social interest. "Legislative action is shielded from direct 
judicial review by its high visibility and widely felt impact, on the theory that the appropriate 
remedy can be had at the polls." Burt v. City of Idaho Falls, 105 Idaho 65, 68, 665 P.2d 1075, 
1078 (1983) quoting Cooper, 101 Idaho at 410,614 P.2d at 950. 
In the legislative context, Plaintiff is entitled to some notice. In quasi-judicial actions the 
County would be subject to strict due process constraints requiring that an affected person is 
afforded sufficient process to ensure that the individual is not arbitrarily deprived of his rights in 
violation of state or federal constitutions. This means that the individual must be provided with 
notice and an opportunity to be heard. This is not a quasi-judicial proceeding. Plaintiff is not an 
affected party pursuant to LLUP A. Thus, Plaintiff is not afforded stricter constitutional due 
process protections. Nonetheless, the adoption of comprehensive plans, zoning ordinances and 
maps do have statutory notice and hearing provisions such that the failure to adhere to such 
statutory requirements could deny an affected party notice and opportunity to be heard. 
For example in McCuskey, Canyon County issued a stop work order to the plaintiff who 
was building a gas station on land recently downzoned from industrial to residential. The 
plaintiff sought a declarative judgment declaring the ordinance downzoning his property void 
because he had not received notice of the hearing. The Idaho Supreme Court agreed on 
procedural grounds holding that the Plaintiff was challenging the enactment of the ordinance as 
opposed to an argument that the authorities made the \\Tong decision. Further, as the zoning 
ordinance affected the plaintiffs land, i.e. the downzoning was a particularized harm, McCuskey 
was entitled to mailed notice of the hearing pursuant to Idaho Code §67 -6511 (b). Of import to 
note, the court did not substitute its judgment as to whether the property should have been 
downzoned. Further, the court did not simply find that the county failed to follow procedural 
statutory guidelines. Rather, the court limited its review as to whether the plaintiff 1) had 
suffered harm; 2) was entitled to notice; and 3) had received notice. If all three elements were 
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met, then and only then, did the court have the power to void the county's legislation due to its 
statutory procedural error. 
Idaho Code §67 -6509 provides the notice and hearing requirements necessary to adopt 
or amend a comprehensive plan and, by reference from Idaho 67-6511, a zoning ordinance. 
The County complied with such requirements. The Camas County Planning and Zoning 
Commission and thereafter the Board conducted at least one public hearing in adopting the 2008 
. legislation in which interested persons had the opportunity to be heard including Plaintiff. Legal 
notices of the time and place of the hearings were published in the Camas County Courier and 
the copies of the plan and map were available for review prior to the hearing. All public 
hearings were recorded. Plaintiff attended and testified at length at each and every hearing. The 
planning commission provided a written recommendation of approval to the board. 
Plaintiff was afforded a meaningful opportunity to be heard at the public hearings. He 
attended and testified at each. Plaintiff alleges numerous procedural errors but wholly fails to 
demonstrate that his substantial rights were prejudiced by virtue of a procedural error; Spencer, 
145 Idaho at 453, ] 80 P.3d at 492. In Cowan v. Board o[Com 'rs of Fremont County, 143 Idaho 
501,512, 148 P.3d 1247, 1258 (2006), the court noted: 
[T]he Board concedes that both notices were defective. Nonetheless, Cowan has 
failed to demonstrate that his substantial rights were prejudiced by either 
defective notice. First, Cowan's counsel attended the ... hearing and submitted a 
brief objecting to notice. Moreover, Cowan spoke against the application at that 
hearing. Therefore, even if the notice were defective, Cowan has failed to 
demonstrate how this defect prejudiced his substantial rights since he clearly had 
notice of the meeting. 
Cowan, 143 Idaho at 513,148 P.3d at 1259. Plaintiff attended and testified at all public hearings 
and thus had actual notice. Plaintiff's actual notice and attendance act as a waiver to the 
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County's alleged defective notice. The nexus connecting any alleged procedural error and 
substantive right of the Plaintiff is simply not present. I 
c. Conflict of Interest - Denial of Due Process? 
Idaho Code §67 -6506 provides that members of the planning and zoning commission and 
the county board shall not participate in any proceeding or action when he has an economic 
interest in the procedure or action. In order to obtain preliminary injunctive relief due to a 
conflict of interest, Plaintiff bears the burden to demonstrate that a substantial right was 
prejudiced or he suffered actual harm as a result of this conflict of interest. 
In Manookian v. Blaine County, 112 Idaho 697 (1987), the applicant sought a conditional 
use penn it to construct an electrical transmission lines. Three potential routes were identified to 
locate the lines: 1) the "Idaho Power route" which ran through property owned by two of the 
planning and zoning commissioners; 2) the "desert route" which runs away from the planning 
commissioners' property; and 3) the route ultimately approved by the planning and zoning 
commissioners, the "toe of the hills route", which crossed the property owned by the plaintiffs. 
The court reasoned that utility transmission lines, either the Idaho Power or Desert route 
impacted the Commissioners' land both physically and visually and thus constituted an economic 
interest. Similarly, the chosen route impacted the plaintiff's property. 
The present action is distinguishable from Manoonkian. In Manoonkian, the properties 
owned by the planning members were the subject of a specific application. The members 
specifically diverted attention from their own properties which would have suffered 
particularized hann. Instead, the plaintiff's property was burdened. Thus, there was a causal and 
spatial connection, a nexus, between the respective properties as possible locations for the power 
lines. In contrast, the present action is purely legislative activity. Plaintiff alleges that the 
1 Plaintiff additionally alleges that the County did not send notice to all political subdivisions providing services in 
the planning area. Again, should such a procedural error exist, Plaintiff must carry its burden to show how this 
defect prejudiced his substantial due process rights. Again, the nexus of the defect precipitating or causally relating 
to his particularized injury is absent. 
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Commission and Board members have a conflict by virtue of being property owners. Plaintiff 
has failed to demonstrate the nexus, a spatial proximity or relationship, between the effect that 
the zoning might have had on his property and the alleged conflicted member's property. 
Plaintiff fails to show that he has suffered actual, particularized harm due this alleged conflict. 
His properties remain unaffected, even benefited, by the zoning map. The County members 
cannot be deemed to have a conflict of interest causing harm to Plaintiff by virtue of their status 
as property owners within the County. The evidence demonstrates that the governing board 
members' properties were zoned as part of a county-wide zoning plan based upon independent, 
historical, sound planning principles. There is no evidence suggesting that a change in zoning 
designations were motivated by an economic interest resulting in an economic benefit to the 
board members or harm to the plaintiff. Lastly, the potentially affected Commission and Board 
members who owned property in the county recused themselves from the enactment of the new 
ordinances due to the Court's preliminary order in case 07-24. They did not take part in the 
proceedings and thus Plaintiff cannot invoke injunctive relief pursuant to this statute. 
d. Actual Harm 
To obtain preliminary injunctive relief under IRCP 65(e)(2) or (3) the Plaintiff bears the 
burden to demonstrate a nexus; that some confiscatory, arbitrary, unreasonable, or capricious 
violation of constitutional Of statutory principles caused the plaintiff actual harm or prejudiced a 
substantial right of the Plaintiff. Even if the PlaintitT can demonstrate that the County committed 
errOf, such as a defective notice, the error alone cannot serve to enjoin the County's zoning 
ordinances and comprehensive plan. Plaintiff must show error and demonstrate the proper nexus 
that the error actually caused his alleged harm or prejudiced his substantial rights. Cowan, 143 
Idaho at 513, 148 P.3d at 1259. He must demonstrate that any errors committed in enacting the 
comprehensive plan or zoning ordinances, as applied to his property, was confiscatory, arbitrary, 
unreasonable, and void. Sprenger, Grubb, & Associates v. City of Hailey, 127 Idaho 576, 586 
903 P.2d 741, 751 (1995). 
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Plaintiff's property remams unchanged perhaps even benefited by the zomng 
amendments. He has provided no evidence tending to show harm of any kind. He has provided 
no evidence tending to show that adjacent properties were upzoned to his detriment. He has 
provided no evidence to show that his property has been downzoned. It is the remaining 
property owners of the County that will be harmed if the Plaintiff prevails in this preliminary 
injunction which seeks to prevent the County from processing anyone's land use application. 
III. 
CONCLUSION 
On its face, Plaintiffs' Application for a temporary restraining order and a preliminary 
injunction is inappropriate. Therefore, their request for a temporary restraining order and a 
preliminary injunction must be denied. Defendants respectfully request reasonable attorney fees 
and costs incurred in defending the Plaintiffs' Application for a Temporary Restraining Order 
and Preliminary Injunction. 
Dated this __ 2_--,-- day of October, 2008. 
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Case No. CV-08-40 
AFFIDA VIT OF DWIGHT BUTLIN IN 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS' VERIFIED 
APPLICATION FOR A TEMPORARY 
RESTRAINING ORDER, 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION AND 
DECLARATORY RELIEF 
Dwight Butlin, being first duly sworn, sayeth as follows: 
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1. My name is Dwight Butlin. I am an adult human being over the age of 18 years, and I am 
of sound mind. The statements made in this affidavit are made upon my own personal 
knowledge and are true to the best of my knowledge. 
2. I am the Planning Administrator for Camas County. I have served as such SInce 
November 2006. 
3. By virtue of working as the Planning Administrator, I am familiar with the issues 
pertaining to the current legal action against the County; the legal process and substantive 
enactment of the 2008 Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map 
passed by the Planning and Zoning Commission and the County Board of Commissioners in 
May, 2008; and of the Plaintiffs properties. 
4. Plaintiff owns the following parcels of property in Camas County: 
1) Property: forty acre parcel at 770 E. 240 N. 
a. Prior to the 2008 amendments, the property was zoned Agricultural (A); 
b. After the amendments, the property was zoned Agricultural (A). 
2) Property: twenty-nine acre parcel west of Soldier road. 
a. Prior to the 2008 amendments, the property was Agricultural (A) allowing one 
unit per twenty acres; 
b. After the amendments, the property was zoned Residential (Rl), allowing one 
unit per acre. 
3) Property: one lots within the existing, approved, and platted Homestead Subdivision. 
a. Prior to the 2008 amendments, the properties are zoned Agricultural Transitional 
(AT); 
b. After the amendments, the property was zoned Residential (Rl), allowing one 
unit per acre. 
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5. The District Court of Camas County in Case No. 07-24 issued a preliminary injunction 
on March 7, 2008 enjoining the County from processing any land use applications pursuant to 
Ordinance 12, 150, and 153; zoning ordinances for the County. 
6. The Court held that a county-wide zoning ordinance and map was quasi-judicial in nature 
and all Commission and Board members that owned property in the County that would be 
potentially rezoned in the adoption of a county-wide zoning ordinance and map had a conflict of 
interest by virtue of this ownership of property. 
7. The Court however provided on the record that the County was not precluded from 
enacting new legislation. 
8. The Board adopted a moratorium on all building permits and land use permits on March 
10,2008 to comply with the Court's March 7, 2008 Order. 
9. In March 2008, the Board sent a request to the Planning and Zoning Commission to 
consider adopting a new zoning map pursuant to Idaho Code 67-6511. 
10. The Commission held several meetings to discuss the new ordinances and resolutions; the 
drafts of which had been prepared by the planning staff. 
11. Notice of Public Hearing before the Camas County Planning and Zoning Commission on 
the draft 2008 Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map were 
published in accordance with the requirements of Title 67, Chapter 65, Idaho Code having been 
published in the April 2, April 9, and April 16, 2008 editions to the Camas County Courier. 
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12. Notices were posted at all county lines and all other required locations. Notice of the 
intent to amend the proposed legislation along with copies of the proposed legislation was mailed 
to the political subdivisions providing services within the planning jurisdiction. 
13. The Commission held public hearings on the 2008 Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, 
Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map on April 21, 2008. All members of the Planning and Zoning 
Commission that owned land in the County that may potentially be rezoned by the adoption of a 
new zoning map recused themselves on the record and refrained from participating in the 
proceedings to adopt said legislation. 
14. The administrator presented the proposed legislation to the Commission. The 
Commission noticed and conducted the hearing pursuant to Title 67, Chapter 65 Idaho Code. 
15. The Commission allowed all interested persons to provide testimony and reviewed all 
written testimony. The Plaintiff was provided notice and opportunity to be heard at said public 
hearings. Plaintiff testified at said public hearings. The public hearing was closed at the 
conclusion of the April 21 public hearing. 
16. The Commission then took up the matter and rendered its recommendation to forward the 
2008 Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map to the Board for 
consideration. 
17. The Board received the Commission's recommendation in a board meeting on April 22, 
2008. The members of the Board that owned property in the County that potentially may be 
rezoned recused themselves on the record and refrained from participating in any of the 
proceedings to adopt the proposed zoning map. 
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18. Notice of Public Hearing before the Camas County Board of County Commissioners on 
the draft 2008 Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map were 
published in accordance with the requirements of Title 67, Chapter 65, Idaho Code having been 
published in the April 23 , April 30, and May 7, 2008 editions to the Camas County Courier 
including all posting requirements and notice ofthe Commission's recommendation. 
19. On May 12, 2008, the Board conducted public hearings on the proposed legislation 
taking public and written testimony. Plaintiff testified at all public hearings. The public hearing 
was closed on May 12,2008 at the conclusion of testimony. The Board then took up the matter 
and rendered its decision. 
20. By Resolution 114 and 115 the County added the Comprehensive Plan and Land Use 
Map. By Ordinance 157 and 158, the County adopted the Zoning Ordinance and Map. 
21. At the public hearings, testimony was mixed. A petition was submitted with over 100 
names supporting the County's adoption of the new legislation. The majority of the testimony 
against the adoption concerned the litigation against the County or other such complaints. 
Notably, they did not include substantive or relevant testimony as to the legislation itself 
including actual zoning districts, planning components, etc. 
22. The property which is the subject of the draft 2008 Zoning Map is the entirety of Camas 
County. Camas County consists of largely agricultural land. A majority of the private land in 
Camas County is used for farming and ranching. A majority of the County was zoned 
agriculture to comply with the Land Use Section of the Comprehensive Plan that states the 
preservation of agricultural uses is of utmost importance. Commercial and residential zones were 
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placed in areas of existing development to channel development away from the large agricultural 
areas and allow pre-existing community centers some additional growth to support schools and 
economic development in the County. 
23. The Land Use Section of the Comprehensive Plan states that the northern part of the 
county would be a poor area for development. With the exception of some residential density to 
reflect current subdivisions located on the South Fork of the Boise River (over Fleck Summit), 
the northern portion of the County is zoned agricultural. 
24. The Land use Section of the Comprehensive Plan states that commercial and residential 
use has traditionally been located in Fairfield, Soldier, West Magic, Corral, Hill City, Manard 
and Blaine. The Land Use Section states that the areas in Camas County most suited for higher 
density are the platted townsites and adjacent to West Magic (a community center). Fairfield 
is the only incorporated tmvn. Soldier, Corral, Hill City, Manard and Blaine are platted 
townsites. West Magic is not a platted townsite but several platted subdivisions are located there. 
Residential and commercial uses were zoned in the platted townsites and West Magic to comply 
with existing conditions and center any future commercial and residential development in 
established areas. Commercial and residential development was zoned in the Soldier Creek 
vicinity to reflect current development and channel development to established areas. 
Residential development was zoned in the Willow Creek vicinity to reflect current development 
and channel development to established areas. Commercial and residential development was 
zoned in the Solider Mountain Ranch area to reflect current development and channel 
development to established areas. Additional higher density residential zones were 
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established near Soldier Mountain Ranch area, where existing subdivisions such as Mountain 
Sun and Smoky Dome Ranchos already exist. Some low density residential is zoned in the 
Squaw Flats area to reflect current development and allow for limited residential development in 
that area. 
25. The 2008 zoning map is in accordance with the text of the County's Comprehensive Plan 
and Land Use Map as adopted by Resolution 103, on March 29, 2007. The Comprehensive Plan 
land use map was not enjoined by the Court in its March 7, 2008 injunction. 
26. The Board considered the effect the zoning would have on affected political subdivisions 
that provide services to the County. The Board determined that the County should be zoned to 
provide for some growth in residential and commercial development to provide students and a 
tax base to support the schools. However, the growth must be controlled to avoid overwhelming 
the schools with too many new students at once. The Board determined that the draft 2008 
Zoning Map accomplishes these goals. The Board determined that the irrigation districts would 
not be adversely affected. The Board determined that the fire districts would not be adversely 
affected. 
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Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
vi.-
Dated this ~ day of October, 2008. 
7 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this ~ day of October, 2008. 
Residing at: 1oirf]eJcI, IdaJ10 
My commission expires: q/J4/t3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Affidavit of Dwight Butlin 
was this 1.-0 th day of October, 2008 served upon the following individuals and in the 
corresponding manner: 
Coo stopher P. Simms 
P.O. Box 3123 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Method: 6' 
Phillip 1. Collaer 
ANDERsoN JULIAN & HULL; LLP 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 8370h . 
MethOd; __ ~if?:7'~~ ______________ _ 
Hon. Robert Elgee 
Blaine County Courthouse (resident chambers) 
202 S. Second Ave. S, Suite 110 
Hailey, ID 83312 
Method: I~ 
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191 Sun Valley Road 
P.O. Box 3123 
Ketchum, 10 83340 
Tel: 208622 7878 
Fax: 2086227129 
ISB# 7473 
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Case No. CV -08-40 
STIPULATION AS TO FACTS 
AND ADMISSION OF DOCUMENTARY 
EVIDENCE 
STIPULATION AS TO FACTS AND ADMISSION OF DOCUMENTARY 1 
EVIDENCE 3 
Comes now the parties hereto, through counsel, and hereby stipulate to admission 
of the following exhibits into evidence and the following facts for purposes of submission 
of the legal issues herein; 
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
A. The parties stipulate to the admission into evidence of each of the following 
Plaintiff s Exhibits 
• Exhibit A - Published Notice of Planning and Zoning Commission Hearing 
on Zoning Ordinance and Comprehensive Plan, Camas Courier April 2, 
2008, for hearing on April 21, 2008. 
• Exhibit B Published Notice of Board of County Commissioners Hearing 
on Zoning Ordinance and Comprehensive Plan, Camas Courier April 23, 
2008, for hearing on May 12, 2008. 
• Exhibit C Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law by the Camas County 
Planning and Zoning Commission, dated April 22, 2008 regarding Camas 
County Zoning Map. 
• Exhibit D Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law by the Camas County 
Planning and Zoning Commission, dated April 22, 2008 regarding Camas 
County Zoning Ordinance 
• Exhibit E Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law by the Camas County 
Planning and Zoning Commission, dated April 22, 2008 regarding Camas 
County Comprehensive Plan Map. 
STIPULATION AS TO FACTS AND ADMISSION OF DOCUMENTARY 
EVIDENCE 
• Exhibit F Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law by the Camas County 
Planning and Zoning Commission, dated April 22, 2008 regarding Camas 
County Comprehensive Plan. 
• Exhibit G - Publication of adoption on May 12, 2008 of Zoning Ordinance 
No. 157, and Zoning Map Ordinance No. 158 Board of County 
Commissioners Hearing published in the Camas Courier on May 14, 2008. 
• Exhibit H Decision on Requirements of a "Transcribable Verbatim 
Record" and Other Records for Purposes of Preliminary Injunction dated 
December 28, 2007 in Case No. CV-07-24. 
• Exhibit I Order Following Contempt Hearing and Order Expanding 
Preliminary Injunction dated March 11,2008 in Case No. CV-07-24. 
• Exhibit J Decision on Conflicts of Interests issue for Purposes of 
Preliminary Injunction dated April 2, 2008 in Case No. CV-07-24. 
• Exhibit K - Minutes of April 21, 2008 Planning and Zoning Public Hearing 
Minutes wherein Resolutions 114 and 115 and Ordinance 157 and 158 
recommending adoption of an Amended Comprehensive Plan, Land Use 
Map, Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Designation Map. 
• Exhibit L Minutes of April 21, 2008 Board of County Commissioners 
Public Hearing Minutes. 
• 
STIPULATION OF FACTS 




B. The Planning and Zoning Commission nor the Board of Commissioners 
generated or considered new studies in adoption of the Comprehensive Plans 
of2008. 
C. Legal Notice of Public Hearing, was posted at: 
a. Camas/Gooding County Line on US 46; 
b. East and West Camas County Lines on US 20; 
c. Camas County Annex; 
d. Entry Road to West Magic Highway 75; 
e. Soldier road from the North 
Notice was not posted at Fairfield City Hall. 
D. At the Board of County Commissioner level Legal Notice of Public Hearing, 
pursuant to IC 67-6509, was purportedly mailed to all political subdivisions 
providing services within the planning area. Legal Notice of Public Hearing 
was not mailed ~ the City of Fairfield. No written verification of notice 
exists for service to the West Magic Fire Protection District. 
E. Individual Legal descriptions of the various zoning designations on the 2008 
Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance and Zoning 
Designation Map were not considered in adoption of same nor published with 
the Ordinances. 
F. Publication of Zoning Ordinance 157 adopted May 12, 2008 did not include 
any legal descriptions. The publication provided: [t]the full text of Ordinance 
157 is available for public inspection during normal office hours at the office 
of the Camas County Planning and Zoning Administrator. 




G. Publication of the Zoning Designation Map Ordinance No 158 adopted May 
12,2008 did not include any legal descriptions. 
H. Plaintiff owns in fee simple the following parcels of real property in Camas 
County as of May 12,2008: a) 40+ acre parcel 770 E 240 N., b) 29 acre parcel 
west of Soldier Road and South of Baseline Road, c) lots 3 & 4 Blk 5 
Homestead Subdivision, within an existing approved and platted subdivision 
of one acre lots. 
I. The above parcels of real property, in order were located within the named 
zoning district prior to and after the rezone process of 2006, 2007 & 2008 a) 
agricultural/ agricultural, b) agricultural/Rl c) ATlAS 
1. Plaintiff had a fee simple ovvnership interest in two (2) 80 acre parcels, in 
section 4, that were sold to third parties while retaining a contractual fiscal 
interest in the development, marketing, and building potential thereon. The 
north parcel, was zoned AT before and after the 2006, 2007 & 2008 rezone 
process. The southern parcel was rezoned from AG to R~ as a result of the 
2006, 2007 & 2008 zoning amendment process. 
K. Plaintiff holds a first right of refusal as to a 67 acre parcel in Section 4 that 
was rezoned from AG to Rl as a result of the 2006, 2007 & 2008 zoning 
amendment process. 
L. The parcels generally described in the two preceding paragraphs, numbered 
and I and 1, were included in the R -7 land use designation in the 
Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map existing prior to the 2006Comprehensive 




Plan Amendments and R-l land use designation III the post 
2006Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map amendments. 
M. The 29 acre parcel described in paragraph H subparagraph b, was included in 
the R-7 land use designation in the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map 
existing prior to the 2006Comprehensive Plan Amendments and R-l land use 
designation in the post 2006Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map amendments. 
PAUL FITZER 
MOORE, SMITH, BUXTON & TURK.E, ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT 
STIPULATION AS TO FACTS AND ADMISSION OF DOCUMENTARY 
EVIDENCE 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CAMAS 
GEORGE MARTIN and MARTIN )" \ '" ~ 
CUSTOM HOMES, LLC, G\\J~)l\'\r' 
Plaintiff, \)\" 
vs. 
CAMAS COUNTY, IDAHO, by and 
through the duly elected Board of 
Commissioners in their official 
capacities, KEN BACKSTROM, BILL 
DAVIS, and RON CHAPMAN, 










MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY 
RESTRAINING ORDER AND lOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
On October 24, 2008 the plaintiffs Application for a Temporary Restraining Order and 
lor a Preliminary Injunction came on regularly for hearing. Counsel, Christopher P. Simms 
appeared on behalf of the plaintiff (Martin). Counsel, Paul Fitzer appeared on behalf of the 
defendant (Board). After the court heard the testimony offered by the parties; the stipulated set of 
facts; and the arguments of counsel, counsel were given additional time to submit to the court 
audio recordings of proceedings before the Planning & Zoning Commission and the Board and 
upon receipt of such audio recordings, the matter \vould then be deemed under advisement for a 
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written decision. The audio recordings were received by the court on October 31, 2008 and the 
matter was deemed under advisement as of that date. 
I. 
PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
The pending matter is before this court on the plaintiff's request for a preliminary 
injunction to enjoin the defendants' processing of land use applications under the provisions of 
Ordinance Nos. 114 (Comprehensive Plan), 115 (Land Use Map), 157 (Zoning Ordinance), and 
158 (Zoning Designation Map) which were adopted by the Board on May 12,2008. 
Prior to the filing of this pending action, plaintiff had filed a similar action seeking to 
enjoin enforcement of a 2007 adoption by the Board of a Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, 
Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Designation Map. Martin v. Camas County, CV-2007-24 (Martin 
1). This action is still pending and no final orders have been issued by the court. 
II. 
TESTIMONY AND EXHIBITS 
Testimony: The court will summarize the testimony relevant for the purpose of the 
request for a preliminary injunction, as follows: 
GEORGE MARTIN is the plaintiff in the above entitled matter and is a resident and 
property owner in Camas County. He currently owns real property in Camas County consisting 
of a:(1) 40 acre parcel located at 770 E. 240 N. which before and after the 2008 Ordinances is 
zoned Agricultural (1 unit per 80 acres); (2) 29 acre parcel west of Soldier Road which prior to 
the amendments was zoned Agricultural, with an R-7 (high density use) designation on the prior 
Land Use Map of the Comprehensive Plan and after the amendments was zoned R-1 (1 unit per 
acre); and (3) t""o one acre lots in the Homestead Subdivision which prior to the amendments 
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was zoned Agricultural Transitional and after the amendments was zoned R-1 (1 unit per acre). 
Mr. Martin also has a contractual financial interest, but he is not the owner, in two 80 
acre parcels and a right of first refusal to purchase an additional 58 acres. The north 80 acre 
parcel before and after the amendments was zoned Agricultural Transitional, and it was Mr. 
Martin who obtained the rezone for Agricultural Transitional from Agricultural prior to 2007. 
The south 80 acre parcel before the amendments was zoned Agricultural (although it had an R-7 
designation on the Land Use Map) and after the amendments it was zoned R-1 (1 unit per acre). 
Mr. Martin testified that on April 17,2007 he filed Application to rezone the two 80 acre parcels 
to R-7. The following day the County adopted the 2007 Zoning Ordinance which is the subject 
of Martin 1. The processing of his application for the R-7 rezone was enjoined in A1artin 1. 
Mr. Martin is a licensed real estate agent and a developer. Mr. Martin admits that as a 
result of the adoption of the 2008 Ordinances that his property was the subject of up zoning or no 
change in its zoning designation. His property was not the subject of any down zoning, although 
he lost the R-7 designation on the Land Use Map for his property that had such a previous 
designation. 
According to Mr. Martin the Board's process of changes to the Comprehensive Plan and 
Zoning Ordinance between 2005 and 2008 reduced the value of the property that he owned or 
had a financial interest in based on what he described as supply and demand. He opined that he 
had very unique property that was designated on the comprehensive plan land use map as R-7 or 
where high density growth was desired and by reason of the of the Board's actions they rezoned 
over ~O,OOO acres in the county to what he described as higher density residential and that 
putting that much inventory on the market reduced his property's value. He admits that there was 
no property before or after 2007 that was zoned R-7. 
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It was in March of 2008 that he learned through a notice and posting that Camas County 
was considering adopting a new resolution to adopt a new comprehensive plan, land use map, 
zoning ordinance and zoning designation map. He attempted to obtain from the P&Z 
Administrator through public record requests copies of the drafts of what was being proposed but 
was denied copies of the documents. He went to three public meetings noticed by the planning 
and zoning commission concerning the proposed plan, maps and or zoning ordinance. In his 
opinion very little was discussed at these meeting relative to the proposed plan, maps and 
ordinance, although minor changes had been made to what was proposed and adopted in 2007. 
In his assessment there was little to no discussion or deliberation as to whether the zoning 
designation map was in accordance with the comprehensive plan; the effect the zoning 
designation map would have on schools; impact on other public services; impact on water 
quality. 
Mr. Martin admits that he attended and testified at all of the public meetings and hearings 
relative to those proceedings leading up to the 2007 and 2008 adoption of the new 
comprehensive plan, maps and zoning ordinances. 
Mr. Martin estimates that there are approximately 10 land use applications pending under 
the 2008 ordinance. He did not testify that he has filed any land use applications under the 2008 
ordinance. 
D\VIGHT BUTLIN is the Planning and Zoning Administrator for Camas County. It is 
his duty to review land use applications; prepare staff reports; provide infonnation to the 
planning and zoning commission; attend meetings of the planning and zoning commission; and 
attend Board meetings when planning and zoning issues are on the agenda. 
He participated in the public meetings and public hearings relative to the adoption of the 
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2008 comprehensive plan and zoning ordinance, as well as the associated maps. 
Prior to 2007 there was some land which was designated as R-7 (seven units per acre) on 
the land use map component of the preexisting comprehensive plan. However, there was no land 
that had a zoning map designation of R-7 prior to 2007. The County had been considering the 
adoption of a new zoning ordinance and comprehensive plan for approximately 2 to 3 years. 
Prior to the adoption of the 2008 plan and ordinance, the planning and zoning commission had 
held 3 public meetings where the proposed ordinance and plan was discussed in terms of 
recommendations to be made to the Board and that staff went through the elements of section 67-
6508. He claims that the P&Z commission did go through the elements of I.C.§ 67-6508 and 
some changes were made as compared to the 2007 plan and ordinance. 
According to Mr. Butlin, the plaintiff Mr. Martin attended all of the meetings relative to 
the adoption of the 2008 comprehensive plan and zoning ordinance. 
He admits that the materials relative to the 2008 comprehensive plan and zonmg 
ordinance were not mailed to the City of Fairfield and the West Magic Fire District. He did post 
notices of the public hearings before the Board at the external boundaries of the county. He was 
responsible for preparing and submitting the published notices and summary for the ordinances 
and plan to the Camas County Courier. 
Exhibits: The plaintitT and the defendant stipulated to the admission of their respective 
exhibits consisting of Plaintiff's Exhibits A thorough M and Defendant's Exhibits 1 through 17. 
The parties also submitted to the court various audio recordings in a CD format for the court's 
listening and consideration. The court has listened to the audio recordings, however, they are not 
particularly helpful without additional foundation to establish when the meetings were 
conducted; who was in attendance and participated; whether the meetings were of an informal 
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nature; or a public meeting; or a public hearing. The recordings are not of particular assistance to 
the court in addressing the issues to be decided relative to a request for a preliminary injunction. 
III. 
STANDARD 
The determination as to whether a preliminary injunction should issue is a matter of 
discretion for the trial court. Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 681 P.2d 988 (1984). As 
such, this court must act within the outer bounds of its discretion thru an exercise of reason. A 
preliminary injunction "is granted only in extreme cases where the right is very clear and it 
appears that irreparable injury will flow from its refusal." Jd. at 518, 681 P .2d at 993 (citing 
Evans v. District Court o/the Fifth Judicial Dist., 47 Idaho 267, 270, 275 P. 99, 100 (1929)). 
See also Brady v. City 0/ Homedale, 130 Idaho 569, 572, 944 P.2d 740, 707 (1997). District 
courts are required to issue injunctions only where irreparable injury is actually threatened. 
O'Boskey v. First Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass'n o/Boise, 112 Idaho 1002, 1007,739 P.2d 301, 306 
(1987). Further it is the party that seeks injunctive relief that bears the burden of proving a 
right to such relief. Lawrence Warehouse Co. v. Radio Lumber Co., 89 Idaho 389, 405 P.2d 634 
(1965). 
Therefore, the plaintiffs herein have the burden of proof to establish the grounds for the 
issuance of a preliminary injunction as set forth in I.R.C.P. Rule 65( e) which provides in relevant 
part as follows: 
(e) Grounds for Preliminary Injunction. 
A preliminary injunction may be granted in the following cases: 
(1) When it appears by the complaint that the plaintiff is entitled to the 
relief demanded, and such relief, or any part thereof, consists in restraining the 
commission or continuance of the acts complained of, either for a limited period 
or perpetually. 
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(2) When it appears by the complaint or affidavit that the commission or 
continuance of some act during the litigation would produce waste, or great or 
irreparable injury to the plaintiff. 
(3) When it appears during the litigation that the defendant is doing, or 
threatens, or is about to do, or is procuring or suffering to be done, some act in 
violation of the plaintiffs rights, respecting the subject of the action, and tending 
to render the judgment ineffectual. 
Therefore, in order to grant a preliminary injunction, this court must find that the plaintiff 
is entitled to the relief that he seeks and that absent the granting of the preliminary injunction the 
plaintiff will suffer irreparable injury. 
IV. 
STIPULATED FACTS 
The parties in separate stipulations of fact have stipulated as follows: 
Stipulation of Facts submitted by Defendants: 
1. Plaintiff owns the following parcels of property in Camas county: 
1) Property: forty acre parcel at 770 e. 240 N. 
a. Prior to the 2007 amendments, the property was zoned Agricultural (A) allowing one unit 
per twenty acres; 
b. After the amendments, including 2008, the property was zoned Agricultural (A). 
c. Prior to the 2006 Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map amendments, the property was 
designated A-T, but A after the amendments. 
2) Property: twenty-nine acre parcel west of Soldier road. 
a. Prior to the 2007 amendments, the property was Agricultural (A); 
b. After the 2007 amendments, the property was zones Residential (R 1), allowing one unit 
per acre. 
c. Prior to the 2006 Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map amendments, the property was 
designated R -7, but R -1 after the amendments. 
3) Property: one, one acre lot within the existing, approved, and platted Homestead 
Subdivision. 
a. Prior to the 2007 amendments, the properties were zones Agricultural Transitional (AT) 
allowing one unit per acre; 
b. Prior to the 2008 amendments, the property was A-5, allowing one unit per five acres. 
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c. After the 2008 amendments, the property was zoned Residential (R 1), allowing one unit 
per acre. 
2. The Commission held several public meetings to discuss the new ordinances and 
resolutions; 9. Notice of Public Hearing before the Planning and Zoning Commission on the 
draft 2008 Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map were 
published in the April 2, April 9, and April 16,2008 editions to the Camas Courier. 
3. Pursuant to Idaho 67 -6511 (b), notices were posted at: 
a. Camas/Gooding County Line on US 46; 
b. East and West Camas County Lines on US 20; 
c. Camas County Annex; 
d. Entry Road to West Magic Highway 75; 
e. Soldier Road from the North 
Notice was not posted at Fairfield City Hall. 
4. Notice of the intent to amend the proposed legislation along with copies of the proposed 
legislation was mailed, on March 14,2008, to the political subdivisions providing services within 
the planning jurisdiction, including: 
a. Camas County Weed Management 
b. Camas Soil Conservation District 
c. Camas County Road and Bridge 
d. Idaho Department of Fish and Game 
e. Camas County Sheriff 
f. Camas County School District 
g. Frontier Telephone 
h. Camas County Fire Marshall 
1. Idaho Power 
J. Forsgren Associates, Inc. 
k. South Central Health Department 
1. Camas County Engineer at Galena Engineers. 
5. The Commission held public hearings on the 2008 Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, 
Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map on April 21, 2008. 
6. All members, expect one (Celia), of the Planning and Zoning Commission recused 
themselves on the record and did not vote to recommend approval of said zoning Map. 
7. The Commission allowed all intcrested persons to provide testimony. 
8. Plaintiff testified at all public hearings. 
9. The public hearing was closed at the conclusion of the April 21 public hearing. The 
Commission then took up the matter and rendered its recommendation to forward the 2008 
Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map to the Board for 
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consideration and approval. 
10. The Commission forwarded its \VTitten recommendation to the Board which was received 
in a Board meeting on April 22, 2008. 
11. The members of the Board that owned property in the County recused themselves on the 
record and did not vote to adopt the proposed zoning map. 
12. Notice of Public Hearing before the Camas County Board of County Commissioners on 
the draft 2008 Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map were 
published in the April 23, April 30, and May 7, 2008 editions to the Camas County Courier. 
13. On May 12, 2008, the Board conducted public hearings on the proposed legislation 
taking public and written testimony. Plaintiff testified at all public hearings. The public hearing 
was closed on May 12, 2008 at the conclusion of testimony. The Board then took up the matter 
and rendered its decision. 
14. By Resolution 114 and 115 the County adopted the Comprehensive Plan and Land Use 
Map. By Ordinance 157 and 159, the County adopted the Zoning Ordinance and Map. 
15. The Planning and Zoning Commission nor the Board of Commissioners generated or 
conducted new studies in the adoption of the 2008 Comprehensive Plan. 
Stipulation of Facts submitted by Plaintiff: 
B. The Planning and Zoning Commission nor the Board of Commissioners generated or 
considered new studies in adoption of the Comprehensive Plans of 2008. 
C. Legal Notice of Public Hearing was posted at: 
a. Camas/Gooding County Line on US 46; 
b. East and West Camas County Lines on US 20; 
c. Camas County Annex; 
d. Entry Road to West Magic Highway 75; 
e. Soldier Road from the North 
Notice was not posted at Fairfield City Hall. 
D. At the Board of County Commissioner level Legal Notice of Public Hearing, pursuant to 
I.C. 67-6509, was purportedly mailed to all political subdivisions providing services 
within the planning area. Legal Notice of Public Hearing was not mailed to the City of 
Fairfield. No written verification of notice exists fro service to the West Magic Fire 
Protection District. 
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E. Individual Legal descriptions of the various zoning designations on the 2008 
Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Designation Map 
were not considered in adoption of the same nor published with the Ordinances. 
F. Publication of Zoning Ordinance 157 adopted May 12, 2008 did not include any legal 
descriptions. The publication provided: [t]he full text of Ordinance 157 is available for 
public inspection during normal office hours at the office of the Camas County Planning 
and Zoning Administrator. 
G. Publication of the Zoning Designation Map Ordinance No 158 adopted May 12,2008 did 
not include any legal descriptions. 
H. Plaintiff owns in fee simple the following parcels of real property in Camas County as of 
May 12, 2008: (a) 40+ acre parcel 770 E 240 N; (b) 29 acre parcel west of Soldier Road 
and south of Baseline Road; (c) lots 2 & 4 Blk 5 Homestead Subdivision, within an 
exiting approved and platted subdivision of one acre lots. 
1. The above parcels of real property, in order, were located within the named zoning 
district prior to and after the rezone process of 2006, 2007, & 2008: (a) 
agricultural/agricultural; (b) agricultural/Rl; (c) ATlAS. 
1. Plaintiff had a fee simple ownership interest in two (2) 80 acre parcels, in section 4, that 
were sold to third parties while retaining a contractual fiscal interest in the development, 
marketing, and building potential thereon. The north parcel was zoned AT before and 
after the 2006, 2007, & 2008 rezone process. The southern parcel was rezoned from AG 
to Rl as a result of the 2006, 2007, & 2008 zoning amendment process. 
K. Plaintiff holds a first right of refusal as to a 67 acre parcel in Section 4 that was rezoned 
from Ag to Rl as a result of the 2006, 2007, & 2008 zoning amendment process. 
L. The parcels generally described in the two preceding paragraphs, numbered I and J, were 
included in the R-7 land use designation in the in the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map 
existing prior to the 2006 Comprehensive Plan Amendments and R-I land use 
designation in the post 2006 Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map amendments. 
M. The 29 acre parcel described in paragraph H subparagraph (b) was included in the R-7 
land use designation in the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map existing prior to the 2006 
Comprehensive Plan Amendments and R-l land use designation in the post 2006 
Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map amendments. 
v. 
ANALYSIS 
The only issue for this court to determine presently is whether the plaintiff is entitled to a 
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preliminary injunction. It is the burden of the plaintiff to establish a likelihood of prevailing on 
the merits and that he has suffered or will suffer irreparable injury if the injunctive relief is not 
granted. 
A. Irreparable Injury. 
The essence of the plaintiff s claimed injury is that some of his property has lost its R-7 
(high density development) designation of the Land Use Map of the Comprehensive Plan that 
had been in existence prior to the adoption of the 2007 and/or 2008 comprehensive plans and 
zoning ordinances and that by permitting the R-l development his property has been reduced in 
value as a result of what he characterizes as added inventory. Prior to the adoption of the 2007 
and 2008 plans and ordinances the plaintiff had filed applications seeking to rezone his property 
to R-7 that had such a designation on the comprehensive plan land use map. The adoption of 
such plans and ordinances after the filing of his applications for rezone would not have precluded 
him from going forward with his applications since it would be the comprehensive plan and 
zoning ordinance in effect at the time the application was filed that would have governed. 
Chisholm v. Twin Falls County, 139 Idaho 131, 134-135,75 P.3d 185, 188-189 (2003). "The 
rationale for this rule is that permitting a [governing board] to apply an amendment to a 
previously filed application would allow a [governing board] to withhold action on a permit, 
amend its ordinances to defeat the application, and thereby give effect to an amended ordinance 
before it exists." Foster v. City oiSt. Anthony, 122 Idaho 883, 887, 841 P.2d 416, 417 (1992). 
The plaintiff further asserts in his pleadings that "the economic damage to plaintiff is 
irreparable because once a subdivision is approved under the illegally adopted Comprehensive 
Plan and Zoning Ordinance the m\;l1er of the subdivision will have obtained a property right 
thereto." (Statement in Support of Proposed Temporary Restraining Order, ~ 4.). The court 
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would note that the 2008 adoption of the Plan and Ordinance at issue occurred on May 12,2008, 
that the plaintiff has waited approximately 5 months in his legal challenge to the adoption of the 
Plan and Ordinance, and that the plaintiff acknowledges that citizens of Camas County have land 
use applications pending. The court would also note that the designation of R-7 land use on the 
Land Use Map as part of a comprehensive plan did not create a property right for the plaintiff. 
Giltner v. Jerome County, 145 Idaho 630, 181 P.3d 1238 (2008). There is no evidence as to what 
is being sought in any of the pending land use applications. There is no direct showing as to how 
the granting of the pending land use applications would cause direct injury to Martin or the 
property that he may have a financial interest in other than speculation that the approval of such 
pending applications might cause a loss of value in his property. 
The plaintiff has not yet sought to process a land use application under the provisions of 
the newly adopted ordinance or plan nor has he been denied a land use application under the new 
ordinance or plan. There is no evidence that the plaintiff has sought to challenge any of the 
alleged pending land use applications that were said to have been filed under the new ordinance 
and plan. There is no doubt that the denial of a property right can result in irreparable injury and 
can be the basis of a preliminary injunction. Olsen v. Bedke, 97 Idaho 825, 55 P.2d 156 (1976). 
There is no evidence that the plaintiff herein has been denied a property right and the evidence 
suggest that his property, which he owns or has an interest in, either has been up zoned or has 
had no change in its previous zoning designation. Further, Martin testified to having filed a 
rezone application prior to the adoption of the 2007 ordinance and plan and therefore his rezone 
application would be processed under the zoning ordinance and comprehensive plan that was in 
existence prior to the adoption of either the 2007 or 2008 ordinances. The court in Giltner cited 
with approval to the memorandum opinion of the district eourt in Balser v. Kootenai County BD. 
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ofComm'rs, 110 Idaho 37, 38, 714 P.2d 6, 7 n.1(1986) wherein it was observed that " ... Planning 
has a speculative impact upon property values, while zoning may actually constitute a valuable 
property right." Therefore, while an R-7 zoning designation may have been a valuable property 
right, if Mr. Martin's property had been zoned such, an R-7 land use designation as part of the 
comprehensive plan would only be speculative in terms of value. Both our courts and federal 
courts have consistently held that "[A] zoning ordinance which downgrades the economic value 
of property does not constitute a taking of property without compensation in violation of the 
United States Constitution, at least where, ... some residual value remains in the property." Daley 
v. Blaine County, 108 Idaho 614, 617, 701 P.2d 234, 237 (1985) (citing County of Ada v. Henry, 
105 Idaho 263,266,668 P.2d 994, 997 (1983). Also see, Covington v. Jefferson County, 137 
Idaho 777, 53 P.3d 828 (2002). 
While there is testimony that other property owners have filed land use applications 
under the new ordinance there is no showing as to how these applications if granted may 
adversely affect the plaintiff. There is nothing in the record that would preclude the plaintiff from 
pursuing his 2007 rezone application but for the injunction pending in A1arlin lor from pursuing 
a land use application under the 2008 zoning ordinance. 
The court would note that the issue of irreparable injury for a preliminary injunction is 
comparable to the issue of standing to bring a declaratory judgment action. 
"A person wishing to invoke a court's jurisdiction must have 
standing to raise the issue to be litigated .... It is not enough that the 
party is a concerned citizen who seeks to ensure that a 
governmental entity abides by the law. Thomson v. City of 
Lewiston, 137 Idaho 473,50 P.3d 488 (2002). To have standing, a 
litigant must allege or demonstrate an injury in fact and a 
substantial likelihood that the judicial relief requested will prevent 
or redress the claimed injury ..... A citizen or taxpayer may not 
challenge a governmental enactment where the injury is one 
suffered alike by all citizens and taxpayers of the jurisdiction ... " 
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Ameritel Inns, Inc. v. Greater Boise Auditorium District, 141 Idaho 849, 852, 119 P.3d 624, 627 
(2005) 
Based on the foregoing the court must conclude that the plaintiff has not shown to have 
suffered or that he will suffer irreparable injury if this court does not enjoin the enforcement of 
the existing land use ordinances, plan and maps. 
B. Likelihood of prevailing on the merits. 
As indicated above a preliminary injunction is to only be granted "in extreme cases where 
the right is very clear." Brady v. City of Homedale, 130 Idaho 569, 944 P.2d 704 (1997). The 
plaintiffs action is a declaratory judgment action in which the plaintiff seeks to have this court 
find that the Board's adoption of the new 2008 Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning 
Ordinance and Zoning Designation Map are void based on alleged procedural and substantive 
irregularities in their adoption. 
In addition, Martin would have this court conclude that the Board's adoption of the 2008 
zoning ordinance and comprehensive plan is in violation of the prior orders entered in Martin 1. 
This court declines to address such allegations as a basis for injunctive relief. It is clear that as of 
the date of this decision there are no final orders in jVfarin 1; since that action is still pending, the 
alleged violation of any interlocutory orders entered in Martin 1 is a matter best left to the 
presiding judge in j\4artin 1 and not this court since it could lead to inconsistent findings, orders 
or judgments. Therefore, any claims that the Board acted in derogation of the interlocutory 
orders in Aim·tin 1 will not be considered by this court. 
Since the court has determined that Martin has not carried his burden in showing that he 
has or will suffer irreparable injury, the court need not address the likelihood of success on the 
merits. However, it may be of benefit to the parties to address some of the issues that go to the 
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merit of the plaintiffs claims, and why this court can find that the record does not presently 
support a finding of a likelihood of success on the merits. 
1. Legislative activity v. Quasi-judicial activity. 
The parties are in disagreement as to whether the approval of the 2008 comprehensive 
plan, maps and zoning ordinance together with the repeal of the prior plan and ordinances was 
legislative activity or quasi-judicial activity. 
a. QUASI-JUDICIAL ACTIVITY 
Quasi-judicial activity concerns zoning decisions of governing bodies which apply its 
general rules to "specific individuals, interests or situations" and as such the governing body 
must maintain a transcribeable record and make proper findings and conclusions for effective 
judicial review. Cowan, Idaho at 511, P.3d at 1257. Further zoning decisions are only subject to 
judicial review provided there is a statute other than IAPA that authorizes judicial review. 
Giltner v. Jerome County, 145 Idaho 630, 181 P.3d 1238 (2008). Lastly, generally speaking the 
statutes which authorize judicial review of quasi-judicial zoning decisions place time limits on 
the filing ofa petition for judicial review. I.e. §§ 67-6519; 67-6521. In such cases the time limit 
is 28 days after the exhaustion of all administrative remedies. In Friends of Farm to Market, the 
Court noted that "due process applies to quasi judicial proceedings like those conducted by 
zoning boards, and such due process requires notice of the proceedings, specific written findings 
of fact, and an opportunity to be present and rebut evidence." 13 7 Idaho at 198, 46 P .3d at 15; 
see also, I.C. §§ 67-6534 - 67-6535. However, Idaho Code section 67-5279 under the LA.P.A., 
assuming a LLUPA statue authorizes judicial review, requires that, "[n]otwithstanding the 
provisions of subsections (2) and (3) of this section, agency action shall be affirmed unless 
substantial rights ofthe appellant have been prejudiced." I.e. § 67-5279(4). 
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If in fact the actions of the Board were quasi-judicial, they would have been subject to 
judicial review under the statutes authorizing such judicial review. The plaintiffs action would 
be time barred since it was not filed within 28 days of the exhaustion of the administrative 
remedies; alternatively the plaintiff has not shown a substantial right having been prejudiced. 
b. LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY 
A legislative act is not subject to judicial review but may be subject to collateral attack in 
a declaratory judgment action. Scott v. Gooding County, 137 Idaho 206, 46 P.3d 24 (2002); 
A1cCuskey v. Canyon County, 123 Idaho 657, 851 P.2d 953 (1993); Jerome County v. Holloway, 
118 Idaho 681, 799 P.2d 969 (1990); Burt v. City of Idaho Falls, 105 Idaho 65, 665 P.2d 1075 
(1983); Cooper v. Board of County Com'rs. qj'Ada County, 101 Idaho 407,614 P.2d 947 
(1980). The court in Cooper held that the "promulgation or enactment of general zoning plans 
and ordinances is legislative action", while an "application for rezone of specific property" was a 
quasi-judicial determination. Cooper, 101 Idaho at 409,614 P.2d at 949. In Cowan v. Board of 
Com'rs. Of Fremont County, 143 Idaho 501, 509, 148 P.3d 1247, 1255 (2006), the court 
observed that"... 'Legislative activity ... is differentiated from quasi-judicial activity by the 
result--Iegislative activity produces a rule or policy which has application to an open class 
whereas quasi-judicial activity impacts specific individuals, interests or situations.' Burt v. City 
of Idaho Falls, 105 Idaho 65, 67, 665 P.2d 1075, 1077 (1983). 
"Action is legislative when it affects a large area consisting of 
many parcels of property in disparate ownership .... Conversely, 
action is considered quasi-judicial when it applies a general rule to 
a specific interest, such as a zoning change affecting a single piece 
of property, a variance, or a conditional use permit." Allison v. 
Washington County, 24 Or. App. 571, 548 P.2d 188, 190-91 (Or. 
App. 1976) (footnotes omitted). 
Burt v. City of Idaho Falls, 105 Idaho at 67,665 P.2d at 1077, FN.4. 
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While legislative actions by counties are subject to collateral actions such as declaratory 
judgments, they cannot be attacked by a petition for judicial review. Scott v. Gooding County, 
137 Idaho 206, 208, 46 P.3d 23, 25 (2002). 
When one seeks to challenge legislative action, the court will not disturb the legislative 
action unless there is a "clear showing that it is confiscatory, arbitrary, unreasonable or 
capricious." Burt v. City of Idaho Falls, 105 Idaho at 66, 665 P.2d at 1076, FN.2. Legislative 
action is "capricious if it is done without a rational basis" and "arbitrary if it was done in 
disregard of the facts and circumstances presented or without adequate determining principles." 
American Lung Ass'n, etc. v. State, Dep't of Agriculture, 142 Idaho 544, 547, 130 P.3d 1082, 
1085 (2006). However, "It is a well settled principle that notice and hearing requirements in 
zoning enabling acts are conditions precedent to the proper exercise of the zoning authority. 
(citations omitted)." Jerome County v. Holloway, 118 Idaho 681,684, 799 P.2d 969, 972 (1990). 
The Local Land Use Planning Act establishes the procedures for the adoption, repeal or 
amendment of a county's comprehensive plan and lor zoning ordinance. In Gumprecht v. City of 
Coeur d' Alene, 104 Idaho 615, 617, 661 P.2d 1214,1216 (1983) the court summarized the 
procedure to be followed for the adoption or amendment of a comprehensive plan or zoning 
ordinance, as follows: 
The Local Planning Act establishes explicit and express procedures 
to be followed by the governing boards or commissions when 
considering, enacting and amending zoning plans and ordinances. 
The acts and procedures required by the Act include: holding 
advisory and informational meetings and hearings in developing 
plans and zoning structures, I.C. § 67-6507; conducting a 
comprehensive planning process to prepare, implement and update 
the comprehensive plan, which is to be based upon specific 
delineated components, see I.e. § 67-6508; and, giving notice to 
interested parties and holding public hearings prior to the 
recommendation, adoption or amendment of a plan or zoning 
ordinance, I.C. § 67-6509 and I.e. § 67-6511. 
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Therefore, aside from the issue of standing, the plaintiff would have to prove that the 
Board either (1) failed to comply with the notice and hearing requirements ofLC. §§ 67-6509 & 
67 -6511 or (2) that the County acted arbitrarily or capriciously in its repeal of the prior plan and 
ordinance and its adoption of the 2008 plan and ordinance. The evidence in the record does 
suggest compliance with notice and hearing requirements and the evidence in the record IS 
inadequate to conclude that the actions of the Board were arbitrary or capricious. 
2. Standing. 
To have standing to challenge legislative action in a declaratory judgment action the 
plaintiff would have to make an adequate showing of a "distinct palpable injury" to himself and a 
" 'fairly traceable' causal connection between the claimed injury and the challenged conduct." 
Rural Kootenai Org., Inc. v. Board of Com 'rs, 133 Idaho 833, 841, 993 P.2d 596, 604 (1999). 
Thus far such a showing has not been made based on the court's analysis in section A., above. 
Sec, Ameritellnns, Inc. v. Greater Boise Auditorium District, 141 Idaho 849, 852, 119 PJd 624, 
627 (2005). 
For example, in lvfcCuskey v. Canyon County, 123 Idaho 657, 851 P.2d 953 (1993), Mr. 
McCuskey had sought and was issued a building permit to erect a gas station and convenience 
store. Subsequently the planning and zoning department issued a stop work order based on the 
fact that the adoption of a new comprehensive plan and zoning ordinance in 1979 that replaced 
the 1965 comprehensive plan and zoning ordinance prohibited the proposed use of Mr. 
McCuskey's property. As a result Mr. MeCuskey filed a declaratory judgment action which 
challenged the adoption of the 1979 comprehensive plan and ordinance on the basis that the 
Board had not complied with the notice provisions of LC.§ 67-6511 (b). It is clear that McCuskey 
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was injured by reason of the issuance of the stop work order and that such injury was in fact 
connected to the adoption of the 1979 comprehensive plan and zoning ordinance. 
The plaintiff thus far has failed to make a sufficient showing of direct injury to himself as 
a result of the enactment of the 2008 comprehensive plan and zoning ordinance. 
3. Conflict of Interest. 
It would appear from the record before this court that planning and zoning commissioners 
and Board members that may have had a conflict of interest pursuant to § 67-6506 recused 
themselves from the proceedings being challenged by the plaintiff. It would appear that those 
who disqualified themselves may be consistent with the holding in Gooding County v. Wybenga, 
137 Idaho 201, 205, 46 P.3d 18, 22 (2002), although the record is insufficient to make a 
conclusive determination at this stage of the proceeding. 
IV. 
CONCLUSION AND ORDER 
For the reasons set forth above, the plaintiffs application for a preliminary injunction is 
DENIED. The parties are hereby directed to submit their unavailable dates for trial and the court 
will schedule the matter for a court trial at its earliest opportunity. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this rr day Of~2008. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/DELIVERY 
I, undersigned, hereby certify that on the J.LL.. day of 11 CJ--u-.-' , , 2008, a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: 
APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER AND lOR PRELIMINARY 
INJUNCTION was mailed, postage paid, and/or hand-delivered to the following persons: 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 3123 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
Paul Fitzer 
Attorney at Law 
950 W. Bannock St. 
Suite 520 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
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Paul Fitzer, ISB No. 5675 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD. 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 520 
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CAMAS COUNTY, IDAHO, by and through the ) 
duly elected Board of Commissioners in their ) 
official capacity, KEN BACKSTROM, ) 
BILL DAVIS, and RON CHAPMAN, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No. CV -2008-40 
MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, Camas County, Idaho (the County), by and through its duly elected 
Board of County Commissioners (the Board), Ken Backstrom, Bill Davis, and Ron Chapman 
(the Individual Commissioners), (collectively, County Defendants), by and through their 
attorneys of record, Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chartered, and hereby moves the Court, 
pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for summary judgment. This motion 
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ORIGINAL 
is based upon the records, files, and pleadings in this action, the arguments and information 
contained in the Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary 
Judgment, the Affidavits of Ken Backstrom and Dwight Butlin in Support of Defendant's 
Motion for Summary Judgment, and the attached exhibits, all of which have been filed with this 
motion. 
Dated this 11th day of February, 2009. 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD. 
* * * 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
SUMMAR Y JUDGMENT -- 2 IOu 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment was this 11th day of February, 2009 served upon the following individuals 
and in the corresponding manner: 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law 
U.S. Bank Bldg., Suite 209 
191 Sun Valley Road 
P.O. Box 3123 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
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~.S.Mail 
___ via Hand Delivery 
via Overnight Delivery 
/u/ 
Paul Fitzer, ISB No. 5675 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD. 
950 W. Bannock S1., Suite 520 
Boise, ID 83702 
Tel: 208/33111800 
Fax: 208/331/1202 
Attorneys for Defendants Camas County and the Individual Commissioners 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR CAMAS COUNTY 
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Case No. CV -2008-40 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Defendant, Camas County, Idaho (the County), by and through its duly elected Board of 
County Commissioners (the Board), Ken Backstrom, Bill Davis, and Ron Chapman (the 
Individual Commissioners), (collectively, County Defendants), by and through their attorneys of 
record, Moore Smith Buxton & Turcke, Chartered, submits the following Memorandum in 
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\ 
Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment. This Memorandum is supported by the 
Exhibits attached hereto, and the Affidavits of Ken Backstrom and Dwight Butlin all filed 
contemporaneously herewith. 
STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS 
1. Beginning in 2005, Camas County ("County") began a comprehensive planning and 
zoning process with the ultimate goal to adopt a new comprehensive plan, land use map, zoning 
ordinance, and zoning map. For two years prior to adopting said legislation, the County 
conducted numerous citizen meetings, workshops, informational sessions, public meetings, and 
ultimately public hearings. The County heard from countless public citizens, governmental 
agency representatives, public interests groups, and other experts. (See Affidavit of Ken 
Backstrom ~ 1, 9) As to the comprehensive plan text itself, the County made many textual 
refinements but did not feel that the entire text needed to be updated. In 1997, the County hired 
experts to assist the County in drafting its comprehensive plan which included maps, charts, 
statistics, and other valuable information that were still viable. Determining that it was 
unnecessary and cost prohibitive to conduct numerous additional studies, the County was 
satisfied with the plan which contained all of the required planning components. (See 
Backstrom, ~6) 
2. The rationale fc)r adopting a new comprehensive plan and zomng ordinance was to 
protect the health. safety. and v.;elfare of the citizens of Camas County from unbridled and 
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unplanned growth. Prior thereto, unless an individual applicant had specifically rezoned a 
particular parcel of property, the entire county was zoned Agricultural. The prior comprehensive 
plan, adopted in 1997, including its land use map unfortunately designated entire areas of the 
county as Agricultural Transitional ("AT"), which allowed one unit per acre. Between August, 
2001 and November, 2005 approximately thirty-five rezones were passed rezoning properties 
from (A) to (AT). A total of 2001 acres was rezoned from (A) to (AT) between March and 
November of 2005 alone. If the trend of rezones continued, potentially 92,000 acres of valuable 
farm land was at risk of being rezoned from (A) to (AT). While the County was not compelled 
to grant these rezones pursuant to the comprehensive plan, it aptly demonstrated the necessity of 
revising the county's legislation in order to limit development in agricultural areas and focus 
density in areas traditionally residential or commercial in character. (See Backstrom, ~5-8, 15) 
3. The Board of Commissioners ultimately adopted Resolution 96 (Comprehensive Plan) on 
or about May 25, 2006, Resolution 103 (Comprehensive Plan and Land Use Map) on March 29, 
2007, and Ordinance 153 (Zoning Ordinance) Ordinance 150 (Zoning Map) on or about April 
18, 2007. (See Backstrom, ~9) 
4. On or about May 4, 2007, Plaintiff brought a declarative judgment action in CV -2007 -24 
against the County seeking the permanent injunction of Ordinance 150 (Zoning Map), Ordinance 
153 (Zoning Ordinance), Resolution 96 (Comprehensive Plan), and Resolution 103 (Land Use 
Map). Also, Plaintiff sought the preliminary injunction of the County's legislation seeking to 
enjoin the County from processing any land use applications. (See Backstrom, ~1 0) 
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5. The District Court of Camas County in Case No. 07-24 issued a preliminary injunction 
on March 7, 2008 enjoining the County from processing any land use applications pursuant to 
Ordinance 12, 150, and 153 based upon its finding that the County failed to maintain a 
transcribable record pursuant to §67-6536, failed to maintain findings of fact, conclusions of law 
pursuant to §67-6536 and 6509, violated §67-6506 for certain board and commission members' 
conflict of interest, and other alleged procedural errors. The Court held that a county-wide 
zoning ordinance and map were quasi-judicial in nature subjecting it to LLUPA'sjudicial review 
provisions and further detennined that all Commission and Board members that owned property 
in the County had a conflict of interest by virtue of this ownership of property. The Court 
specifically stated on the record that the County was entitled to draft new legislation. (See 
Affidavit of Dwight Butlin ~7) 
6. In the weeks leading up to the public hearing, the Commission held several noticed, 
posted public meetings 10 discuss the new ordinances and resolutions; the drafts of which had 
been prepared by the planning staff 
7. Notice of Public Hearing before the Planning and Zoning Commission on the draft 2008 
Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map were published in the 
April 2, April 9, and April 16, 2008 editions to the Camas Courier. (See Exhibit B). The legal 
publications included map inserts of both the proposed zoning map and land use map. (See 
Exhibit C). The legal notices were at least four inches by two columns in size and included a 
general summary of the provisions of the zoning ordinance and comprehensive plan. Notices 
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were site posted at all external boundaries of the site to wit: county lines and all other required 
locations pursuant to Idaho Code §67-6511(b)l: 
a. Camas/Gooding County Line on US 46; 
b. East and West Camas County Lines on US 20; 
c. Camas County Annex; 
d. Entry Road to West Magic Highway 75; 
e. Soldier road from the North 
(See Butlin ~] 0). 
8. Notice of the intent to amend the proposed legislation along with copies of the proposed 
legislation was mailed, on March 14,2008, to all political subdivisions providing services within 
the planning jurisdiction inc! uding: 
a. Camas County Weed Management 
b. Camas Soil Conservation District 
c. Camas County Road and Bridge 
d. Idaho Department of Fish and Game 
e. Camas County Sheriff 
f. Camas County School District 
g. Frontier Telephone 
h. Camas County Fire Marshall 
i. Idaho Power 
j. Forsgren Associates, Inc. 
k. South Central Health Department 
I. Camas County Engineer at Galena Engineers. 
(See Butlin '(10). 
J Plaintiff contends that the County did not comply with Ordinance 142 which provides for when notice is required 
for 200 more property owners. Ordinance 142 was codified in the 2007 Zoning Ordinance. When the District Court 
in CV 07-24 preliminary enjoined the 2007 Zoning Ordinance, which the Court determined to include all 
predecessor ordinances as well, I.C 67-6511(b) became the controlling statute on notice to 200 or more property 
owners. 
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9. The Commission held public hearings on the 2008 Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, 
Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map on April 21, 2008. (See Butlin ~10, Exhibit D) All 
members of the Planning and Zoning Commission that owned land in the County that may 
potentially be rezoned by the adoption of a new zoning map recused themselves on the record 
and refrained from participating in the proceedings to adopt said legislation. The Commission 
allowed all interested persons to provide testimony. Plaintiff testified at all public hearings. Id. 
10. The public hearing was closed at the conclusion of the April 21 public hearing. The 
Commission then took up the matter and rendered its recommendation to forward the 2008 
Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map to the Board for 
consideration and approval. No materials changes were recommended. A record of the 
hearings, findings made, and actions taken by the commission were duly recorded and 
maintained by the County. (See Butlin ~I 13, Exhibit E). 
11. The Commission forwarded its written recommendation to the Board which was received 
in a Board meeting on April 22, 2008. (See ButEn ~ 13, Exhibit F) 
12. Notice of Public Hearing before the Camas County Board of County Commissioners on 
the draft 2008 Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map were 
published in the April 23, April 30, and May 7, 2008 editions to the Camas County Courier. All 
notice and posting requirements were completed pursuant to I.C. §67 -6509 and 6511 (b). The 
legal notices were at least four inches by two columns in size and included a general summary of 
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the provisions of the zoning ordinance and comprehensive plan. The legal notice included map 
inserts and notice of the Commission's recommendation. (See Butlin ~14, Exhibit G). 
13. On May 12, 2008, the Board conducted public hearings on the proposed legislation 
taking public and written testimony. All Board members who owned property within the County 
recused themselves and did not vote to adopt the proposed zoning map. The public hearing was 
closed on May 12,2008 at the conclusion of testimony. The Board then took up the matter and 
rendered its decision. No material changes were made. (See Butlin ~17, Exhibit H). 
14. Plaintiff attended and testified at all public hearings. (See Butlin ~rI8, Exhibit I). 
15. By Resolution 114 and 115 the County adopted the Comprehensive Plan and Land Use 
Map. (See Exhibit K). By Ordinance 157 and 158, the County adopted the Zoning Ordinance 
and Map. (See Exhibit L). On May 14, 2008 legal notice of Ordinance 157 and 158 was 
published in the Camas Courier which included the name of the county, the ordinance number, a 
descriptive title, summary of the principal provisions. effective date, a statement that the full text 
is available at the office of the Camas County Planning and Zoning Administrator, and a map. 
(See Butlin ~19, Exhibit J). 
16. At the public hearings, testimony was mixed. A petition was submitted with over 100 
names supporting the County's adoption of the new legislation. The majority of the testimony 
against the adoption concerned the litigation against the County or other such complaints. 
Notably, they did not include substantive or relevant testimony as to the legislation itself 
including actual zoning districts, planning components, etc. (See Butlin ~20). 
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17. Both the 2007 and 2008 zoning ordinance and map are in accordance with the text of the 
county's comprehensive plan and land use map. The comprehensive plan and zoning ordinances 
were worked on simultaneously throughout the planning process and thus are intricately related 
to each other. (See Backstrom, ~ 15-18, Exhibit K) 
18. The property which is the subject of the draft 2008 Zoning Map is the entirety of Camas 
County. (See Exhibit L). Camas County consists of largely agricultural land. A majority of the 
private land in Camas County is used for farming and ranching. A majority of the County was 
zoned agricultural to comply with the Land Use Section of the Comprehensive Plan that states 
the preservation of agricultural uses is of utmost importance. Commercial and residential zones 
were placed in areas of existing development to channel development away from the large 
agricultural areas and alloy\' pre-existing community centers some additional growth to support 
schools and economic development in the County. (See Backstrom, '119, Exhibit K,L) 
19. The Land Use Section of the Comprehensive Plan states that the northern part of the 
county would be a poor area for development. With the exception of some residential density to 
ret1ect current subdivisions located on the South Fork of the Boise River (over Fleck Summit), 
the northern portion of the County was zoned agricultural. (See Backstrom, ~il6, Exhibit K) 
20. The Land use Section of the Comprehensive Plan states that commercial and residential 
use has traditionally been located in Fairfield, Soldier, West Magic, CorraL Hill City, Manard 
and Blaine. The Land Use Section states that the areas in Camas County most suited for higher 
density are the platted townsites and adjacent to West Magic (a community center). Fairfield 
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IS the only incorporated town. Soldier, Corral, Hill City, Manard and Blaine are platted 
townsites. West Magic is not a platted townsite but several platted subdivisions are located there. 
Residential and commercial uses were zoned in the platted town sites and West Magic to comply 
with existing conditions and center any future commercial and residential development in 
established areas. Commercial and residential development was zoned in the Soldier Creek 
vicinity to reflect current development and channel development to established areas. 
Residential development was zoned in the Willow Creek vicinity to reflect current development 
and channel development to established areas. Commercial and residential development was 
zoned in the Solider Mountain Ranch area to reflect current development and channel 
development to established areas. Additional higher density residential zones were 
established ncar Soldier Mountain Ranch area, where existing subdivisions such as Mountain 
Sun and Smoky Dome Ranchos already exist. Some low density residential is zoned in the 
Squaw Flats area to reflect current development and allow for limited residential development in 
that area. (See Backstrom, ([17, Exhibit K) 
21. The Board considered the effeet the zoning would have on affected political subdivisions 
that provide services to the County. The Board determined that the County should be zoned to 
provide for some growth in residential and commercial development to provide students and a 
tax base to support the schools. However, the growth must be controlled to avoid overwhelming 
the schools with too many new students at once. The Board determined that the draft 2008 
Zoning Map accomplishes these goals. The Board determined that the irrigation districts would 
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not be adversely affected. The Board determined that the fire districts would not be adversely 
affected. (See Backstrom, ~18) 
22. On the day before Ordinance 153 was enacted, April 17, 2007, Plaintiff filed an 
application to rezone two eighty-acre parcels to R -7 (seven units per acre) pursuant to Zoning 
Ordinance 12 and Resolution 96. The northerly eighty acre parcel was zoned (A -T) both before 
and after the 2007-2008 legislative process; the southern parcel was rezoned from (A) to (R-l) as 
a result of the legislative process. At the time of application, the properties were designated as 
(R-I) on the land use map. While the application has been heard by the Planning and Zoning 
Commission, the application has not been heard before the Board. It had been set for public 
hearing before the Board of Commissioners for January 22, 2008. In the interim, Plaintiff sought 
and received preliminary injunctive relief precluding the County from processing any land use 
application under either the Zoning Ordinance 12 or 153. The Plaintiff sought to hold the 
County in contempt seeking incarceration should the County attempt to process an application 
pursuant to Ordinance 12. Upon the lifting of this preliminary injunction, Plaintiff is entitled to 
have his application presented to the Board pursuant to Ordinance 12, the zoning ordinance in 
existence at the time of application. (See Butlin, ~I9-20) 
23. Plaintiff had the option to reapply under the 2008 legislation, but chose not to. After 
adoption of the 2008 legislation, the County sent a letter to each and every land owner with a 
pending land use application inviting them to reapply under the new 2008 ordinances since the 
preliminary injunction precluded the County's ability to process their application pursuant to 
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Ordinance 12 or 153. Every landowner so situated opted to reapply except for the Plaintiff. 
(See Butlin, '21, Exhibit M). 
24. Plaintiff's Properties: Plaintiff owns the following parcels of property in Camas County: 
a. Fortv acre parcel at 770 E. 240 N. 
i. Prior to the 2007 amendments, the property was zoned Agricultural (A) allowing 
one unit per eighty acres; 
ii. After the amendments, the property was zoned Agricultural (A). 
iii. After the 2008 amendments, the property remained Agricultural (A). 
iv. Prior to the 2006 Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map amendments, the property 
was designated (A-T) a zoning designation allowing one unit per acre)), but (A) 
after the amendments. 
v. To the north, south, east and west the adjoining properties to this property were 
all zoned Agricultural (A) prior to 2007 and thereafter. 
vi. Effect of Legislation on Plaintiff: No Change 
b. Twenty-nine acre parcel west of Soldier road. 
i. Prior to the 2007 amendments, the property was zoned Agricultural (A) allowing 
one unit per eighty acres; 
ii. After the 2007 amendments, the property was upzoned Residential (R-I), 
allowing one unit per acre and remains so today; 
iii. Prior to the 2006 Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map amendments, the property 
was designated (R-7) allowing seven units per acre, but R-I after the amendments 
and remains so today. 
iv. To the north, south, east and west the adjoining properties to this property were 
all zoned Agricultural (A) prior to 2007, (R-l) after the 2007 amendments, and 
remain (R -1) after the 2008 amendments. 
v. Effect of Legislation on PlaintitT: Upzoned 
c. onc._ one-acre lot within an existing, approved. and platted Homestead Subdivision with 
vested and approved one-acre sized lots. 
i. Prior to the 2007 amendments, the property was zoned ( AT); 
ii. After the 2007 amendments, the property was zoned (A-5) allowing one unit per 
five acres;2 
2 The entire subdivision, a preexisting subdivision with vested AT zoning, was mistakenly zoned A-5. All lots in the 
subdivision are one aere in size. Thus, the properties were rezoned to R-l in 2008 to conform to the vested rights of 
the property owners. 
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iii. After the 2008 amendments, the property was zoned Residential (R-l). 
iv. Prior to the 2007 amendments, the adjoining properties to the north, south, east, 
and west in the subdivision were also zoned (A-T), then rezoned to (AG-5) in 2007, 
and rezoned to (R-l) in 2008. 
v. Effect of Legislation on Plaintiff: No change 
(See Butlin, ~22). 
25. As provided, Plaintiff allegedly has a contractual interest in two eighty acre parcels which 
was the subject of his rezone application; one of which was zoned AT throughout this process; 
the other was rezoned from (A) to (R-I) as a result of the zoning process. Plaintiff alleges that 
he holds a right of first refusal on a 67 acre parcel that was rezoned from AG to R 1 as a result of 
the rezoning process. (See Butlin, ~23). 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Motions for summary judgment are governed by Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure. Rule 56 provides, in pertinent part, that judgment 
shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, ans'vvers to 
interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits. if any, show 
that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is 
entitled to a judgment as a matter of la'vv. 
See Fed.R.Civ.P. 56(c). 
The Supreme Court has made it clear that under Rule 56 summary judgment is mandated 
if the non-moving party fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an 
element which is essential to the non-moving party's case and upon which the non-moving party 
will bear the burden of proof at trial. See Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 3 I 7, 322, 106 S.Ct. 
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2548, 91 L.Ed.2d 265 (1986). A moving party who does not bear the burden of proof at trial 
may show that no genuine issue of material fact remains by demonstrating that "there is an 
absence of evidence to support the non-moving party's case." ld. at 325. Once the moving party 
meets the requirement of Rule 56 the burden shifts to the party resisting the motion who "must 
set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, 
Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 256 (1986). If the non-moving party fails to make such a showing on any 
essential element, "there can be no 'genuine issue of material fact,' since a complete failure of 
proof concerning an essential element of the nonmoving party's case necessarily renders all other 
facts immaterial." Celotex, 477 U.S. at 323. 
Moreover, under Rule "56, it is clear that an issue, in order to preclude entry of summary 
judgment, must be both "material" and "genuine." An issue is "material" if it affects the outcome 
of the litigation. An issue, before it may be considered "genuine," must be established by 
"sutticient evidence supporting the claimed factual dispute ... to require a jury or judge to resolve 
the parties' differing versions of the truth at trial." Hahn v. Sargent, 523 F.2d 461, 464 (1st 
Cir.1975) ( quoting First Nat'l Bank v. Cities Servo Co. Inc., 391 U.S. 253,289,88 S.C1. 1575, 20 
L.Ed.2d 569 (1968)); British !viotor Car Distrib. V. San Francisco Automotive Indus. Welfare 
Fund, 882 F.2d 371 (9th Cir.1989). Lastly, it is not enough for the [non-moving] party to "rest 
on mere allegations or denials of his pleadings." I.R.C.P.56(e). 
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ARGUMENT 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiff brings a declarative judgment action seeking the permanent injunction of 
Ordinance 157 (Zoning Ordinance), Ordinance 158 (Zoning Map), Ordinance Resolution 114 
(Comprehensive Plan), and Resolution 115 (Land Use Map) for the County's failure to adhere to 
the Idaho Local Land Use Act's ("LLUPA") judicial review provisions denying Plaintiff due 
process of law. Specifically, Plaintiff alleges that, in enacting comprehensive planning and 
zoning legislation, Plaintiff is entitled to LLUPA's enhanced due process provisions which 
require: a transcribable record, findings of fact, conclusions oflaw, legal notice, a written record, 
and various other procedural and substantive due process statutory requirements pursuant to 
LLUP A. As a matter of law, County-Defendants are entitled to summary judgment. Plaintiff 
has not presented a justiciable case or controversy in that Plaintiff does not have standing to 
challenge the County's legislative activity. Plaintiff has not suffered a distinct palpable injury 
with a fairly traceable causal connection to a procedural/substantive error or arbitrary conduct 
committed by the County. As such, Plaintiff is not entitled to the quasi-judicial due process 
protections afforded under LLUP A. 
II. JUSTICIABLE CASE OR CONTROVERSY 
Although the Declaratory Judgment Act Idaho Code, § 1 0-1201 et seq, bestows the 
authority to declare rights, status, or other legal relations, that authority is curtailed by the rul e 
that declaratory judgment can only be rendered in a case where an actual or justiciable 
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controversy exists lodged by one who has suffered particularized or personal harm that is 
different than that suffered by any other member of the public. Schneider v. Howe, 142 Idaho 
767,772, 133 P.3d 1232, 1237 (2006); Harris v. Cassia County, 106 Idaho 513, 516, 681 P.2d 
988, 991 (1984); Miles v. Idaho Power Co., 116 Idaho 635, 639, 778 P.2d 757, 761 (1989); 
Selkirk-Priest Basin Assoc., Inc. v. State ex reI. Batt, 128 Idaho 831, 834, 919 P.2d 1032, 1035 
(1996). 
Those who seek to bring a declaratory judgment action must satisfy the threshold 
requirement imposed by Article III of the United States Constitution: 
First, the plaintiff must have suffered an "injury in fact" - an invasion of a legally 
protected interest which is (a) concrete and particularized, and (b) "actual and 
imminent", not 'conjectural' or 'hypothetical;' "Second, there must be a causal 
connection between the injury and the conduct complained of - the injury has to 
be "fairly ... trace[ able] to the challenged action of the defendant, and not ... th[ e] 
result [of] the independent action of some third party not before the court." Third, 
it must be "likely", as opposed to merely "speculative", that the injury will be 
"redressed by a favorable decision." 
Lujan v. Defenders o{WildlijC, 504 U.S. 555,560,112 S.Ct. 2130,119 L.Ed.2d 351 (1992); 
A. Standing - Distinct Palpable Injury 
Standing is a component of the constitutionally-based case-or-controversy rule. Noh v. 
Cenarrusa, 137 Idaho 798,801,53 P.3d 1217, 1220 (2002). The declaratory judgment act is not 
a forum for those with general complaints about the conduct of one's local governing board. 
When considering whether a party has standing, the focus is on the party, not the issues the party 
raises. lv/iles, 116 Idaho at 641, 778 P.2d at 763. 
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The essence of the standing inquiry is whether the party seeking to invoke the 
court's jurisdiction has "alleged such a personal stake in the outcome of the 
controversy as to assure the concrete adversariness which sharpens the 
presentation upon which the court so depends for illumination of difficult 
constitutional questions." As refined by subsequent reformation, this requirement 
of "personal stake" has come to be understood to require not only a "distinct 
palpable injury" to the plaintiff, but also a "fairly traceable" causal connection 
between the claimed injury and the challenged conduct. 
Id. To satisfy the standing requirement, the Plaintiff must "allege or demonstrate an injury in 
fact and a substantial likelihood that the judicial relief requested will prevent or redress the 
claimed injury." Id. Or, put differently, the Plaintiff must possess a "personal stake" in the 
controversy. See Rural Kootenai Org., Inc. v. Board ofComm 'rs, 133 Idaho 833, 841, 993 P.2d 
596, 604 (1999). Indeed, the Plaintiff must show a "peculiar or personal injury that is different 
than that suffered by any other member of the public." Selkirk-Priest, 128 Idaho at 834, 919 
P.2d at 1035. 
In McCuskey v. Canyon County, 123 Idaho 657,851 P.2d 953 (1993), the appellant 
sought and was issued a building permit to erect a gas station and store. Thereafter the county 
issued a stop work order due to the 1979 adoption of a new comprehensive plan and zoning 
ordinance which downzoned his property from heavy industrial to rural residential effectively 
prohibiting the appellant's proposed use. The appellant challenged the Canyon County Zoning 
Ordinance and Comprehensive Plan for failure to comply with the notice provisions of I.C. §67-
6511 (b), which would have provided him constructive, if not actual, notice of the adoption of the 
zoning ordinance. He had neither. Thus, the appellant clearly suffered a distinct palpable injury 
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(stop work order) by virtue of the County's procedural error (failing to provide him due process 
(legal notice» prior to downzoning his property. 
We need go no further than the initial requirement of a concrete and particularized injury. 
The Plaintiff is unable to demonstrate this essential element of its cause of action; that he has 
suffered a distinct palpable injury different than that suffered by any other member of the public. 
Plaintiff has not had an application approved or denied pursuant to a zoning ordinance or 
comprehensive plan like Mr. McCuskey. Instead, Plaintiff, as an interested member of the 
public, attacks the legislative activity of a governing board itself. Legislative activity is not 
subject to the same due process requirements as quasi-judicial actions. 3 
Plaintiff s properties have not been downzoned. Rather they either remained the same or 
were even upzoned. (See Butlin '(22). Plaintiff has not suffered harm by virtue of neighboring 
3 Legislative actions are to be evaluated with a restricted standard of review; as a form of judicial deference to 
legislative actions. Cooper v. Ada County Comm 'rs, 10] Idaho 407, 410, 614 P.2d 947, 952 (1980). In detennining 
whether a zoning ordinance should be upheld. "our review of decisions of zoning authorities is limited. Zoning is 
essentially a political, rather than a judicial matteL over which the legislative authorities have, generally speaking, 
complete discretion .... It is not the function of this Court or of the trial courts to sit as super zoning commissions.' 
Dawson Enterprises, Inc. v. Blaine County, 98 Idaho 506, 511, 567 P.2d 1257,1262 (1977). It is not for the Court 
to endorse or criticize the value of specific legislative enactments, because the political process is better suited to 
contend with the complex questions of public policy and competing social interest. Burt v. City of Idaho Falls, 105 
Idaho 65, 68, 665 P.2d ]075,1078 (1983). 
A strong presumption exists in favor of the validity of local zoning ordinances. The burden of proving that the 
ordinance is invalid rests upon the party challenging its validity and the presumption in favor of validity can be 
overcome only by a clear showing that the ordinance as applied is confiscatory, arbitrary, unreasonable, and 
capnclOus. 'Where there is a basis for a reasonable difference of opinion, or if the validity of legislative 
classification for zoning purposes is debatable, a court may not substitute its judgment for that of the local zoning 
authority. Sprenger, Grubb, & Associates v. of Hailey, 127 Idaho 576, 58l 903 P2d 741, 745 (\995); 
"Legislative action is shielded from direct judicial review by its high visibility and widely felt impact, on the theory 
that the appropriate remedy can be had at the polls." Burt, 105 Idaho at 68, 665 P.2d at 1078 quoting Cooper, 101 
Idaho at 410,614 P.2d at 950. 
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properties being upzoned. ld. The evidence clearly shows that each and every property to the 
north, south, east, and west of Plaintiff's properties were rezoned in exactly the same fashion as 
the Plaintiff's properties. ld. Plaintiff has not suffered injury by virtue of increased competition; 
i.e. the permitting of other (R -1) development does not reduce the value to his property by 
creating added inventory. Standing does not exist when alleged damages flow from increased or 
perceived unfair competition. 
("Generally, persons whose only complaint is that the rezoning '" would create 
competition with them in the conduct of their business have been held not to have 
standing to litigate the validity of the zoning action.") 
4 Rathkopfs The Law of Zoning and Plmming §63.34 (4th ed. 2005). 
"a person whose sole interest for objecting to a zoning board's action is to prevent 
competition with his or her business is not a person aggrieved, and therefore does 
not have standing to challenge a zoning decision in court." 
83 Am.Jur.2d Zoning and Planning §926 (2003). This approach, which denies standing to a 
mere competitor, is the prevailing law throughout the country. 
Plaintiff has not suffered injury due to a pending land use application. Plaintiff has not 
yet sought to process a land use application pursuant to Ordinance 157. On the day before 
Zoning Ordinance 153 was enacted, Plaintiff filed an application seeking a rezone of his property 
to (R-7). (See Butlin, ~ 19-21). Thus, the applicable ordinance to his application is Ordinance 
12. The adoption of Zoning Ordinance 157 does not preclude him from going forward on his 
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application pursuant to Zoning Ordinance 12; the ordinance in effect at the time of his 
application.4 See Chisolm v. Twin Falls County, 139 Idaho 131, 134,75 P.3d 185,188 (2003). 
Further, a designation on a comprehensive plan land use map does not confer a vested 
property right and Plaintiff has not suffered harm by virtue of a subsequent change to the land 
use map. Giltner Dairy, LLC v. Jerome County, 145 Idaho 630, 181 P.3d 1238 (2008i. As 
Giltner and Highland's Development Corp. v. City of Boise, 145 Idaho 958, 188 P.3d 900 (2008) 
i1lustrate, a comprehensive plan, zoning ordinance, and zoning map do not by their very 
legislative nature confer a right to develop, but are merely legislation applicable to property 
county-wide. The state legislature granted local governing boards the authority to exercise 
legislative judgment in determining the appropriate zoning designation throughout its jurisdiction 
an individual has no right to a particular zone. Without any evidence to support a finding 
that Plaintiff has suffered a distinct palpable injury, Plaintiff does not have the standing to enjoin 
the County's legislative activity, and the County is entitled to summary judgment. 
Even were the PlaintifT to demonstrate a distinct palpable injury, he would still bear the 
burden to demonstrate that he suffered the injury by virtue of a procedural or substantive error of 
the County as in /vfcCuskey (See Spencer v. Kootenai County, 145 Idaho 448, 457,180 P.3d 487, 
496 (2008)) or a fairly traceable causal connection between the claimed injury and confiscatory, 
4 Ironically, at least temporarily they do. Plaintiff sought a preliminary injunction of the County's zoning ordinances 
alleging that the County was precluded from processing applications under not only the 2007 ordinances, but its 
predecessor, Ordinance 12 as well. The Court agreed. Plaintiff thus enjoined his own application for the time being. 
S This argument is besides the point as Resolution 96 was adopted before Plaintiff submitted his rezone application. 
Resolution 96 designated the properties pursuant to Plaintiffs application as conducive to R-l. 
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arbitrary, unreasonable or capricious conduct on the part of the county. See Burt v. City of Idaho 
Falls, 105 Idaho 65, 66,665 P.2d 1075, 1076, FN.2 (1983). 
III. WHAT LEVEL OF DUE PROCESS IS PLAINTIFF ENTITLED? 
In adopting comprehensive planning and zoning, Plaintiff would have this Court believe 
that: 1) the County is acting in a quasi-judicial capacity and thus LLUPA's enhanced due process 
requirements are applicable to such activity; and 2) that Plaintiff has the standing to assert or be 
afforded these enhanced due process protections. Specifically, Plaintiff contends that minimum 
due process requires the County to provide Plaintiff: 1) legal notice of the proceedings; 2) a 
meaningful opportunity to be heard; 3) adequate findings of fact conclusions of law; and 4) a 
transcribable record. See Cowan v. Bd. Of Comm 'rs of Frenwnf County, 143 Idaho 50 L 508, 
148 P.3d 1247, 1254 (2006). The case law and the plain text of the LLUPA judicial review 
provisions clearly demonstrates that the County is acting in a legislative capacity in enacting 
comprehensive planning and zoning, and Plaintiff is not entitled to enhanced due process in the 
quasi-judicial context. 
A. Quasi-Judicial vs. Legislative Distinction 
Quasi-Judicial activity In Cooper v. Ada County Comm'rs, 101 Idaho 407,614 P.2d 947 
(1980) the Idaho Supreme Court articulated: 
It is beyond dispute that the promulgation or enactment of general zoning plans 
and ordinances is legislative action. Dawson, 98 Idaho at 506, 567 P.2d at 1257; 
Harrell v. City of Lewiston, 95 Idaho 243, 506 P.2d 470 (1973): Cole-Collister 
Fire Protection District v. City of Boise, 93 Idaho 558, 468 P.2d 290 (1970); 
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Idaho Falls v. Grimmett, 63 Idaho 90,117 P.2d 461 (1941). However, appellants 
urge that a crucial distinction be drawn between a zoning entity's action in 
enacting general zoning legislation and its action in applying existing legislation 
and policy to specific, individual interests as in a proceeding on an application for 
rezone of particular property . 
... Ordinances laying down general policies without regard to a specific piece of 
property are usually an exercise of legislative authority, are subject to limited 
review, and may only attacked upon constitutional grounds for an arbitrary abuse 
of authority. On the other hand, a detennination whether the pennissible use of a 
specific piece of property should be changed is usually an exercise of judicial 
authority and its propricty is subject to an altogether different test. 
Basically, this test involves the determination of whether action produces a 
general rule or policy that is applicable to an open class of individuals, interests, 
or situations, or whether it entails the application of a general rule or policy to 
specific individuals, interests, or situations. If the former detennination is 
satisfied, there is legislative action; if the latter detennination is satisfied, the 
action is judicial. 
Cooper, 101 Idaho at 409-410, 614 P.2d at 949-950. See also Cowan, 143 Idaho at 512, 148 
P.3d 1258 quoting Burt, 105 Idaho at 67,665 P.2d at 
Action is legislative when it affects a large area consisting of many parcels of 
property in disparate ownership .... Conversely, action is considered quasi-judicial 
when it applies a general rule to a specific interest, such as a zoning change 
affecting a single piece of property, a variance, or a conditional use permit. ... It 
is analogous to a general rezone which affects a large number of people-in this 
case, multiple owners of multiple tracts of land approximating over eight hundred 
individuals, each with varying affected interests and impacts, and which is highly 
visible to the public. . .. The amendment of the plan and zoning of the annexed 
property affects the interests of all persons in the city in some manner. Such 
widely felt impact and high visibility is consistent with action deemed legislative. 
Burt, 105 Idaho at 66, 665 P.2d at 1077; see also Dawson, 98 Idaho at 511, 567 P.2d at 1262. 
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As a matter of law, the comprehensive plan, zonmg ordinance, and zonmg map are 
county-wide legislation applicable to the entire county. As general legislation pertaining to 
"many parcels of property in disparate ownership", they are wholly legislative in character. Burt, 
105 Idaho at 67, 665 P.2d at 1075. 
B. LLUPA's Judicial Review Remedies are applicable only in quasi-judicial activity 
The legislative vs. quasi-judicial distinction is a product of over half of a century of case 
law producing a fairly straightforward rule: If the action is quasi-judicial, then it is subject to 
judicial review and affected persons are afforded enhanced due process. If the action is 
legislative, then it falls outside the purview of LLUPA' s judicial review provisions. Strangely, 
the legislature does not address the distinction in LLUP A's text, and with the most recent 2008 
Supreme Court decisions, Giltner Dairy, LLC v. Jerome County, 145 Idaho 630, 181 P .3d 1238 
(2008) and Highland's Development Corp. v. City of Boise, 145 Idaho 958,188 P.3d 900 (2008) 
the Court seems to set forward a basic statutory interpretation: zoning decisions are only subject 
to judicial review where there is a statute other than the IAPA that authorizes judicial review. It 
appears that LLUPA authorizes judicial review of five, and only five, types of permits: 
variances, special use pennits, subdivisions, PUD's, and building pennits. Comprehensive 
Plans, Land Use Maps, Zoning Ordinances, and Zoning Maps rezoning property county-wide are 
not among the enumerated accepted bases for review. A warding attorney fees to the City of 
Boise in Highland the Supreme Court on June 18, 2008 held "[b]ecause there is no statute 
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authorizing judicial review of the City's actions in this case, we dismiss the appeal." 6 Similarly, 
LLUPA's judicial review provisions are inapplicable to comprehensive planning and zoning 
legislation. 
1. Idaho Code §67 -6521: Plaintiff is not an "affected person"? 
For Plaintiff to invoke the judicial review protections of LLUPA, he must qualify as an 
"affected person". See Idaho Code § 67-6521 (1); Evans v. Teton County, 139 Idaho 71, 74, 73 
P.3d 84, 87 (2003). An "affected person" is "one having an interest in real property which 
may be adversely alleeted by the issuance or denial of a permit authorizing the development." 
§67-6521 (1 )(a) (Emphasis Added). In Giltner Dairy, LIe v. Jerome County, 145 Idaho 630, 
181 P.3d 1238 (2008), the plaintiff sought to oYCrturn Jerome County's comprehensive plan 
land use map. The Supreme Court unequivocally held that an 
ordinance amending the comprehensive plan map does not authorize any 
development. A comprehensive plan is not a legally controlling zoning law, it 
serves as a guide to local government agencies charged with making zoning 
decisions. . .. Because the amendment to the comprehensive plan map does not 
authorize development, [the plaintiff] is not an affected person under that statute. 
Giltner, 145 Idaho at 633,181 P.3d at 1241 (2008) at 3-4. 
In Highland's Development Corp. v. City of Boise. 145 Idaho 958, 188 P.3d 900 (2008), 
the applicant sought annexation to the City of Boise with a zoning classification ofR-3, or three 
units per acre. The property's vested existing zoning in the county would have allowed densities 
6 Note also: Even assuming a LLUPA statute authorizes judicial review of the County's legislative activity, "agency 
action shall be affirmed unless substantial rights of the appellant have been prejudiced." I.e. §67-5279(4). As 
provided, Plaintiff has suffered no injury. 
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of up to six units per acre. The city council approved the annexation of the property, but zoned 
the property "A" (Open) permitting only one dwelling unit per acre. The applicant sought 
judicial review for this "downzoning" of the property. The Supreme Court held that an 
application did not involve the issuance or denial of a pennit authorizing development and 
dismissed the action awarding attorney fees to the City. 
In the present action, unlike in Highland, there isn't even an application for a rezone of 
specific property. Plaintiff has an interest in real property but it has not been adversely affected. 
The challenged legislative activity is the enactment of countywide comprehensive planning and 
zoning which is not an issuance or denial of a permit. Lastly, a comprehensive plan, land use 
map, zoning ordinance, and county-wide zoning map, per Highlands, do not "authorize 
development". 
2. Idaho Code §67-6536 Transcribable records are not required for legislative activitv_: 
I.e. §67-6536 provides: 
In every case in this chapter where an appeal is provided for, a transcribable 
verbatim record of the proceeding shall be made... . The proceeding envisioned 
by this statute for which a transcribable verbatim record must be maintained shall 
include all public hearings at which testimony or evidence is received or at which 
an applicant or affected person addresses the commission or governing board 
regarding a pending application or during which the commission or governing 
board deliberates toward a decision after compilation of the record. 
(emphasis added). No appeal is provided for declaratory judgment actions challenging legislative 
activity. Further, a transcribable record is required only for a public hearing pertaining to a 
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pending application at which an applicant or affected person addresses the Board, evidence is 
received, or the Board deliberates after compilation of the record. Per Giltner and Highlands, 
there is no pending application; no applicant; and no affected person. Thus, no transcribable 
record is required. 
3. Idaho Code §67-6509: Record of the hearings shall be maintained. 
Even were Idaho Code §67-6536 to apply. the County has in fact maintained a record 
of all public hearings pertaining to the comprehensive plan, zoning ordinance, and map, which 
this Court has already ready reviewed pursuant to Plaintiff's Preliminary Injunction motion. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code §67-6509, a "record of the hearings, findings made, and actions taken" 
shall be maintained by the County. Transcribable audio recordings 'vvere maintained and 
submitted into evidence representing each and every public hearing for the challenged 
legislation. Against the plain text of the statute, Plaintiff wishes to add the word "written" to this 
requirement; that a written record, a transcribed record, i.e. findings of fact, conclusions of law 
must be created. There is no such affrrmative obligation required beyond the plain language of 
the statute. 
4. Idaho Code §67-6535: Written findings of fact. conclusions oflaw. 
Idaho Code §67 -6535 provides that the approval or denial of any application provided 
for in LLUPA shall be based upon standards as set forth in the comprehensive plan and zoning 
ordinance, and to be in writing. As the Supreme Court has made patently clear in Giltner and 
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Highlands, there has been no approval or denial of an application that would subject 
comprehensive planning and zoning legislation to the quasi-judicial review provisions of 
LLUP A. Of course, the zoning ordinance, map, comprehensive plan, and land use map are all 
written documents which in and of themselves are public documents or records promulgated in a 
public hearing and contained in the record. See Evans v. Teton County, 139 Idaho 71, 73 P.3d 84 
(2003). Res Ipsa Loquitur: the thing speaks for itself. 
e. Due Process in the Legislative Context: I.e. §67-6509 and §67-6511. 
1. Actual Notice 
Since the Plaintiff is not entitled to the due process protections affc)rded to "affected 
persons" pursuant to LLUPA's judicial review provisions, what due process, if any, is Plaintiff 
entitled to and did the County fail to provide him this due process? Pursuant to Idaho Code §67-
6509 and §67-6511, Plaintiff, as a member of the public, is entitled to notice and an opportunity 
to be heard. Plaintiff alleges numerous procedural violations mostly pertaining to defective 
notice or other publication requirements. While the County certainly disputes these allegations, 
they are also immaterial. Regardless of alleged defective notice, Plaintiff waives any such 
challenge in that he attended and testified extensively at each and every public hearing and most, 
if not all, public workshops, informational sessions, etc. (See Butlin ~19,21, Exhibit M and N.) 
Further, Plaintiff wholly fails to demonstrate that he suffered an injury by virtue of a procedural 
en-or; Spencer v. Kootenai County, 145 Idaho 448, 453, 180, 184, P.3d 487, 492 (2008). In 
Cowan, the court noted: 
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[T]he Board concedes that both notices were defective. Nonetheless, Cowan has 
failed to demonstrate that his substantial rights were prejudiced by either 
defective notice. First, Cowan's counsel attended the ... hearing and submitted a 
brief objecting to notice. Moreover, Cowan spoke against the application at that 
hearing. Therefore, even if the notice were defective, Cowan has failed to 
demonstrate how this defect prejudiced his substantial rights since he clearly had 
notice of the meeting. 
Cowan, 143 Idaho at 513, 148 P.3d at 1259. The nexus connecting any alleged procedural error 
and substantive right of the Plaintiff is simply not present. 
In AlcCuskey, 123 Idaho 657, 851 P.2d 953 (1993), the plaintiff sought declarative 
judgment to enjoin the zoning ordinance that rezoned his property leading to the stop work. His 
basis \"as the County's failure to provide him actual, constructive, or legal notice pursuant to 
Idaho Code §67-6511(b). The Idaho Supreme Court agreed holding that the zoning ordinance 
downzoned the plaintifT's land which precipitated the stop work order orhis previously approved 
use, and therefore McCuskey had standing to challenge whether he was entitled to and had 
received notice of the hearing pursuant to Idaho Code §67 -6511 (b). 
What is important to note about the decision is that the court did not substitute its 
judgment for that of the board as to whether the property should or should not be downzoned. 
Further, the court did not simply find that the county failed to follow procedural statutory 
guidelines as a basis to enjoin the ordinance. Rather, the court limited its revie\v as to \vhether 1) 
the plaintiff suffered actual harm; 2) whether the county committed a procedural error; 3) and 
whether the harm suffered had a fairly traceable causal connection to that procedural error. 
Further, the redress sought, permanent injunction, would redress the injury by reinstating the 
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zoning pennitting the gas station. Then and only then, did the court have the power to void the 
county's legislation due to its statutory procedural error. 
Unlike Mr. McCuskey, Plaintiff has not had an application or pennit revoked or denied. 
Plaintiff's property has not been downzoned. Lastly, viewing the evidence most favorably to the 
Plaintiff, even if we were to assume that there was defective notice, the Plaintiff does not have 
the standing to allege he was denied due process for defective notice as Plaintiff attended and 
testified at length at each and every hearing. 
2. Conflict of Interest Denial of Due Process? 
Idaho Code §67-6506 provides that government officials shall not participate III any 
proceeding or action when he has an economic interest in the procedure or action. In Alanookian 
v. Blaine County, 112 Idaho 697, 735 P.2d 1008 (1987), the applicant sought a conditional use 
permit to construct electrical transmission lines. Several potential routes were identified to 
locate the lines, and the commissioners declined to approve the route which ran through property 
owned by two of the planning and zoning commissioners in favor of the route which crossed the 
property owned by the plaintiffs. The court reasoned that the impact upon the Commissioners' 
land of the rejected route constituted an economic interest. Further, the chosen route caused a 
distinct palpable injury to the plaintiff's property. 
The present action is distinguishable from lvlanookian. In Manookian, the properties 
owned by the plaintitTs and the commissioners were the subject of a specific application. The 
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members specifically diverted attention from their own properties In favor of the plaintiff's 
property. Thus, there was a causal and spatial connection, a nexus, between the respective 
properties as possible locations for the power lines. In contrast, the present action is legislative 
in nature applying county-wide. Plaintiff rests on its mere allegation that government officials, 
who are required to reside in the County, have a per se conflict by virtue of their ownership of 
property in the county without presenting any additional evidence. The County maintains the 
position that provided the county-wide rezoning is rationally related to a legitimate governmental 
objective, the legislation is not subject to injunction. 7 
For purposes of summary judgment, this is academic. Plaintiff has failed to demonstrate 
a nexus, or spatial proximity, or any relationship between property owned by the County board 
members with alleged conf1icts and an actual, particularized harm it caused to Plaintiffs 
property. See Lujan, 504 U.S. at 560. Further, while this issue is hotly contested in CV 07-24 
where the District Court held that a board member has a conflict of interest by virtue of his 
ownership of propcrty within the county, all County officials who owned property in the county 
recused themselves from participating in the enactment of Ordinance 158, the county zoning map 
because of this holding. 8 Because all governmental members who owned property in the County 
recused themselves, and because there is no showing demonstrating a nexus between an alleged 
7 Of course, the government official may be subject to criminal penalties if the evidence demonstrates a knowing 
violation of the statute (See IC 67-6506) as well as redress from the electorate, but the legislation itself, ifit is 
rationally related to a legitimate governmental objective, is not subject to injunction. 
S The County still maintains that no confl ict of interest existed and the county officials did not have to recuse 
themselves. 
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conflict of interest and a distinct palpable injury suffered by Plaintiff, as a matter of law, the 
County is entitled to summary judgment. 
D. Idaho Code 67-6508: Comprehensive Planning and other Substantive Dictates 
Plaintiff seeks to enjoin the Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, and Zoning Ordinance 
based upon his mere allegations that the County failed to conduct a comprehensive planning and 
zoning process. Aside contesting this assertions, the County is entitled to summary judgment 
because Plaintiff wholly fails to demonstrate how this perceived defect causes him a distinct 
palpable injury or otherwise substantially impairs a fundamental right. 
Idaho Code §67-6508 provides that the commission shall conduct a comprehensive 
planning process to prepare, implement, and update its comprehensive plan. Similarly, Idaho 
Code §67-6507 identifies the powers of the planning and zoning commission in relation to the 
planning process. It provides that the commission shall provide for citizen meetings, hearings, 
surveys, or other methods to obtain advice on the planning process and implementation of the 
plan. Thereafter, the section provides that the commission may, or in other \vords, has the 
discretion to. consult with public officials or other professional organizations, conduct 
informational meetings, etc. 
Even in quasi-judieial proceedings, the Court is not empowered to substitute its judgment 
for the governmental entity and shall defer to the factual determinations of the governing body 
unless they are clearly erroneous. Spencer, 145 Idaho at 452, 180 P.3d at 491. In legislative 
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actions, the court has even less or "limited" review. Affording the legislative branch nearly 
complete discretion, the governing board's decision shall not be "disturbed absent a clear 
showing that it is confiscatory, arbitrary, unreasonable or capricious." Burt v. City of Idaho 
Falls, 105 Idaho 65, 66, 665 P.2d 1075, 1076, FN.2 (1983); Dawson, 98 Idaho at 506, 567 P.2d 
at 1257. Legislative activity is "capricious ifit is done without a rational basis" and "arbitrary if 
it was done in disregard of the facts and circumstances presented or without adequate 
determining principles." American Lung Ass 'n, etc. v. State, Dep 't o/Agriculture, 142 Idaho 544, 
547,130 P.3d 1082, 1085 (2006). 
Plaintiff fails to present any evidence that the County's legislation is confiscatory, 
arbitrary, unreasonable or capricious. Quite the contrary, the County clearly had a rationale basis 
pursuant to a legitimate governmental objective to undertake revisions to the zoning ordinance, 
zoning map, comprehensive plan, and land use map with the goals of maintaining agricultural 
uses in rural areas and residential and commercial uses in areas already developed or historically 
utilized in that fashion. (See Backstrom ~r5-8). Over the course of three years, the commission 
conducted an extensive comprehensive planning process in updating the comprehensive plan 
conducting, on almost a weekly basis, multiple informational workshops, public meetings, and 
numerous public hearings in considering an amendment to the comprehensive plan. (See 
Backstrom ~4, 9). 
The County did not feel that new studies were necessary as the preexisting plan 
adequately addressed this need. (See Backstrom ~6). There is no requirement that a county is 
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required to expend the considerable resources to hire new consultants or perform new studies 
each time the plan is amended. Idaho Code §67 -6508 simply provides that the comprehensive 
plan itself must include all planning components including property rights, population, school 
facilities and transportation, economic development, land use, natural resources, hazardous areas, 
public services and facilities, recreation, special areas, housing, community design, and 
implementation. Resolution 114 and 115 is in compliance with Idaho Code §67-6508: Res Jpsa 
Loquitur, the thing speaks for itself. The comprehensive plan contains all of the required 
planning components. 
In order to overturn the Board's action, this Court would have to find that the Board's 
conduct was arbitrary and capricious in enacting its legislation and that Plaintiff suffered a 
distinct palpable injury by virtue of this arbitrary, capricious conduct. As a matter of law, 
Plaintiff simply does not have the standing to challenge the County's legislation. Merely reciting 
LLUPA provisions, Plaintiff is unable to show that he suffered a distinct palpable injury by 
virtue of the County's alleged failure to conduct a comprehensive planning and zoning process. 
There is no Idaho case law \vhere a plaintiff was found to have standing to challenge a 
comprehensive plan independent from the approval or denial of a specific application based upon 
that plan. Plaintiff has not had an application approved or denied based upon the County's 
comprehensive plan. Further, comprehensive plans have only been enjoined where a planning 
component has been wholly absent as opposed to where a particular plaintiff might disagree with 
its wisdom. In Sprenger Grubb & AS'sociates v. City ol Hailey, 133 Idaho 320, 986 P.2d 242 
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(1999), the plaintiff appealed the Hailey City Council's rezone of his property from commercial 
to residential (distinct palpable injury). The Court invalidated the rezone because the rezone was 
based upon a comprehensive plan that did not include all of the required components. Thus, the 
comprehensive plan came under collateral attack based upon the distinct palpable irtiury 
pertaining to the rezone. 
The Plaintiff brings this action, not to repair an actual particularized harm suffered, but to 
have this Court substitute its own judgment for that of the County Board. Plaintiff simply 
disagrees with the direction that the elected officials have undertaken in the comprehensive 
planning and zoning process. "I C]ontrary to Spencer's assertion, due process does not require 
any particular technical or educational background on the part of the decision-maker." Spencer, 
145 Idaho at 455, 180 P.3d 487 494. The Board members are elected ofTicials engaged in their 
legislative function. They have articulated a rationale basis for enacting the challenged 
legislation. As Burt and subsequent cases have staunchly held, "legislative action is shielded 
from direct judicial review by its high visibility and widely felt impact, on the theory that 
appropriate remedy can be had at the polls." Burt. 105 Idaho at 66, 665 P.2d at 1076. Having 
failed at the election polls, PlaintitT now turns to the Court to invoke his political and legislative 
aspirations. Because the County had a rational basis in light of the facts and circumstances in 
amending its comprehensive planning and zoning legislation, and the PlaintitT's absence of any 
distinct, palpable injury, the County is entitled to summary judgment as a matter of 1m\,. 
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CONCLUSION 
While the Plaintiff and the County disagree as to a myriad of factual allegations, as a 
matter of law, the Plaintiff is unable to carry its burden that it has standing to challenge the 
County's legislative activity. The Plaintiff simply has not suffered a distinct palpable injury with 
a fairly traceable connection to a procedural error or arbitrary conduct on the part of the county. 
"It is not enough that the party is a concerned citizen who seeks to ensure that a governmental 
entity abides by the law." Thomson v. City of Lelviston, 137 Idaho 473, 50 P.3d 488 (2002) 
Plaintiffs properties have remained the same or were even upzoned. LLCPA's judicial review 
provisions requiring transcribable records and findings of fact do not apply to legislative activity. 
The County eomplied with all notice and hearing requirements which, even if defective, could 
not be asserted by the Plaintiff who had actual notice and did testify at each public hearing. 
Lastly, while the PlaintifT has a different legislative agenda than the County, even viewed most 
favorably to the Plaintiff the County has expressed its rationale for amending its legislation 
which does not rise to level of arbitrary or caprieious conduct. Defendants respectfully requests 
that this Court grant its Motion for Summary Judgment awarding reasonable attorney fees and 
costs incurred in defending this action as Plaintiff never possessed a reasonable basis in law or 
fact to argue it had standing to challenge the County's legislative aetivity. 
J3~ 
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Dated this / ( day of February, 2009. 
MOORE SMITH BUXTON & TURCKE, CHTD. 
* * * 
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CAMAS COUNTY, IDAHO, by ) 
and through the duly elected Board of ) 
Commissioners in their otTicial capacity, ) 




State of Idaho ) 
) ss. 
County of Camas ) 
Case No. CV -2008-40 
AFFIDAVIT OF KEN BACKSTROM IN 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Ken Backstrom, being first duly sworn, sayeth as follows: 
OR'G1[~AL 
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1. My name is Ken Backstrom. I am an adult human being over the age of 18 years, and I 
am of sound mind. The statements made in this affidavit are made upon my own personal 
knowledge and are true to the best of my knowledge. 
2. I am the Chairman for the Board of County Commissioners for Camas County. I have 
served as such for all relevant periods pertaining to this cause of action. 
3. By virtue of serving as a commissioner, I am familiar with the issues pertaining to the 
current legal action against the County; the legal process and substantive enactment of the 2006-
2007 Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map, and the 2008 
Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance, and Zoning Map passed by the 
Planning and Zoning Commission and the County Board of Commissioners in May, 2008. 
4. Beginning in 2005 and continuing until today, Camas County began a comprehensive 
planning and zoning process with the ultimate goal to adopt a new comprehensive plan, land use 
map, zoning ordinance, zoning map, as well as a new subdivision ordinance which we are 
currently working on now. Prior to adopting said legislation, the County conducted numerous 
citizen meetings, workshops, informational sessions, public meetings, and ultimately public 
hearings. The County heard from countless public citizens, goverrunental agency 
representatives, public interests groups, and other experts. Although the County has made minor 
modifications to its zoning and subdivision ordinances in the past. they had essentially remained 
unchanged for several years until we began this process in 2005. 
5. Our rationale for adopting a new comprehensive plan and zomng ordinance was to 
protect the health, safety, and welfare of the citizens of Camas County. Prior to engaging in this 
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process, unless an individual applicant specifically rezoned a particular parcel of property, the 
entire county was zoned Agricultural. This zoning designation existed regardless of the historical 
nature of the property, whether agricultural, commercial, or residential. Many areas were even 
tax assessed as commercial but were still identified as Agricultural on the then existing zoning 
map. 
6. More importantly, the prior comprehensive plan, adopted in 1997, including its land use 
map unfortunately designated entire areas of the county as Agricultural Transitional ("AT"), 
which allowed one unit per acre. For example, an entire area of the county, approximately 
92,160 acres in size to the north of the City of Fairfield, was designated on the land use map as 
(AT). We did not feel that the then current comprehensive plan, zoning ordinance and 
subdivision ordinance adequately provided for potential growth that could have occurred given 
the economic climate in 2004-2006. Until the downturn in the economy, development proposals 
had continued to increase within this area. Between August, 2001 and November, 2005 
approximately thirty-five rezones were passed rezoning parts of the county from (A) to (AT). In 
March, 2005 ten rezones were approved from (A) to (AT). In July another six were rezoned in 
the same fashion; August: one, September: four; and two more in November. A total of 2001 
acres was rezoned from (A) to (AT) between March and November of2005 . 
7. The County was concerned about requiring and providing for future infrastructure needs. 
F or example, the zoning ordinance provided for R -7 zoning, and although no property in the 
county had ever been rezoned to R-7, we were concerned whether the public infrastructure could 
support such a high density level. In order to assure safe water, the County needed to ensure that 
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central water and sewer was available and even required in the appropriate circumstances. 
Changes also needed to be implemented to preserve and protect the resources that provide the 
character and economic opportunities for the County. 
8. If the trend of rezones continued, potentially 92,000 acres was at risk of being rezoned 
from (A) to (AT) pursuant to the then existing comprehensive plan thus allowing valuable farm 
land to be developed into lots of one dwelling per acre. While the County was not compelled to 
grant these rezones, it aptly demonstrated the necessity of revising the comprehensive plan and 
zoning ordinances in order to limit development in agricultural areas and focus density in areas 
traditionally or were already developed. 
9. Over the course of two years, the County held numerous (often weekly) informational 
sessions, public workshops, public meetings and ultimately public hearings. The Board of 
Commissioners ultimately adopted the Comprehensive Plan including land use map VIa 
Resolution 96 on or about May 25, 2006. To include all land within the county including the 
largely uninhabited northern portion of the county, the Board conducted an additional public 
hearing on the Plan including land use map which was adopted via Resolution '103 on March 29, 
2007. The Board conducted a public hearing ultimately adopting the zoning ordinance 
(Ordinance 153) and zoning map (Ordinance 150) on or about April 18,2007. 
10. On or about May 4, 2007, Plaintiff brought a declarative judgment action in CV -2007-24 
against the County seeking the permanent injunction of Ordinance 150 (Zoning Map), Ordinance 
153 (Zoning Ordinance), Resolution 96 (Comprehensive Plan), and Resolution 103 (Land Use 
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Map). Also, Plaintiff sought the preliminary injunction of the County's legislation seeking to 
enjoin the County from processing any land use applications. 
11. The District Court of Camas County granted the preliminary injunction stating that the 
County is precluded from processing land use applications pursuant to the zoning ordinance as 
amended in 2007. The District Court however stated that the County was free to enact new 
ordinances. 
12. The Board adopted a moratorium via Ordinance 155 on all building permits and land use 
applications on March 10, 2008 to comply with the Court's March 7, 2008 Order and allow time 
to adopt new planning and zoning legislation. 
13. The Commission held several meetings to discuss the new ordinances and resolutions; the 
drafts of which had been prepared by the planning staff and our legal representatives. 
14. After receiving a recommendation of approval from the Commission, the Board 
conducted public hearings on May 12, 2008 and adopted Resolution 114 and 115 
(Comprehensive Plan and Land Use Map) and Ordinance 157 and 158, (Zoning Ordinance and 
Map). 
15. With regard to the comprehensive plan, we did not feel that the entire text needed to be 
updated although the Commission spent months on the text and made whatever textual changes 
they deemed necessary. In 1997, with the aid of experts hired to assist, the county adopted 
satisfactory provisions which included maps, charts, statistics, and other valuable information 
that were still viable in 2008. The plan contained all the required planning components, and the 
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only component that needed to be addressed in 2006/2007 was the land use map. Only minor 
changes were made for the 2008 land use map. (See Exhibit K) 
16. The Land Use Section of the Comprehensive Plan states that the northern part of the 
county would be a poor area for development. With the exception of some residential density to 
reflect current subdivisions located on the South Fork of the Boise River (over Fleck Summit), 
the northern portion of the County is zoned agricultural. (See Exhibit K) 
17. The Land Use Section of the Comprehensive Plan states that commercial and residential 
use has traditionally been located in Fairfield, Soldier, West Magic, Corral, Hill City, Manard 
and Blaine. The Land Use Section states that the areas in Camas County most suited for higher 
density are the platted townsites and adjacent to West Magic (a community center). Fairfield 
is the only incorporated tovvn. Soldier, Corral, Hill City, Manard and Blaine are platted 
towl1sites. West Magic is not a plattcd townsite but several platted subdivisions are located there. 
Residential and commercial uses were zoned in the platted townsites and West Magic to comply 
with existing conditions and center any future commercial and residential development in 
established areas. Commercial and residential development was zoned in the Soldier Creek 
vicinity to reflect current development and channel development to established areas. 
Residential development was zoned in the Willow Creek vicinity to ref1ect current development 
and channel development to established areas. Commercial and residential development was 
zoned in the Solider Mountain Ranch area to reflect current development and channel 
development to established areas. Additional higher density residential zones were 
established near Soldier Mountain Ranch area, where existing subdivisions such as Mountain 
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Sun and Smoky Dome Ranchos already exist. Some low density residential is zoned in the 
Squaw Flats area to reflect current development and allow for limited residential development in 
that area. (See Exhibit K) 
18. As such, the 2008 Zoning ordinance and Map are in accordance with the text of the 
county's comprehensive plan and land use map as adopted by Resolution 103, on March 29, 
2007. The property which was the subject of the 2008 zoning map is the entirety of Camas 
County. Camas County consists of largely agricultural land. A majority of the private land in 
Camas County is used for farming and ranching. A majority of the County was zoned 
agriculture to comply with the Land Use Section of the Comprehensive Plan that states the 
preservation of agricultural uses is of utmost importance. Commercial and residential zones were 
placed in areas of existing development to channel development away from the large agricultural 
areas and allow pre-existing community centers some additional growth to support schools and 
economie development in the County. (See Exhibit L) 
19. The Board has considered the effect the zoning would have on affected political 
subdivisions that provide services to the County. The Board determined that the County should 
be zoned to provide for some growth in residential and commercial development to provide 
students and a tax base to support the schools. Ho\vever, the growth must be controlled to avoid 
overwhelming the schools with too many new students at once. The Board determined that the 
2007 and 2008 Zoning Map aceomplishes these goals. The Board determined that the irrigation 
districts would not be adversely affected. The Board determined that the fire districts would not 
be adversely affected. 
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20. From the very start of the comprehensive planning and zoning process which began in 
2005, the Plaintiff has attended and participated at nearly every informational session, workshop, 
and public meeting. For both the 2006-2007 legislation and the 2008 legislation, he attended and 
testified at each and every public hearing. He has had copies of the proposed legislation and has 
offered his opinion at every occasion. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
Dated this ~ day of February, 2009 
Subscribed and sworn to before me 
, /fA. 
~7 __ day of February, 2009. 
Notary ubhc for Id~ .. 
Residing at: ~ , 
My commission expires: 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Affidavit of Ken Backstrom 
was this 11th day of February, 2009 served upon the following individuals and in the 
corresponding manner: 
Christopher P. Simms 
P.O. Box 3123 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Method: tY/t/-. I ) 
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CHRISTOPHER P. SIMMS 
Attorney at Law 
US Bank Bldg., Ste 209 
191 Sun Valley Road 
P.O. Box 3123 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Tel: 208 622 7878 
Fax: 208622 7129 
ISB# 7473 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 








CAMAS COUNTY, IDAHO, 
By and through the duly elected 
Board of Commissioners in 
their official capacities, 
KEN BAXTROM, 


























Case Nos. CV-2008-40 & 
AFFIDAVIT OF GEORGE MARTIN 
IN OPPOSITION TO 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AFFIDA VIT OF GEORGE MARTIN IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 
COUNTY OF CAMAS ) 
I, GEORGE MARTIN, JR., being duly sworn do state as follows: 
1. I am the Plaintiff herein, and own real property intended for development and 
hold valuable contractual rights to other property in Camas County. I am a real estate 
agent and have been involved in the sale and development of real property for my entire 
professional career and am familiar with real property values from a development and 
retail perspective due to my training and experience in the profession. 
2. After several meetings with Ed Smith, ownerlbroker of Town & Company 
Realtors regarding a group properties Mr. Smith had listed, on or about September 8, 
2004, I signed a Dual Agency Agreement with Mr. Smith and I entered into contracts to 
purchase four (4) separate parcels of real property located just outside the City of 
Fairfield, in unincorporated Camas County, generally described as an eighty-one (81) 
acre parcel; options on a twenty-nine (29) acre parcel; an eighty (80) acres parcel; and a 
sixty-seven (67) acre parcel on which a "first right of refusal" was acquired. 
3. The above described contracts to purchase were contingent upon rezone of all 
parcels and preliminary plat approval as to the eighty-one (81) acre parcel. 
4. The subject properties were contiguous to one other making them ideal for 
development. The property is located just one half (12) mile north of the city limits of 
Fairfield, within walking distance of the schools, Post Office, City Hall, Fire Department, 
Sheriff Department, and located on one of the only paved roads in Camas County. 
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5. Mr. Smith represented to me that the various parcels described were designated 
for high density residential development in the Counties planning and zoning regulations. 
I sought to verify this information by researching the applicable laws. 
6. Prior to entering into this agreement I also meet with Mr. Earl Wilson, Camas 
County Planning & Zoning Administrator to confirm these facts. Mr. Wilson confirmed 
the information gathered from Mr. Smith was true. I was provided copies of the then 
current, 1997, and former, 1974, Camas County Comprehensive Plans and confirmed this 
has been the direction the community has wanted to grow because it was close to services 
and the City of Fairfield would benefit from the growth. The other reasons it was 
identified as the preferred area is the fact that preservation of agriculture was important 
and residential developments would be encouraged near community centers, and because 
it is not part of the aquifer re-recharge area, and near enough to Fairfield for a possible 
sewer hook-up, or alternatively package sewer treatment plant. 
7. Upon completing my due diligence I discovered that at the time I acquired the 
interest in the parcels of real property they were designated as high density residential on 
the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map, designated R-7 in the Zoning Ordinance text 
providing up to seven (7) residential housing units per acre, but were zoned Agricultural, 
allowing only one residential unit for each eight (80) acres. Residential Zoning (R-7) 
was the only residential zone available at the under the zoning ordinance. 
8. The Comprehensive Plan text, throughout in various sections designated the real 
property I had acquired the above described interest, as uniquely suitable for high density 
residential development. My specific review of the Comprehensive Plans revealed the 
following key passages; 





(a) The County can expect some high density settlement between Fairfield and 
the small township of Soldier to the north. A new sewage plant can handle a 
reasonable amount of growth. A reasonable growth in population, rather than 
the opposite trend, is imperative to the continued economic welfare of the 
County seat of Fairfield. 
(b) The geography of the county will limit dense popUlation in most areas because 
of the problems of water availability, sewage disposal, electrical power 
supply, flooding and winter snow conditions: therefore, clustered growth is 
preferred. 
(c) The implementation of the policy for cluster development will required the 
coordinated efforts of many different private and public agencies. Important 
decisions will come from federal, state, and County agencies, (Idaho Dept. 
Public Health, Soil Conservation Service, Camas County Commissioners). 
The key element in the implementation of center development will be the 
establishment and expansion of water and sewer districts. This primarily is a 
local responsibility but the County will likely need to play a more important 
role in requiring proper water and sewer facilities. 
(d) The extension of central sewer and water may appear to some as granting a 
land use preference to certain areas, however, this character, provide for 
services, reduce costs, and still accommodate growth. 
1997 
(e) The northern part of the county is rough mountainous land and would be a 
poor area for development. The country is steep and subject to snow 
avalanche, as well as demanding heavy maintenance cost for roads and public 
utilities. The center of the valley has a high water table, and ground disposal 
of sewerage would often be difficult in anything other than large lots. To be 
adapted for urban use would require development patterns that would 
facilitate the treatment of effluent to secondary levels. The area in Camas 
County most suited for higher density development is the area adjacent to 
and north of the city of Fairfield to the Soldier township, and adjacent to 
West Magic. (emphasis added) 
(f) LAND USE SECTION OBJECTIVES 
1) Agricultural use must be protected above all other uses in the county, given 
its importance to the economy and way of life. 
2) Residential uses will be encouraged in areas where such development has 
minimal impact upon the agricultural uses and on the environment in the 
county. 
3) Development will be encouraged to preserve wide open spaces, aesthetics 
of the land and to be accomplished in appropriate and compatible areas for the 
use. 
4) Provide a mechanism for Planned Unit Developments (PUD) and other 
tools to encourage high quality, clustered development. 




5) Encourage the development of residential areas that are clustered, 
preserving larger agricultural parcels into the future. Prior to placement of 
these residential clusters care must be taken to study the environmental effects 
such development might have on the surrounding areas (such as septic, 
surface and groundwater, watersheds, flora and fauna, riparian areas, wetland 
and wildlife areas, erosion, soils and historical significance) and the 
transportation system serving the development as well as other factors. 
9. The text of the Comprehensive Plans was supported by the Comprehensive Plan 
Land Use Designation Map, which indicated the property north of Fairfield, both on the 
east & west sides of Soldier Road, and including the townsite of Soldier, as Residential -
R-7, including the subject property. The R-7 designation boundary was the westerly edge 
of the subject property. 
10. In keeping with my contractual obligation, in November 2004, I applied for a 
rezone from Agricultural to R -7 on the north 80 acre parcel. After public hearings a 
recommendation for approval from the P&Z was made to the Board of Commissioners. 
Real Estate Broker! P&Z Member called me and told me he had spoken with other P&Z 
members after the recommendation f()r approval was made and told me I would receive 
an approval for a subdivision. He also informed me that the terms of my Purchase & 
Sales Agreement to purchase subject property were different than what my I had 
submitted to him in writing and that I \vould either have to change my application to be 
for Agricultural Transition zoning or the seller wanted out of the transaction. Smith 
further told me the Board of Commissioners would not approve rezone to the residential 
zone. Subsequently I had an "Executive Meeting" with the Camas County Board of 
Commissioner regarding this conflict of interest and ex parte action. Ken Backstrom told 
me at the beginning of the meeting that he \vas a very close personal friend of Ed Smith. 
Because of these various facts I withdrew my application for residential zoning at that 
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time. I then applied for Agricultural Transition Zoning on the north eighty 80 Acre parcel 
and received approval for the rezone from both the P&Z and the Board of 
Commissioners. 
11. Defendant, Ed Smith, acting contrary to my best interest and attempting to 
interfere with my contractual rights caused me, by various statements made, to close on 
the eighty-one (81) acre parcel before completing the rezone. 
12. On September 30, 2005, after closing the purchase on the eighty-one (81) acre 
parcel on September 28, 2005, I sold the parcel to Soldier Star Development, but retained 
valuable contractual rights related to said real property, including a percentage of 
potential resale profits and the right to list the property for sale, including commission 
compensation therefore. 
13. Also on or about September 28, 2005, I exercised my option to purchase the 
twenty-nine (29) acre parcel and retain personal o\vnership of said parcel. 
14. On or about March 28, 2007, I closed on sale of the eighty (80) acre parcel and on 
or about April 4, 2007, sold said parcel, but retained valuable contractual rights, 
including a percentage of potential resale profits and the right to list the property for sale, 
including commission compensation therefore. 
15. On or about April 17, 2007, on behalf of Soldier Star Development, LLC, I re-
filed an application to rezone one hundred eighty one and sixty-seventh (181.67) acres of 
the subject property from Agricultural (Ag Trans regarding the north 80) to Residential 
R-7. 
16. On or about March 29, 2007, and April 18, 2007, Camas County, without 
following proper procedure or substance of LLUPA, adopted an Amended 




Comprehensive Plan and Amended Zoning Ordinance that had the effect of up zoning 
approximately twenty thousand (20,000) acres of real property in Camas County and 
down zoning the approximate one hundred sixty (160) acres; the latter in which I hold an 
economic interest. 
17. During the process of revising the Comprehensive Plans, Land Use Maps, Zoning 
Ordinance & Zoning Maps the conflict of interest became more evident and aggressive 
on Ed Smith's part in the process. It became clear that he was against me receiving the 
residential zoning on the property I had purchased through him acting as a dual agent. Ed 
Smith became Chairman of P&Z and ran and controlled the meetings. He made it very 
clear, which is on tape and in writing that he wanted the 189 acres I purchased to have the 
density lowered on the Jand use map, which later became the zoning map. During the 
Public Hearings I made it clear via both my testimony and in writing that Ed Smith was 
not representing my desires and interest, that he had a fiduciary responsibility and 
contractual obligation to me, and that this conflict of interest needed to be addressed prior 
to any approval of the various plans and ordinances. The Board of Commissioners 
ignored my pI ea, and in fact during the last public hearing, Chairman Ken Backstrom (Ed 
Smith's close friend) stated it sounded like a personal issue to him and wasn't any of 
their concern. 
18. Thereafter this Court entered an injunction prohibiting the processing of land use 
applications in Camas County relating to property that had been purportedly rezoned as a 
result of the above referenced ordinances. 




19. Camas County thereafter on or about May 12, 2008 adopted a substantially 
identical amended Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Designation Map, Zoning Ordinance 
and Zoning Map as Resolutions 114 and 115 and Ordinance Nos. 157 and 159. 
20. The 2006-2007 and 2008 Comprehensive Plans continue to identify the property 
in which I hold an interest as most appropriate for higher density residential development. 
(a) 2006-2007: The northern part of the county is rough mountainous land and 
would be a poor area for development. The country is steep and subject to snow 
avalanche, as well as demanding heavy maintenance cost for roads and public 
utilities. The center of the valley has a high water table, and ground disposal of 
sewerage would often be difficult in anything other than large lots. To be adapted 
for urban use would require development patterns that would facilitate the 
treatment of effluent to secondary levels. The areas in Camas County most likely 
suited for higher density development are the areas adjacent to and north of the 
city of Fairfield, Soldier Creek, Three mile Creek, West Magic, and adjacent to 
existing development 
(b) COMMNITY DESIGN: Fairfield is the population center and is the location 
of the schools, library, and other government facilities. The city Area of Impact 
identifies the area where Fairfield has concerns about changes in land use. 
Residential gro\\1h will be encouraged in the cities Area of Impact and the 
corridor north to include the townsite of Soldier. This will consolidate community 
services and utilize the central water and sewer systems already in place. 
(c) 2008: LAND USE: The northern part of the county is rough mountainous land 
and would be a poor area for development. The country is steep and subject to 
snow avalanche, a<; well as demanding heavy maintenance cost for roads and 
public utilities. The center of the valley has a high water table, and ground 
disposal of sewerage would often be difficult in anything other 
than large lots. To be adapted for urban use would require development patterns 
that would facilitate the treatment of effluent to secondary levels. The areas in 
Camas County most likely suited for higher density development are the areas 
adjacent to and north of the city of Fairfield to the Soldier township, Manard, Hill 
City, Corral, Blaine, and adjacent to West Magic 
21. The Multi-Hazards Map adopted by Camas County Board of Commissioners for 
submission to FEMA prior to the time of the hearings showed the areas to the North, 
South & East of subject property to be in the projected Flood Zone and the subject 
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property not in the Flood Zone yet the subject property was not given residential zoning 
but property in the Flood Zone was designated for residential zoning. 
22. The subject property in located on the only collector road (other than Highway 
46) in Camas County. According to the 2006 Comprehensive Plan only 10 miles of a 
total of 322 miles of county roads are paved. The subject property is adjacent this 
collector road which is paved. The majority of property upzoned to allow for residential 
construction are adjacent gravel or dirt roads. 
23. The effect of both the 2006 & 2008 zoning and land use designation amendments 
relative to the above referenced property in which I hold a valuable interest was to 
change the permitted density of the subject property to R -1 (l unit per acre - versus the 
R-7, 7 units per acre). The R-7 district was eliminated in the zoning ordinance and a new 
zone of R-4 (4 units per acre) was created. To be clear the following (together with the 
map attached as an addendum to this Affidavit) completely describes the land use 
designation and zoning before and after the zoning amendments of 2006-2007 and 2008. 
(a) Plaintiff owns in fee simple the following parcels of real property in 
Camas County as of May 20, 2008: a) 40+ acre parcel 770 E 240 N., b) 29 acre 
parcel west of Soldier Road and South of Baseline Road, c) Had owned (recently 
sold) lots 3 and 4 Blk 5 Homestead Subdivision, within an existing approved and 
platted subdivision of one acre lots. 
(b) The above parcels of real property, in order were located within the 
named zoning district prior to and after the rezone process of 2006-2007 a) 
agricultural! agricultural, b) agriculturallRl c) AT!A5 
(c) Plaintiff had a fee simple ownership interest in two (2) 80 acre parcels, 
in section 4, that were sold to third parties while retaining a contractual fiscal 
interest in the development, marketing, and building potential thereon. The north 
parceL was zoned AT before and after the 2006-2007 rezone process. The 
southern parcel was rezoned from AG to RI as a result of the 2006-2007 zoning 
amendment process. Both parcels were included in the R-7 land use designation 
in the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Maps existing prior to the 2006-2007 
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Comprehensive Plan Amendments and R-l land use designation in the post 2006-
2007 Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map amendments 
(d) Plaintiff holds a first right of refusal as to a 67 acre parcel in Section 4 
that was rezoned from AG to R1 as a result of the 2006-2007 zoning amendment 
process. This parcel was included in the R-7 land use designation in the 
Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map existing prior to the 2006-2007 
Comprehensive Plan Amendments and R-l land use designation in the post 2006-
2007 Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map amendments. 
(e) The parcels generally described in the two preceding paragraphs, were 
included in the R-7 land use designation in the Comprehensive Plan Land Use 
Map existing prior to the 2006-2007 Comprehensive Plan Amendments and R-l 
land use designation in the post 2006-2007 Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map 
amendments. 
(f) The 29 acre parcel described in paragraph 14 subparagraph b, was 
included in the R-7 land use designation in the Comprehensive Plan Land Use 
Map existing prior to the 2006-2007 Comprehensive Plan Amendments and R-l 
land use designation in the post 2006-2007 Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map 
amendments. 
24. The property located immediately to the north of the subject property was rezoned 
to R-4. Likewise, the property located immediately to the South of the subject property 
was rezoned to R-4. Other properties upzoned to High Density Residential Housing 
include large tracts of property near the old abandoned townsites of Corral (8 miles West 
of Fairfield no current services), Hill City (15 miles West of Fairfield no current 
services), Blaine (10 miles East of Fairfield no current services) and Soldier (just 
north and adjacent of subject property). 
25. Property left out of the R-4 rezone included the property the east of the subject 
property, which was rezoned various densities ranging from R-I (1 unit per acre) to Ag-
10 (1 unit per 10 acres). Much of this property has limited access via gravel roads each 
mile. Nevertheless this large area of now residentially zoned property expansion expands 
three (3) miles to the east and two (2) miles to the north from Hwy 20, and all labeled as 




Projected Flood Zone on the Camas County Multi-Hazards Mitigation Plan. The 
property immediately to the east (across Soldier Road) had also been labeled Residential 
(R-7) on the pre-amendment Land Use Map. However, that property was previously 
subdivided at one (1) unit per acre and sold through Ed Smith's competing real estate 
broker. 
26. In summary, approximately 20,000 acres were rezoned to allow various densities 
of residential housing, which had previously been designated and zoned for agricultural 
use, which immediately created such a large supply of properly zoned property that this 
action alone lowered the value of the property (normal supply & demand market 
reaction). This over supply of residential property immediately diminished the demand on 
all residential property in general, yet increased values of property originally with a land 
use of agriculture only. 
27. The upzoning of so many acres of property has an enormous effect on the market 
and value of real property, by increasing the supply of residential property, the sale price 
is drastically reduced. 
28. At no time during the rezonmg process was a rationale basis, servmg any 
legitimate governmental interest, provided why the subject property in which Plaintiff 
holds a valuable interest, was not included in the newly created R-4 zoning district. Nor 
was any deliberation had the impact of rezone of such a large number of parcels on the 
cost of public services, or on water impacts. No public deliberations, regarding 
compliance with the Comprehensive Plan, were had. 
29. The animus against me by members of the P&Z and Board has been evident since 
I began to question the legality of procedure and wisdom of substance of the rezone 




process. I have been cursed and threatened by Kevin Weir, a member of P&Z, refused 
service at local public establishments at the direction of Ken Backstrom, threatened and 
cursed by the Planning and Zoning Administrator, and told by the current Chair of the 
P&Z that he couldn't review an EPA submitted by Plaintiff with an open mino, finally 
the tape recorder was turned off during the public hearing for the 2008 zoning map, and 
instructed upon what comment could or could not be made regarding the substance of the 
proposals. 
AFFIANT IPETITIONER 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on this 1 st day of April, 2009. 
My Commission Expires: _~/o~!-=2!£>_-I-Ir--'-(-f/~ __ 7 ,I 
Donna J Simms 
Notary Public 
State of Idaho 




CHRlSTOPHER P. SIMMS 
Attorney at Law 
US Bank Bldg., Ste 209 
191 Sun Valley Road 
P.O. Box 3123 
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CAMAS COUNTY, IDAHO, 
By and through the duly elected 
Board of Commissioners in 
their official and individual 
capacities, 
KEN BACKTROM, 
































Case No. CV -2008-40 
PLAINTIFFS' STATEMENT OF 
MA TERIAL FACT & SUBMITTAL 
OF AFFIDAVITS AND DOCUMENTS 
IN OPPOSITION TO SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
PLAINTIFFS' STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACT & SUBMITTAL OF 
AFFIDAVITS AND DOCUMENTS IN OPPOSITION TO SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT I sq 
COMES NOW Plaintiffs, George Martin and Martin Custom Homes, LLC by 
George Martin, and through counsel, Christopher P. Simms, files this, his Statement of 
Material Fact & Submittal of Affidavits and Documents in Opposition to Summary 
Judgment, and therefore states as follows: 
1. Plaintiff requests that this Court take judicial notice of the proceedings 
commenced in The District Court for the Fifth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in 
and for Camas County, under Case No. CV-2007-24, on May 4, 2007 upon which the 
Court issued Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order Following Trial, that 
incorporated Preliminary Injunctions entered on December 28, 2007 and April 2, 2008, 
titled Decision on Requirements of a "Transcribable Record" and Other Records and 
Decision on Conflict of Interests Issue. These orders are attached hereto as exhibits 1, 2 
and 3 in the chronological order of entry. The Court's Orders referenced here address 
only declaratory judgment issues dealing with the Defendants actions in adopting 
amended zoning ordinances in 2006-2007. 
2. The Court, in CV-2007-24, declared (a) the Camas County Comprehensive Plan 
adopted May 25, 2006, and March 29. 2007, as Resolution 96 null and void and (b) The 
Amendments to the Camas County Zoning Ordinance, adopted April 18, 2007, as 
Ordinance #153, and the Zoning Designation Map adopted March 29, 2007 as Ordinance 
# 150, are all, and each of them null and void. 
3. As a matter of fact, the Court, in CV-2007-24, found (a) The Board of 
Commissioners of Camas County failed to keep transcribable verbatim record of 
deliberations they engaged in, leading up to quasi-judicial public hearings, after they 
received recommendations from P&Z and had compiled at least part of the record. (b) In 
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recommending and passing Ordinance #153 and #150 at least one P&Z commissioner 
and one county commissioner acted with a conflict of interest as set forth in this court's 
Decision on Conflicts of Interest Issue filed April 2, 2008. (c) The P&Z failed to keep 
and maintain adequate records of the hearings, findings made, and actions taken by the 
commission, and failed to send a written recommendation to the Board as required by 
law. Cd) The Board failed to make any written record of its decision. No findings of fact 
or conclusions of law were entered on a decision that purportedly affected a rezone of at 
least portions of the entire county, and that this is required ofa quasi-judicial decision. (e) 
Camas County failed to follow proper legal procedure and ptovide proper notice in 
adopting the amended comprehensive plan and amended zoning ordinance. (d) Defendant 
Camas County acted without a reasonable basis in law or fact. 
4. Based upon these findings, which Plaintiff maintains have a preclusive effect in 
this Court, further documentation on this host of issues will not be submitted and is not 
necessary at this stage of the proceedings. 
5. Plainti ff continues to point to the absence of documentation in the record, or effort 
by Defendants to provide citation in tape recordings or through other evidence, that actual 
substantive deliberations, as required by LLUPA, ever occurred in adoption of the 2006-
2007 Zoning Amendments or the re-enactment zoning amendments of2008. 
6. Defendants have not denied or submitted documentary evidence in response to the 
allegation in paragraph 12, l3, 14, 15 and 16 that the outcome of the process was pre-
determined indicated illegal private deliberations as evidenced by draft dates, and 
absence of separate and distinct process for the Comprehensive Plan and Zoning 
Ordinance. 
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7. None of the Notices of Public Hearing contained a summary of the proposed 
amendments that would reasonably apprise an individual of the nature or location of the 
proposed land use zoning changes, as referenced in I.C. Sections 67-6509 & 67-6511. 
8. All political subdivisions providing services within the planning jurisdiction, 
specifically City of Fairfield, and West Magic Fire District were not provided notice of 
public hearing. (See stipulation of counsel) 
9. Alternative notice in the case of zoning district boundary change in that notice was 
not posted as required at the Camas County Courthouse or Fairfield City Hall as required 
under I.C. Section 67-6511 and Camas County No. 142. 
10. The entire text, including the legal description of the rezoned land, or alternatively 
a summary that actually describes the amendments made was not published, as 
referenced in I.C. Section 31-715A 
11. The above referenced procedural and substantive omissions in LLUP A and due 
process considerations are proven by a review of the attached Stipulation of Fact and 
Admission of Documentary Evidence, the Notices of Public Hearing, P&Z 
Recommendation Form, P&Z Findings of Fact, Agendas, Public Meeting/Hearing 
Minutes and Publications of Ordinances attached hereto as exhibits 4-24. 
12. Plaintiff submitted notice of tort claim to Camas County and the individual 
defendants on September 7, 2007, which notice was ignored. (Attached hereto as Exhibit 
25, Federal matter only) 
13. Attached as Exhibit 25, is Plaintiffs Application for Temporary Restraining 
Order, Preliminary Injunction and Declaratory Relief, filed on May 20, 2008, in CV-07-
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24 seeking relief from the 2008 zoning amendment re-enactments, less than one week 
after adoption. Plaintiff did not delay in pursuing a remedy. 
25. Also attached are Camas County's 1997 Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map, and 
the post 2006 amendment Land Use Map, and for illustrative purposes close up depiction 
softhe pre-2006 Zoning Map, post-2006 Zoning Map and 1997 Land Use Map as well as 
the Camas County Multi-Hazard Mitigation Map, showing the subject property outside of 
the floodplain hazard, marked as Exhibits 26-31. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that on the 1 st day of April, 2009, a copy of 
PLAINTIFFS' ST ATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACT & SUBMITTAL OF 
AFFIDA VITS AND DOCUMENTS IN OPPOSITION TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
was served upon counsel via facsimile and addressed to Paul Fitzer, Attorney for Camas 
County Defendants 950 W. Bannock St., Ste 520, Boise, Idaho 83702, facsimile number 
208 331 1202. 
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CAMAS COUNTY, IDAHO, ) 
By and through the duly elected ) 
Board of Commissioners in ) 
their 'i:lffiClal capacity, ) 
) 
KEN BACKTROM, ) 
BILL DAVIS, and ) 
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STIPULATION AS TO FACTS 
AND ADMISSION OF DOCU?vffiNTARY 
EVIDENCE 
STIP1JLA.TION AS TO FACTS AND ADMISSION OF DOCUMENTARY 
EVTIJ,ENCE 
t>tfunt,\--{,s s\Atemcrrl of ~oL +~ €1m 
1 
Comes now the parties hereto, through counsel, and hereby stipulate to the 
following f~ts for purposes of submission of the legal issues herein; 
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
1. The parties stipulate to the admission into evidence of Plaintiff s Exhibits A -
A29, B- B36~ C - ell, D, E, F, G-G3, H-H12, 11-I4, J, ~ L, M, N-N7. 0, P & 
Q, all as included in Plaintiff's Trial Exhibit Binder. 
2. The parties stipulate to the admission into evidence of Defendant's Exhibits 
A 1 through A18, B19--67, C68 -224, D226-226, E227-238, F239--286, 0287-
332,11333, I336-343, J344-420, K421-423. U24-425, M426-428, N429-497, 
0498, P499-500, Q501-570, R571-854 and S&55-870, all as included in the 
Defendant's Trial Exhibit Binder pages 1-870. 
STIPULATION OF FACTS 
3. The parties stipulate that the Defendant's Exhibits admitted into evidence, as 
referenced in paragraph 2 above, comprise the entire administrative record in 
possession of camas County. 
Pff, c..1"~ 
4. The Planning and Zoning Commission nor the Board of Commissioners J' ~,,< 
#h~f' +1\<1:... +1-.4"- {OJ,. ''''.J 
rCl:-o ('C{ 
generated or considered new studies or new data tin adoption of the 
Comprehensive Plans of 2006 or 2007. The studies and data within the 1997 
Comprehensive Plan was the data and information considered by the Planning 
and Zoning Commission and Board of Commissioners in adopting the Plan. 
:5. Although no independent fonnal written recommendation from the Planning 
and Zoning Commission to the Board of Colmty CoOllllissioners to adopt the 
Comprehensive Plan and Land Use Map, in 2006 or 2007, Defendant submits 
STIPULATION AS TO FACTS AND ADMISSION OF DOCUMENTARY 
EVIDENCE 




':hat maps, notes and other materials in the record submitted complies with any 
legal requirements. 
6. No independent formal written recommendation from the Planning and 
Zoning Commission to the Board of County Commissioners to adopt the 
amended Zoning Ordinance or Zoning Designation Map exist. Defendant 
submits that a draft Ordinance and draft Map were transmitted to the Board of 
Commissioners and satisfy any legal requirements. 
7. The Board of County Commissioners did not generate any independent formal 
written record of decision of adoption of Ordinance 150 or 153, other than the 
Ordinance itself. 
8. Legal Notice of Public Hearing, pursuant to Camas County Ordinance 142 
was posted at all designated locations except the City of Fairfield City Hall. 
Notice was posted inside., not outside the Camas County Courthouse. 
9. No written verification exists regarding Legal Notice of Public Hearing, 
pursuant to IC 67-6509, to political subdivisions providing services within the 
planning area, as to Planning and Zoning Commission meetings or hearings. 
J.O. At the Board of County Commissioner level Legal Notice of Public Hearing, 
pursuant to IC 67-6509. was purportedly mailed to all political subdivisions 
providing services within the planning area. except West Magic Fire 
Protection District and the City of Fairfield. No written verification of notice 
'J yf exists. 
1~,DfV' Dv'~'-
11. ,\ Legal descriptions of the various zoning designations on the 2006-2007 
Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Map, Zoning Ordinance and Zoning 
STIPULATION AS TO FACTS AND ADMISSION OF DOCUMENTARY 
EV][DE>TCE 
3 
lJlll.tnliffS> s1a.tament en: iY1crt£Ylo~ h;e:l. 
Ilo7 
:)esignation Map were not considered in adoption of same nor published with 
Lhe Ordinances. 
12, Publication of Zoning Ordinance 153 adopted Apri118, 2007 did not include 
any legal descriptions or map. The publication directed the reader to find the 
full text of the ordinance at the Plamring and Zoning Office during regular 
office hours. 
1:,. Publication of the Zoning Designation Map Ordinance No 150 adopted March 
29, 2007 did not include any legal descriptions or map. 
1 ,I. Plaintiff owns in fee simple the following parcels of real property in Camas 
County as of May 20.2008: a) 40+ acre parcel 770 E 240 N., b) 29 acre parcel 
west of Soldier Road and South of Baseline Ro~ c) lots 3 and 4 Blk 5 
Homestead Subdivision. within an existing approved and platted subdivision 
of one acre lots. 
]:5. The above parcels of real property, in order were located within the named 
zoning district prior to and after the rezone process of 2006-2007 a) 
agricultural! agricultural, b) agriculturalJRl c) ATlAS 
j.6. Plaintiff had a fee simple O'wnership interest in two (2) 80 acre parcels, in 
section 4, that were sold to third parties while retaining a contractual fiscal 
interest in the development, marketing. and building potential thereon. The 
north parcel, was zoned AT before and after the 2006-2007 rezone process. 
~tf '-" ~ 
The southern parcel was rezoned from AG to R1 as a result of the 2006-2007 
zoning amendment process. 
STIPULATION AS TO FACTS AND ADMISSION OF DOCUMENTARY 
EVIDENCE 
-P\&:\(\t~-'3 stAieVl'l{'rct at MA+ev-;d-L -ta.d 
4 
17. Plaintiff holds a first right of refusal as to a 67 acre parcel in Section 4 that 
v~$1 
was rezoned from AG to mas' a result of the 2006-2007 zoning amendment 
process. 
U;, The parcels generally described in the two preceding paragraphs, numbered 
16 and 17, were included in the R-7 land use designation in the 
Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map existing prior to the 2006·2007 
Comprehensive Plan Amendments and R-l land use designation in the post 
2006-2007 Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map amendments. 
19. The 29 acre parcel described in paragraph 14 subparagrapab, was included in 
the R·7 land use designation in the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map 
existing prior to the 2006-2007 Comprehensive Plan Amendments and R-l 
land use designation in the post 2006-2007 Comprehensive Plan Land Use 
Map amendments. 
::0. The two tape series labled March 26, 2007 also includes an andio recording of 
the March 27, 2007 deliberative proceedings at Board of Commissions 
meeting of those same dates. 
STIlfJULA TION AS m FACTS AND ADMISSION OF DOCUMENTARY 
EVIDENCE 
~lCllVlirf{'s' stAteWlen-t of (V14ria.L~d. 
5 
CHRISTOPHER P. SIMMS 
ATTOREY FOR PLAINTIFF 
PAtTI., FITZER 
MOORE, SMITIL BUXTON & TURKE, ATIORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT 
.~~==~==~~-------­Paul 
I 
STIPULATION AS TO FACTS AND AD!'vllSSION OF DOCLTfvIENT ARY 
EVIDENCE 
~\cUtltiffi stAtei11.M cl (Y1~aL racl 
6 
(70 
CHRISTOPHER P. S]I\,1MS 
Attorney a1 La,v 
US Bank Bldg., Ste 209 
191 Sun VaJley Road 
P.O. Box 3123 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Tel: 2086227878 
Fax: 208622 7129 
JSB# 7473 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
FILFD. 
(0 ~ d~r oS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STArE 






















CAMAS CO UNTY, IDAHO, ) 
13y and through the duly elected ) 
Board of Commissioner::; in ) 
their official capacity, ) 
) 
KEN J3ACKTROJvl , ) 
BILL DA V1S, and ) 
RON CHAPMAN, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No, CV -08-40 
STJPULATION AS TO FACTS 
AND ADMISSION OF l)OCU"IFNTARY 
EVIDENCE 
STIPULA nON AS TO FACTS AND l\DMISSION OF DOCl ' l'vlEN"j- ""RY 
EVIDENCE . ) . . : ~ 
III 
Comes no'-v the parties hereto, through counsel, and herehy stipulate to admission 
oftbe following exhihits into evidence and the following facts for purposes of submission 
of lh.:: legal issues herein; 
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
A. The parties stipulate to the admission into evidence of each of the following 
Plaintiffs Exhibits 
• Exhibit!\ Published Notice of Planning and Zoning Commjssion Hearing 
on Zoning Ordinance and Comprehensive Plan, Camas Courier April 2, 
20ng, for hearing on April 21,2008. 
• Exhibit B - Published NOlice of Board of County Commissioners I fearing 
on Zoning OrdinaJlce and Comprehensive Plan, Camas Courier ;\pril 
2008, for hearing on :Ylay 12. 2008. 
• Exhibit C Findings of Fact ,md Conclusions of Ll\v by the Camas County 
PJmming and Zoning Commission. dated April 2008 regarding Camas 
County Loning ,vlap. 
• Exhibit D Findings of Fact [md Conclusions of Law by the Camas County 
Planning and Zoning Cnmmission, dated April 2008 regarding Camas 
County Zoning. Ordinance 
• Exhibit F Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law by the Camas County 
Planning and Zoning Commission, dated j\pril 2008 regarding Camas 
County Comprehensive Plan Map. 
STlPCLATlON AS TO FACTS AND ADMISSION OF DOClJMENT;\RY 
EVIDENCE 




• Exhibit r Findings of FaCt and Conclusions of Law by the Camas County 
Planning and Zoning Commission, datcd April 22, 2008 regarding Camas 
County Comprehensive Plan. 
• Exhibit G Publication of adoption on May 12,2008 or Zoning Ordinance 
No. 157, and Zoning Map Ordinance No. J 58 Board of County 
Commissioners Hearing published ill the Camas Courier on l'v1ay 14, 2008. 
• Exhibit H Decision on Requirements of a "Transcribable Verbatim 
Record" and Other Records tor Purposes of Preliminary lnjunclion daled 
Deeemher 2iL 2007 in Case No. CV-07-24. 
• Exhibit 1 Order FolJovving Contempt Heming and Onkr Expanding 
PreIirninary Injunction dated March 1 J, 2008 in Case 1'0. CV -07<>L 
• Exhibit J Decision on Cont1icts of Interests isslle for Purposes of 
Preliminary lnjunction elated April~, 2008 in Case No. CV-07-24. 
• Exhibit K Minutes of April 21, 2008 Planning and 70lling Public T 
'Ylinutcs VVhcfl:in Resolutions J J.:+ and ! 15 and Ordinance 157 und 151\ 
recommending adoption of an Amended ComprchensiVl: Plan, Land Use 
Map, Zomng Ordinance and Zoning Designation Jvlap. 
• Exhibit 1. \1inutes of April 21, 2(0)\ Board of County Commissioners 
Public Hearing Minu!es. 
• 
STIPULATION OF FACTS 
STIPUL!\TION AS TO FACTS AND ADMISSION OF DOCUMENTARY 
EVIDENCE 
~ t ~ c-'\ 1 -.l _f lilA ,,-I ,,,_. ~L ~c-t r \0.1"1-1 . {/J ~A enUtll ()\Vvt~ 
3 
173 
B. The Planning and Zoning Commission nor the Board of Commissioners 
generated or considered new studies in adoption of the Comprt:hensivc Plans 
of2008. 
C. Legal Notice of Public Hearing, \\as posted at: 
<1. Carnasj(jooding County Line on US 46; 
b. East and We:;t Camas County Lines on US 20; 
c. Camas County Annex; 
d. Entry Road tll West Magic Highway 75; 
c. Soldier road li·nm the North 
Notice was not posted at Fairfield City Hall. 
D. At t11C Board of County Commissioner level Legal Notice of Public Hearing, 
pursuant to Ie 67-()S09, was purportedly mailed to all politicaJ subdivisions 
providing saviees vvililin thG planning arC3. Legal Notice of PubliC I learing 
was not mailed ~ the C:ity or Fairfield. No written verification of notice 
exists for scnic(: to the West !\'lagic Fire Protection District. 
E. Individual Legal t1escriplions of the various zoning designations on the 2008 
Comprehensive Plan. Land Map, Zoning Ordinance and Zoning 
Designation Map were m)t considered in adoption of same nor published \\ith 
the Ordinances. 
F Publication of Zoning Ordinance 157 adopted May l2, 2008 did not include 
any legal descriptions. The publication provided: [tJthe full text of Ordinance 
157 is available for public inspt'ctlon during normal oiTice hours at the otJice 
of the Camas Cuunty Planning and Zoning Administrator. 
STIPULATION AS TO FACTS AND ADMISSION OF DOCUMENTARY 
EVIDENCE 
~\Wr\tl{{~ ~rrten-t O{ 111.~-ldL ratl 
4 
ll~ 
G, Puhlication of the Zoning Designation Map Ordinance No 158 adopted rvlay 
J2, 2008 did not include any legal descriptions, 
R Plaintiff O\\'I1S in fee simple the fol1()\-\'ing parcels of rea! property in C:unas 
County as of May J 2, 2008: a) 40+ acre parcel 770 E 240 .N ., h) 29 acre parcel 
west of Soldier Road and South of Baseline Road, e) lots 3 8:.. 4 Blk 5 
Homestead Subdivision, within an existing approved and platted subdivision 
of one acre lots. 
l. The above parcels of real property, ill order were jocatr::d within thr:: named 
zoning district prior to and after the relone process of 2006. 2007 & 2008 a) 
<lgriculturall agricultural, b) agriculturaliR 1 c) ATlAS 
J. Plaintilf had a fee simple O\vl1ership interest in two (2) 80 acre parcels_ in 
section 4, that were sold to third parties while retaining a contractual fiscal 
interest in the development marketing, and building potential [hereon. The 
north parcd, was zoned AT bei()f(: and after the 2006, 2007 & 200R rezone 
process, Tb<: southern parcel ,vas rr::;wncd irom AG 10 R~ as a result the. 
2006, 2007 & 2008 loning amendment process. 
K. Plaintitr holds a first right or refusal as to a 67 acr<: pared in Section "-\ that 
was rezoned from A.G to HI as a result of the 2006, 20(}7 & lOOR zoning 
amendment process. 
L The parcels generally described in the two preceding paragraphs, numbered 
and 1 and 1. were included in the R-7 land use designation in the 
Comprehensive Plan Land list: \-'lap existing prior to the 200GCompn.:hcnsive 
STIPULATION AS TO FACTS AN.D ADiVllSSlON OF DOCUJ'v1EKfARY 
EVIDENCE 
-p tCun"t+B stA~met1i ct- n1o:teVl aL +elet 
5 
\l~ 
Plan Amendments and R-l land usc designation In the post 
2006Comprehcnsive Plan Land Use Map amendments. 
M. The 29 acre parcel described in paragraph H subparagraph b, '>vas included in 
the R-7 land use designation in the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map 
cxi sting prior to tllC 2006CoO) prchensive Plan Amendments and R -l land usc 
dcsignati,m in th.:: post 2006Comprehensive Plan l.and lise \t1ap amendments. 
PAl 'L FIJ7ER 
MOORE, SMrnt BUXTON & Tt:RKE, AITOrL"JEYS FOR DEFFNDAl'\ r 
Paul Fit' r 





A ril2, 2008 c ' t:;- ~r" 
jj Legal Advertisements j Legal Advertisenlents II!1l Legal Advertisements !illI 
NOTICE 01"PUBLIC HEARING J;'OR 
CAJ\;1AS COUNTY ZONING ORDINANCE AND 
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: On Monday, the21" day of April, 2008 at 
:; ;00 p.m. or as soon thereafter as the matter may be heard, the Planning 
anci Zoning Commission ofCama<; County will hold a public hearing at 
(he Senior Cirizen 'g Center, J 27 West \Viflow, Fairfield, [daho, to con-
sider rhe draft of a new zoning ordinance and new comprehensive 
plan. in accordance \-vith Section 67-6509 and 67-6511 , idaho Code. 
The purpose of this hearing is for the public as well as the Planning 
and Zoning Commission to consider drafts of a new zoning ordinance 
ilnd 11 nc:w comprehensive plan for Camas County and make recom-
!nendations concerning the drafts to the County Commissioners. Cop" 
: ;;~ ofli1e draft docu ments are available at [he Camas County Planning 
;;mJ lOll ing Office. 
,:\ gr:fl r ra I summary of the provisions of the zoning ordinance is as 
ioliows: Article I Tit!e, Interpretation, and Enactment 
Ar1icie II Definitions 
Artide ill 
Article IV 
Art ic le V 





Anic!e X I 
;\ rlick' XII 







Establi shment and Purpose of DiSlTius 
Provisions for Official Zoning Map 
District Regularions 
Official Sebedulc ofDistricl Regulations 
Official Height and Area Reglliations 
Flood Plain Overlay Di ~tricI S 
Perfonmmce Standards 
Hillside and Foothill Area~ Development 
Conditional Use Pemlit~ 
Procedures for Planned Unit Developments 
Non-Conforming Uses 
/\ppeal and Variance 
Building Permits 
Amendment 
t\ g(; il~ra l su mmary of the provis ions of the comprehensive plan is as 
to !h,ws: Section I Introduction 
Section II Population Analysis 
Section III Private Property Rights 
Section IV Schools and Transporta tion 
Section V Economic Development 
Section VI Land Use 
Section VII Agriculture 
Section VIII Natural Resources 
Section IX 
SeCt ion X 











Special Arcas or Sites 
Public Services, Facil it ies and Utilities 
Implementation 
\Vrilten comments will be received by the Planning & Zoning Ad-
ministr"nor until 5 :00 p.m. on April 17, 2008. Testimony at the 
may be limited to three minutes. 
Services for persons with disabilities may be made available by caJ l_ 
ing the Planning & Zoning Administrator at 764-2046 three days in 
advance of/hemE. 
G!Jnas County PIal/fling and Zoning AdminiSfTalOr 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS FOR 
CAJ'fAS C01,NTY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
MAP AND ZONING MAP 
NOT1CE IS HEREBY GIVEN: on Monday, the21"dayofAplil. 2008 
at 5:00 p.m. or as soon thereafter as [he matter may be heard . the 
Planning and Zoning Commission of Camas County will hold public 
hearings at the Scnior Citizen 's Center, 127 West Wi lIow, Fairfield, 
Idaho, to consider drafts of a neVi comprehensive plan map and iJ 
new zoning map for the County of Camas, in accordance wirJ1 Sec-
tion 67·6509 and 67-65 I j , Idaho Code. The purpose ofthese hear-
ings is tor the public as well as the Planning and Zoning Commis-
sion to consider drans of a new zoning map and compre hens ive 
plan map and make recommendations conccming the drafts to the 
County Commissioners . Copies of the draft maps are ava i lable at 
the Camas Conmy Planning and Zoning Office . /\ COpy of the draft 
maps arc arrached to this notice'. 
Written comments will be received by the Plann ing & Z oni ng 
Administrator until 5:00 1).01. on April 17, 2008 . Testimony at lhe 
(iiiigz~1ay be limited to three minutes. 
Services for persons with di sabiliries may be mad~ available by 
calling the Plannin~~il1g/,drninistra(or at 764-2046 th ree days 
in advance of thc liannr) 
Camas Coullty Plal1l1ing &: Zoning Administrator 
NOTICE OF OPENING 
The Planning and Zoning Comm iss ion has <md opening for a Plan-
ning and Zoning Commissioner. Applications are available at the 
Planning and Zoning Ofiice a1 Courthouse Annex 5 17 Soldier Rd. , 
Fairfield, lD 83327 or at the County Court j'louse Monday through 
Friday form 8:30AM until 5:00 PM . 
Please contact Dwight Butlin or Megan Supemaugh at the Planning 
and Zoning office at 208-764-2046. EEOE 
Notice For Bids 
The Camas County Cemetery Board wil l be accepting bids for main -
tenance on the four cemeteries umil April 2nd. 2008. Persons wish-
ing to bid need to have their own equipment to be able to mow, trim. 
spray, and do general upkeep in a timely mannel as directed by the 
board. Maintenance will be done from lvlay 2008 through October 
2008. 
Bids may be given to Linda MllIer (Chairman) Route I Box 1130, 
Fairfield, Idaho 83327, phone 764-2560, or Linda Thornas(board mem-
ber) P.O. Box 508, Fairfield, Idaho 83327, phone 764-2100. 
Y \Q\'Vrt ,{ts stAierl1tnt ·o-\- m~;aL ~-l: 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING FOR 
CAlVIAS COUNTY ZONING ORDINANCE AND 
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: on Monday. the 21" day of April , 1008 at 
5 :00 p.m. 0 r as soon thereafter as the matter may be heard. the Planning 
and Zoning Commission of Camas County will hold a public hearing at 
rhe Senior Citizen's Center. l::n West Willow. Fairfie ld, Idaho. to con-
sider the draft of a new zoning ordinance and new comprehens ive 
plan, in accordance with Section 67-6509 and 67-6511. Idaho Code. 
The purpose of this hearing is for the public as well as the Pla'll1ing 
and Zoning Commission to consider drafts of a new zoning ordinance 
and a ne Vi comprehensive plan for Camas Coun;y and make I-ecom-
m enci ations concerning the drafts to the County Commissioners. Cop-
ies of (he dra It documenls are available at the Camas County Planning 
nnd Zoning Office. 
/>,. general summary of the provisions of the zoning ordinance is as 
f()lIov:s: Articie I Title, Inlerpretation. ,md Enactment 
Article II 


















Establishment and Purpose of Districts 
Provisions for Official Zoning Map 
District Regu lations 
Official Schedule of District Regulations 
Official Height and Area Regulation~ 
Flood Plain Overlay Districts 
Performance Standards 
Hillside and Foothill Areas Dcve!c'pment 
Conditional Use Permits 
Procedures for Planned Unil Devciopmcnts 
Non-COil fonTilng Uses 
Appeal and Variance 
Building Permil') 
Amendment 
,~genera l summary of the provisions of the comprehensive plan is as 
follows: Section I Introduction 
Section II Population Analysis 
Section III Private Property Rights 
Section IV Schools and Transportation 
Scciion V Economic Development 
S()crion V[ Land Use 
Section VII Agriculture 
Section VIII Natural Resources 












Special Areas or Sites 
. Public Services. facilit ies and Utilities 
Implementat ion 
WI-itten C:umments will be recei\'ed by the Planning & Zoning Ad-
ministra tor until 5:00 p.m. on April 17. 2003. Testimony at the heari ng 
,.--~--------
may be limited to three minutes. 
Services for persons with disabilities may be made available by call 
ing rhe Pianning & Zoning Administrator at 764-2046 three days ir 
advance of U1C hearing. 
Camas Coullty Planning and Zonillg A dmill istraf 01 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARlNGS FOR 
CAMAS COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
MAP AND ZONING MAP 
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN: on Monday. the21"dayofApril,2008 
al 5:00 p.m. or as soon thereafter as the mal1er may be heard, rhe 
Planning and Zoning Commission OfCal1l3S County will hold public 
hearings at the Sellior Citizen's Center, 127 West Willow. Fairfield, 
Idaho, to consider drafts of a new comprehensive plan map and a 
new zoning map for the County ot"Carnas. in accordance'\V ith Sec-
tion 67-6509 and 67-65/1. Idaho Cod~. The purpose of these hear-
ings is for the public as well as the Planning and Zoning. Commis -
sion to consider drafts of a new zoning map a nd comprehe nsivE' 
plan map and make recommelldation s concerning the drafts to th e': i COlllll), Commissioners. Copies orthe draft mars are available ,11 
the Camas County Planlling and Zoning. Office. A copy of the draft 
maps are attached to thi s notice. 
Written comments will be received by th e Pl anning & Zon ing 
Administrator until 5:00 p.m. on April 17. 200R. Te.'>timony at th e 
hearing may be limited to three minutes. 
Services for persons with disabilities may b.; made avai13ble by 
calling the Planning & Zoning Administrator at 764-2046 th ree days 
in advance of the hearing. 
Caf/Ills COllllly Plal/nillg & ZOllilIg Allmillislrrtfor 
The Plan1~ ?~~I:g~O~n:si~ ~S:~a!~::for a Plan-I 
ning and Zoning Commissioner. Applications are available at the 
Planning and Zoning Office a t Courthouse Annex 517 Soldier Rd., 
Fairfield, J D 83327 or anhe County Court House Monday through 
Friday form 8:30AM until 5:00 PM. 
Please contact Dwight Butlin or Megan SLlpemaugh at the Planning 
and Zoning office at 208-764-2046. EEOE 
Notice For Bids 
The Camas County Cemetery Board will be accepting b ids for l)1ain-
tenance on the four cemeteries. Persons wishing to bid need to have 
their own equipment to be able to mow, trim, spray. and do generLlI 
upkeep in a timely manner 3S directed by the board. rViaintenancc 
will be done from May 2008 through October 2008. 
B ids may be g iven to Linda Miller (Chainnan) ROUle I Box· I 130. 
Fairfield. Idaho 83327. phone 764-2560. or L 
ber) P.O. Box 508. Fairfield. Idaho 83327. 
e _, L..- ,_ ' ~ 
t 
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@ Legal Advertisenlents II Legal Advertisenlents IIiil Legal Advertisements !Itl 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING FOR 
CAMAS COUNTY ZONING ORDINANCE AND 
COMPREHENSIVE PLAl'I 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: on Monday, the2p1 dayofApriU008 at 
5;00 p.m. or as soon L'lereafter as the matter may be heard, the Planning 
and Zoning Commission of Camas County will hold a public hearingat 
tht: Senior Citizen's Center. 127 West Willow, Fairfield, Idaho, to con-
sider the draft of a new zoning ordinance and new comprehensive 
plan. in accordance with Section 67-6509 and 67-65! I. Idaho Code. 
The purpose of this hearing is for the public as well as the Planning 
and Zoning Commission {Q consider drafts of a new zoning ordinance 
and a new comprehensive plan for Camas Coumy and make recom-
mendations concerning the drafts [0 the County Commissioners. Cop-
ies of the draft documents are available at the Camas County Planning 
and Zoni ng Office. 
..-\ genera l summary of the pnwisions of the zoning ordinance is as 
t01lows: Article I Title. Interpretation , and Enactment 
Arricle " Definitions 
Article III Administration 
Article 1\/ Establishmen( and Purpose of Distlicts 
Article V Provisions for Official Zoning Map 
AI1icle VI District Regulations 
AI1iclc VII Officia: Schedule of District Regu 1<1£ions 
Article VIII Official Height and Arca Regulations 











Hill s ide and Foothill Areas Development 
Conditionai Use Permits 
Procedures for Planned UniL Developmenrs 
Non-Conforming Uses 
Appeal and Variance 
Building Permits 
Amendm;::nt 
A general summary of the provisions of the comprehensive plan is as 
follows ; Section I Introduction 
Section II Population Analysis 
Seclion l[] Private Property Rights 
Section IV Schools and Transportation 
Section V Economic Development 
Section VI Land Use 
















Special Areas or Sites 
Publ ic Services, Facililies and U~i liti;::s 
Implementation 
Written C::Olllll1ents will be re ceived by the Planning & Zoning Ad-
miniSlraror l.JntiI5:00 p.m. 011 April 17.2008. Testimony at the hearing 
may be limited to three minutes. 
Services for persons with disabilities may be made available by call-
ing the Planning & Zoning Administrator at 764-2046 lhrec days in 
advance of the hearing. 
Camas County Planning and Zoning Admiflistrator 
NOTICE OFPUBLIC HEARINGS FOR 
CAl\1AS COUNTY COl\1PREHENSIVE PLAN 
MAP AND ZONING MAP 
NOTICE IS HEREBY G [VEN: on Monday, the 21 ~ day of ApriL 2008 
at 5:00 p.m. or as soon thereafter as the matter may be heard. the 
Plarming and Zoning Commission of Camas Coullty will hold public 
hearings at the Senior Citizen's Center, 1"27 West Willow, Fairfield, 
Idaho. to consider dratts of a new comprehensive plan map a nd a 
new zoning map for the Counfy of Camas, in accordance with Sec-
tion 67-6509 and 67-6511, Idaho Code. The purpose of these hear-
ings is for the public as well as the Planning and 7.oning Commis-
sion to consider drafts of a new z011ing map and comprehensive 
plan mar and make recorolmendations collcerning the drafts to the 
County Commission~rs . Copies of the draft ;naps arc ava ilable ,I; 
the Camas County Planning and Zoning Oft~ce. A copy ofllle dra ft 
maps are attached to this notice. 
Written comments witl be rec t:ived by the Planning &: Zoning 
Administrator until 5;00 p.m. on April 17,2008. Testimony at the 
hearing may be limited [0 three minutes. 
Serv.ices for persons wilh disabilities Illay be made 3vaiiabl t by 
calling the Planning & ZuningAdministralClr al 764-204u three days 
in advance of the hearing. 
Camas Coulley Planning & Zoning Admin;strllfor 
NOTICE OF OPENING 
The Planning and Zoning Commission has and opening for a Plan-
ning and Zoning Commissioner. Applications are available at the 
Planning and Zoning Office at COUltnouse Annex 517 Soldier. Rd .. 
rairfield, lD 83327 or at the County Court I-louse Monday through 
Friday form 8:30AM until 5:00 PM. 
Please contact Dwight Butlin or Megan Supo:maugh at the Pla nning 
and Zoning office at 208-764-2046. EEOE 
Notice For Bids 
The Camas County Cemetery Board will be accepting bids for ma in-
tenance on the four cemeteries. Persons wishing to bid need to have 
their own equipment to be able to mow, trim, s~ray, and do general 
upkeep in a timely manner as directed by the board . rvtainlenance 
>vill be done from May 2008 thro ugh October 2008. 
B ids may be given to Linda Miller (Chail/nan) Route I Box 1130. 
Fairfield, Idaho 83327, phone 764-2560, or . 




..• 'Letters continued 
eet few. I say this does not have to be that 
di fficult, yes, time and effort and most important, 
open arid honest government working \vith the com-
munity to seek solutions. So lets look ahead to the future, thinking 
ofhow it will be and work to make it happen. I see it this way 
and as a County Commissioner this is the direction I will go. 
Sincerely 
Dave Konrad 
401 Camas Avenue West 
764-2611 
Medical & Dental Care 
Sliding Scale fees available 
OPEN: 
Mon.2t07 
Wed. 8:30 to 5 
Thur. 2to 7 
Fri. 8:30 to 5 
i Legal Advertiselnents iJ Legal Ad\'el~tisements IV Legal Advertisenlents tiJ11 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING FOR 
CAMAS COUNTY ZONING ORDINANCE AND 
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN: on Monday. the 12th day of May. 2008 a19:30 
a.m. or as soon thereafter as the maner may be heard, the Camas County 
Boar'd ofConllllissioners wiJl hold a public hearing at the Senior Citizen's 
Center. 127 West Willow. Fa irfield, Idaho, to consider a new zoning ordi· 
nanc~ and new comprehensive plan, in accordance with Section 67-6509 
and h7-b51 I, Idaho Code, The purpose ol'this hearing is tor the public and 
(11(' [30ard of Commissioners to consider ihe enactment of a new Zoning 
Ordillal~ce and a new Comprehensive Plan to be adopted by Resolution 
for Camas County repealing al! predecessor zoning ordinances and corn· 
prehens ive plans. The recommendation of the Planning and Zoning Com-
miss ion is to adopt lhe Zon.ing ordinance and the Comprehensive Plan as 
presented to the Board of Commissioners. Copies of the draft documents 
are aya jl ~rble at the Camas Counry Planning and Zoning Office. 
1\ gene ral summary of the provisions of the zoning ordinance is as fol· 
lows Article I Title, Inrcrpretation, and Enactment 
Article I I Definitions 
Article III Adminislr31ion 
Article IV Establishment and Purpose of Districts 
Anicle V Provisions for Official Zoning Map 
Article VI District Regulations 
Article VII Official Schedule of DistricI RegulaTions 
Article V III Official Height and Area Regulations 








Article XV 11 
Ma-ps 
Perfomlance Standards 
Hillside and Foothill Areas Development 
Conditional Use Pemlits 
Procedures for Planned Unit Developments 
Non-Conforming Uses 
Appeal and Variance 
Building Permits 
Amendment 
A gene r al summary of the provisions of the comprehensive plan is as 








Private Property Rights 



















Special Areas or Siles 
Public Services. Facilities and Ltilitics 
Imp kmental ion 
Written comments will be received by the Planning & Zoning 
Administrator until 5:00 p.m. on May 7. 2008. Tes timony m the 
hearing may be limited to lhrl!c minutes. 
Services for persons v.ilh disabilit ies may be n1ade available by 
calling [he Planning& ZoningAdministralOr at 764·2046 three days 
in advance of the hearing. 
Camas COlllltyPlallllillg {[lUI Zoning Adminisrralor 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS FOR 
CAMAS COUNTY COMPREI-U:NSIVE PLAN 
MAP AND ZONING MAP 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: on Monday_ (he 11 th day of \1ay_ 
2008 at 9:30 a.m. or as soon thereafter as the maner may be heard, 
the Camas COLlnty Board of Commissioners will hold public hear-
ings at the Senior Citizen's Center, 127 West Willow, Fairfield. 
Idaho, to consider drafts of a new comprehensive plan ma p and a 
new zoning map for the County of Camas, in accordance with 
Secrion 67-6509 and 67-651 1, Idaho Code. The purpose ofthcse 
hearings is for the pubiic as well as the Board ofComm issioners to 
consider drafts of a new zoning map and comprehensivt~ plan map 
and to enact an ordinance and resolution adopting said Zoning 
Map and Camp Plan Map. The Plannmg and Zoning Commission 
has recommended approval of the maps as presented to rhe Board 
of Commissioners. Copies of rhe draft maps are available at the 
Camas County Planning and Zoning Office. A COP} of the draft 
maps are attached to this notice. 
Written comments wiii be received by the Planning & Zoning 
Administrator until 5:00 p.m. on May 7. :WOS. TeSlimony at the 
hearing may be limited to three minutes. 
ser:ices for persons with disabilities may be made available by 
calling the Planning & Zoning Administraror at 764-2046 three 
days in advance of the hearing. . 




(IOU \'\ ,,\-l,. 
Camas County Planning & Zoning 
P.O. Box 430 
Fairfield, Idaho 83327 
Recommendation Form 
Date: April 22, 2008 
Action Taken: Recommend approval of proposed Comp Plan & Map, Zoning Ordinance 
and Map 
Recommend Approval 
Comments: The Camas County Planning and Zoning Commissioners recommend approval of the 
proposed draft Comprehensive Plan and associated map and the proposed draft Zoning 
Ordinance and associated map with the following recommendations: 
1. Adopt the wordi'1g in the proposed draft Comprehensive Plan as presented in draft # 1 
dated 3/10108. 
2. Adopt the proposed draft Comp Plan Land Use Map as presented in draft # 1 dated 
3/27/08 
3. Adopt the wording in the proposed draft Zoning Ordinance as presented in draft # 1 dated 
3/10108 
4. Adopt the proposed draft Zoning Map as presented in draft # 1 dated 3114108 with revised 





Findings of Camas County 
Planning and Zoning Commission 
April 22, 2008 
RE: Camas County Comprehensive Plan Map 
Hearing date: April 21, 2008 
FINDING OF FACTS 
1. Notice of Public Hearing: 
a. Published Notice: Camas Courier, 4/2/08, 4/9/08, 4/16/08 
b. Letters to Agencies : 3114/08 
2. The administrator presented the proposed Comp Plan Map to the P & Z 
commission. 
3. The map has been revised to reflect some changes in Camas County. 
4. The proposed Comp Plan Map was prepared by the planning and zoning 
department. 
5. The proposed comprehensive pian map was mailed to the following polttical 
subdivisions. 
a. Camas county weed management. 
b. Camas Soil Conservation District 
c. Camas County Road and Bridge. 
d. Idaho department of fish and game. 
e. Camas County Sheriff 
f. Camas County School District 
g. Frontier Telephone 
h. Camas County fire Marshal 
i. Idaho Power 
J. F rosgren Associates, Inc. 
k. South Central Health Department 
f. Camas County Engineer at Galena Engineers. 
6. Responses have been received from Camas County Road and Bridge, South 
Central District Health, Camas County Soil Conservation District, & Camas 
Creek Weed Management Cooperative. 
7. Notices were posted at all county fines and all other required locations. 
8. The Comp Plan map was amended to plan for the future growth of the county. 
9. P&Z held a public hearing on April 21 , 2008. 
10. Notice was published in the Camas Courier as required by State Statue 67· 
6509. 
11 . Ali requirements for providing notice of the public hearing as set forth in Title 
67, Chapter 65 and ordinances of the County of Camas have been met. 
12. All requirements for the conduct of public hearings as set forth in Title 67, 
Chapter 65 and ordinances of the County of Camas have been met. 
It is the recommendation of the Camas County Planning and Zoning Commission that 
the Comprehensive Plan Map be approved and be presented to the Board of County 
Commissioners on April 2200, 2008. 
-
Findings of Camas County 
Planning and Zoning Commission 
April 22, 2008 
RE: Camas County Comprehensive Plan 
Hearing date: April 21 , 2008 
FINDING OF FACTS 
1. Notice of Public Hearing: 
a. Published Notice: Camas Courier, 412108, 4/9/08, 4/16/08 
b. Letters to Agencies: 3/14108 
2. The administrator presented the proposed Comp Plan to the P & Z 
commission . 
3. The plan has been revised to reflect some changes in Camas County. 
4. The proposed Comp Plan was prepared by the planning and zoning 
department. 
S. The proposed comprehensive plan was mailed to the following political 
subdivisions. 
a. Camas county weed management. 
b. Camas Soil Conservation District 
c. Camas County Road and Bridge. 
d. Idaho department of fish and game. 
e. Camas County Sheriff. 
f. Camas County School District 
g. Frontier Telephone 
h. Camas County fire Marshal 
I. Idaho Power 
J. F rosgren Associates, Inc. 
k. South Central Health Department 
I. Camas County Engineer at Galena Engineers. 
6. Responses have been received from Camas County Road and Bridge, South 
Central District Health, Camas Cownty Soil Conservation District, & Camas 
Creek Weed Management Cooperative. 
7. Notices were posted at all county lines and all other required locations. 
8 The Comp Plan was amended to address specific needs of the county 
including overly zone districts. 
9. P&Z held a public hearing on April 21,2008. 
IBLf 
10. Notice was published in the Camas Courier as required by State Statue 67-
6509. 
11. All requirements for providing notice of the public hearing as set forth in Title 
67, Chapter 65 and <;>rdinances of the County of Camas have been met. 
12.AII requirements for the conduct of public hearings as set forth in Title 67, 
Chapter 65 and ordinances of the County of Camas have been met. 
It is the recommendation of the Camas County Planning and Zoning Commission that 
the Comprehensive Plan be approved and be presented to the Board of County 
Commissioners on April 2200, 2008. 
~.-
t {':::7""} ~) ,t) ;~\ V) 
. __ ~ ....... .c,--,,--,---,........c....-'-J--,-,,-,,-=-_Date: ·ttp .. l ·f\ -< {C ' , 
Chairman, Camas County Planning and Zonin I 
{85 
Finding of Facts and Conclusions of Law 
Camas County Planning and Zoning Commission 
RE: Camas County Zoning Map 
Hearing date: April 21 J 2008 
FINDING OF FACTS 
1. Notice of Public Hearing: 
April 22, 2008 
a. Published Notice: Camas Courier, 4/2/08, 4/9108, 4/16/08 
b. Letters to Agencies: 3/14/08 
2. Tile administrator presented the proposed zoning map to the P & Z 
commiSSion. 
3. The map has been revised to reflect the proposed zoning in Camas County. 
4. The propo'sed map is in accordance with the Comprehensive Plan and 
associated Land Use map. 
5. The proposed map was prepared by Alpine Enterprises, Inc. at the direction 
of the planning and zoning department. 
6. The proposed map, along with a copy of the proposed comprehensive plan 
and proposed zoning ordinance were mailed to the following political 
subdivisions. 
a. Camas county weed management. 
b. Camas Soil Conservation District 
c. Camas County Road and Bridge. 
d. Idaho department of fish and game. 
e. Camas County Sheriff. 
f. Camas County School District 
g. Frontier Telephone 
h. Camas County fire Marshal 
I. Idaho Power 
j. Frosgren Associates, Inc. 
k. South Central Health Department 
L Camas County Engineer at Galena Engineers. 
7. Responses have been received from Camas County Road and Bridge, South 
Central District Health, Camas County Soil Conservation District, & Camas 
Creek Weed Management Cooperative. 
8. Notices were posted at all county lines and all other required iocations. 
J8la 
9. The zoning map was amended to address spatial anomalies rezoning such 
areas to be designated as a conforming zone. 
10. P&Z held a public hearing on April 21, 2008. 
11. Notice was published in the Camas Courier as required by State Statue 67-
6509. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. All requirements for providing notice of the public hearing as set forth in Title 
67, Chapter 65 and ordinances of the County of Camas have been met. 
2. All requirements for the conduct of public hearings as set forth in Title 67, 
Chapter 65 and ordinances of the County of Camas have been met. 
3. The proposed amendment to the Zoning Map is consistent with the 
Comprehensive Plan, land Use Map, and Zoning Ordinances for the County 
of Camas. 
It is the conclusion of the Camas County Planning and Zoning Commission that the 
Zoning Map is in compliance with the Zoning Ordinance, Comprehensive Plan and land 
Use Map and recommends approval to the Board of County Commissioners as 
presented on April 21 st, 2008. 
/)1 
li)l'l Date: _-+-----' __ +--_!) 
~ 
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Findings of Camas County 
Planning and Zoning Commission 
April 22, 2008 
RE: Camas County Zoning Ordinance 
Hearing date: April 21, 2008 
FINDING OF FACTS 
1. Notice of Public Hearing: 
a. Published Notice: Camas Courier, 4/2/08, 4/9/08, 4/16/08 
b. Letters to Agencies: 3/14/08 
2. The administrator presented the proposed Zoning Ordinance to the P & Z 
commission. 
3. The Ordinance has been revised to reflect some changes in Camas County 
inctuding an overlay district, additional dwelling units and 40 acre parcels. 
4. The proposed Zoning Ordinance was prepared by the planning and zoning 
department. 
5. The proposed Zoning Ordinance was mailed to the following political 
subdiVisions. 
a. Camas county weed management 
b. Camas Soil Conservation District 
c. Camas County Road and Bridge. 
d. Idaho department of fish and game. 
e. Camas County Sheriff. 
f . Camas County School District 
g. Frontier Telephone 
h. Camas County fire Marshal 
I. Idaho Power 
J. Frosgren Associates, Inc. 
k. South Central Health Department 
I. Camas County Engineer at Galena Engineers. 
6. Responses have been received from Camas County Road and Bridge, South 
Central District Health, Camas County Soil Conservation District, & Camas 
Creek Weed Management Cooperative. 
7 Notices were posted at all county lines and all other required locations. 
183 
8. The Zoning Ordinance was amended to reflect the correct zoning in 
subdivisions to eliminate as many non conforming lots as possible in the 
county. 
9. P&Z held a public hearing on April 21, 2008. 
10. Notice was published in the Camas Courier as required by State Statue 67-
6509. 
11. All requirements for providing notice of the public hearing as set forth in Title 
67, Chapter 65 and ordinances of the County of Camas have been met. 
12.AII requirements for the conduct of public hearings as set forth in Title 67, 
Chapter 65 and ordinances of the County of Camas have been met. 
It is the recommendation of the Camas County Planning and Zoning Commission that 
the Zoning Ordinance be approved and be presented to the Board of County 
Commissioners on April 22Dd, 2008 . 
. ~ 
rif' . l ' I t }~\ !.f " .<::' r I // i ry ,.< 
Marshall Ralph ",,{:(;I, ,) Kl \, tc.C'tll\ 
Chairman, Camas County Planning and Zonin 
J, ! 
/~[\ \ 77 '2 ,,""'" Date: 'r~YJ r (. (.,.C I . './1:) 
f 
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! NOTICE OF OPENING II 
I rhE Pl3nning and Zoning Commission has and opening for a' 1 
II P leJill lillg and Zoning Commissioner. Appiicalions are aV3iI3b!~ ar 
t/1(: Pkm!l im'. and Zoning Office Ji CtlurthuLlSe /\.n llc:\ 517 Soldier 
I RcLFa;rfidd, ID 83327 (~'<1t the- COllnlY Court HOllse ;\'tonday tilrGUgh I FriJJ\ form S:30Ai'vluntiI5:00 P:\'1. 
Notice F'or Bids l , 
The Camas CounlY CCI1l(:[cry Board \vill be accepting bids tor main.! 
temllll'C on lile 1(1ur cemercril's. Persons wish in!:!. 10 bid need to ki\:C: I 
their \.)wn ".quipn~ent to b::: able to 11'10\.,-, trim. ~rra'y. and do gc:m:ru l\ 
upkeep III a llmf.'iy m ann.:r as chrccted by ~he board. ;\'1all1rCI'~lIlCC , 
wi II be (ione: li'\.)m i'day .2 0t) ~ thn)llgh October 2008. j 
BidSIll:Jybegiwll [0 LindC'.l i'Vlilier(Chairman) ROUle i Fh1\ 11.~O.i I . IJkasc- conlac:_Owight l3~tlin or ~1e~an. ~upcn;augh;]( the Plan-
, :111\,: alld 7(11111)2 olilce "l208- J()4-20<i(). EEOt. 
! - - I 
filirlicid.ldaho 3332'7, phon:: 764·2560.01' l.il'loa T~Ol1la5 (bollrd mem·1 
b.:::r) Vel . Bl):, 508, F::lirtidd. ldilh<.l83J2I , phone 7b4-2 I Of). I 
! ~ 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING FOR 
CAMAS COUNTY ZONING ORDINANCE .~\ND 
COiVIPREHENSIVE PLAN 
N ':)T1CF. IS IIEREBYGJVEN: (lll 1vlonday, the! ?t!1 day ()[i\1ay. ]');)8 ol9:30 
.un. or 11~ SOOI1 thereafte, as the markr nuy loe he urd . the Camas COllllty 
l-j ,):\r;i ()f CO!11missioners "'iii I 110ltl a pub! it h~ar;n~ at '.h~ Si'I1[,,,r Citi z<:!I".; 
," .:n'~:' ·. : -::'7 \I;'e~[ Wil 111 \\, L~irfj.:ld . . Idaho. ro Cel/,:; ider rt n~w 7.011 ,ng ()j'di· 
nl~tl':: :: ~u ld l~e\\ · CO!llr,rchensfvC' plall. in acc\}rLi:}nC2 \.\"ith 5ecr:o:l (~;-6 ) nl) 
;:,,,! (,: -(i5 I ,. Ida l1C.1 C,)dt: . The pllrjJ')S~ ofthi .. hL';lri~lg i$ 1~ :II' [I;" public: ,II.d 
;i:z' Bt"'J.rt:1 of Cornli1( ssioners to cOHsid f;r t!;('" cl1t:lClnll.!nt o f :! n.;.-\-,; lon!!'5 
.:" rdin ;J\lce and;) 11'.' \" Comprehensive Plan ;1.1 be adopted by Ke::ctlulii..1I1 
(;,;' C ~lill :.!5 County repea lir: g illl pred(:ccssor zl~ ning urdinances J cd com· 
prcl'l'n;:ivL' plans. Tho::: recomml?ndaliol1 ofihe 1)lallni!1g we! Zoning C0111-
l/ :i,,:;i0:1 i~ LO adopllhe Zoning ord inance and Lilt? C:(lIn p reh'~nsi .. :e Plan a:; 
prt'<;c:nled co the Board l)rCol11lllissiorlt:rs. Copies ofthc dralt docul1lent:: 
(In:: .:,\ ailable tIlth t Camas County Plal1l1il1~ ami 7.uning OHic~. 
:\ ~':i1era! summary o f the proy i,;iollS or the ZOIl ing. o:·jin~i1cc is ;1 5 hjl· 
1, ,'.·\:< Article! Ti!le. In terpretiHiun. Jnci El1~IC lil1 enl 









,\rtic lc. Xl 
Ar1icie XI! 
l\r1.ic!e X III 
I\rticlc X I V 
Aniclc.xV 
Article XVI 
~'\l1ick .\ V 11 
i\/laps 
Adm i n i~trDtion 
Eswbli~hmer:r ~i1d Pllrp(ls~ of Districts 
Prov i ~iol1s for Offic iai lO l'ling j\·1ap 
District Regulations 
Official Sc hedule oCOistrict RegulalioilS 
Omcial Height and Area Reglilarioll s 
Flood Plain Overlay DistrictS 
Performance SlandarG3 
Hillside ano f(lOlhili Areas Devdopmcnt 
Conditio;1a l USe P::rrnils 
Procedures for Planned Unit Deveioprncnls 
Non-Conk'rlliing Uses 
Appeal and Variance 
Building I"i'::-m its 
Amc:ndmc:nl 
A gener<-d summary 01' rile provision5 or the comprehensive plan IS as 
f(, llo w5: Section I I ntroduct ion 
Section II 
:Section II J 






Privare Property Rights 




Secl ion \ ' Ili 
Sec tIon I X 





Secti\.11 ){ V 
Si'-ctil)1l XVi 
!\arura! Resuurc<:s 
H a7~-jrdo\i s A C'';::;:> 
TrJI1Sport:1ii(l1l 
H<'1I.i5ing. 
Re',: lcai i.HI 
CDlnl11unity Design 
Speci<li :\1'';:65 :,;1' Sile~ 
Public Sc:""ic~" I-'(\ciliti ,-" ,u lli l 'tiliri .: :, 
l:np kmc'lllJI ".11'1 
\t\:-ri:iC'Ji C Oinnl ~nis \vill b~ reL~ ivcd by the PI~1'M'l1in :;. ~..: I.Qn illr 
,\dmilli,lrmor unt il 5:00 p.m. on IvlilY 7. 2()O~L Tc')[i!lI(1I1 > ,,( ,k 
he~:ing may h : iimilcci:o three millutes. 
Servicl~::' i .... lr pl'r501lS wiTh disabi:iri(:s nl<:ly be: m:Olde d'ia iiiil)ic' b: 
(a Iling the Planning & Zc~n;ng Admini:;tr3to}' at 76.:.1-20":'6 thn:c QJ~ s 
:n ad':~1I1C': Q f lhs hearing. 
Camas COllI/I)' Plrlfll1,'W;: alld Zoning .·-ldminj,,·{ralOr 
NOTiCE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS F0R 
CAMAS COVNTY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
MAP f\ND ZONJ;'\iC MAP 
:\0 r'll~L IS i·1ERF.R Y G I v" E~: on i\olo nday. the !::: til d;\y d I rvl(1 / . 
2001:) at 1.) :30 a.lll. 'Jr as soon lhcrcafrer as (he lllaUer may Ix he ~l rd . 
rh e Carna.:; County Doard 0 rComl11 issioners wi!1 ho lei public h"~3'-' 
iags al the Seni,)!' Citizen's Cemer. 127 West Willow. Fairfield. \ 
Idaho, to con5ider drafts of a new comprehensive plnn In,lp " 'H.J ill 
I 
J~C\\ .. zon!~f!. l:lilP for t~e,~?unty Of. C.amas~ .. in at; c o rdal1c~ \viih I 
\c'.:llOn b i ,(,.)i)9 andl> ,-t» I I. [ctaho l (ld~. J he Plll'Pi.):'C:: u t I h'~ s e 
i hearings is for tile ~'ublic as well as lht:' Board ofCOl1JmissilHiers to I 
I con~ider drafts ofa new loning :nop :md comprehensive plan rnnp I 
i and to enact :1Il ordinance and reSvllllio!l aclopling sdici ZL'lling. 1 
I 
MaD and COI11P P~all [o,'lap. Th: Planni ng and Zoning Commiss:vll 
hils.recommclldec C1P..rroval o~ the maps as presented l~ tht.: f3uarc I 
(I rC OmlllISSj']I1c.I";. CopIes ot rhe ([ralt maps ,Ire av ailable at the I 
Camas COllllt\' PI~nnillg and .loning Ortice. i\ cory of th~ drah I 
lIlars are 8.llach"'Ll tn lil ls notice . 
'.Vrinen COl1ll1len l ~ 'N ill be received b:,; the PI;':I!nil1g & 7.01111lg I 
.t.dmIl1ISrral(> r unlil ):00 p.m. 011 Hay 7. 200~. [c sllf110f'1: Jt ,he 
hearing :nay be limited to lhrct: minute,; . I 
Servi ces for persons with disabilities 111:1)- oe made available r.:v I 
caliing [he Pbn!ll il g. & Zoning /\umillis 
days in adv<Jll Ce u! the hearing. 
Ctlllla.~ COllllfj' P/mlflillg L p.JAlNllff.'S 
'EXf:tIBA' 
"L,r 
I~ .... ..L. ""'. 1.1 .1.. , .. 1 t .. 
NOTICE OFPUBLIC HEARING FOR . 
CAMAS COUNTY ZONJ;\IC ORDINANCE AND 
COJ\·lPREHF.NSIVE PLAN 
NO'nCE IS IIfREDY GIVE;'\): 011 ;vlonday, the 12i11 day of May, 
lOog ,1' 9:30 a.m. or as soon th ereafter as tht: matter may be 
hcard. lh t Camas Counl:--' Board of Commissioners will hold a 
publ ic he;Jrillg 81 the Sellior Citizen's Center, 127 \Vcst Willow, 
Fairli.: IJ. Id'i!1o. 10 consider a new zoning ordinance and new COlTI-
prt:hensi V~ plan, in cu:corJal1ce Wilh Section 67-6509 and 67-6511, 
IJnho Code. The pUrp(lSC or this hearing is for the public ond the 
80nrd (,{" Cornlllis~io!1er, (0 cOI~sidcr 1hc enaclment oC::; I1C\·\i ZOIl-
ing Ordi nann' and a nnv Compreilens ive Phlll 10 be ndorted by 
Resolution for Camas Count;' repealing ali predecessor 7.oning 01'-
dinanc(Os and comprehensive plans. The recommendmion of the 
Plann in g anti Zoning Commission is to adopt tht; Zoning ordinance 
and the Comprehensive Plan as presented to the Board of Com-
lTlis.~ioncrs. Copies C'f the draft doc uments are :lVaii<lble a1 the Ca-
mas C(lllnlY Pianning and Zoning Orfice. 
~\ gen.:ral summary ('1' the fJr(!vi sioJl~ of Ihe zoning 0r(j;nance is as 
rol l ( 'w~ : Article I T il l<'. !l1tcrpreriHiof! , and I::: nactnWlll 
Artid.:: II 
Anicle [II 
Artic le IV 
Article V 
Anicie '/1 
;\nic!e VJ I 












.4chll in isrratioTJ 
b tab!ishment and Purpose 0(" J)'istncts 
Provisions fr)r Official Zon in~ I'vl;:;p 
District Rcgularions 
Offlcia! Schedule of District Hegularions 
Officiall'ieight and Area Regulations 
Flood Plain Overlay DistriclS 
Pcrl()nnance Stand arcs 
I ·iill:;ide and Foolhiil Areas Devek)plllent 
Cc·ncJ it :ol1<.t1 Use Permi! , 
ho\cdLlrc~ Cor Planned l.lnir D~'\'o'i opnlcnt5 
".;.:.,n -COnfOnlling Uses 
Appc<l \ and Varianc,: 
Building. Permits 
.I\mcndmcnt 
fl. g.enera! summary of the provisions of [he comp rehensive plan is as 
1~,llows: Section I introduction 
S<>cti011 II Popula:ion Analysis 
Section III Private Propeny Rights 
Section IV Schoo ls ilnd Transponalion 
Section V ECO!l0t1lic Dev(! lopmcnt 
Stl:tiull V I Land Use 
Seclion \' j i 
















Special Areas or Siles 
Public Services . Facilities and Uti lit ies 
I mplememat ion 
p.t:! 
Alay 7, 2008 Page 
NOTICE OF SCHOOL TRUSTEE ELECTION 
Cam<ls County School Dish-jet No. 121 
Camas County, Idaho 
Public l\;olic(- is hercby given according to law. and the r!:4uisit 
aClipn (I( lhe Board ofT ru.stees ofCanws Coun ty School District N~ 
121. Cum as County idaho, lhat the :lIlnuai schoo i trusiee e I.:clio: 
will he he!d em Tuesday, M<:y 20, 2008 . 
Only those qualified electors residing in Trustee Zone "N(I.':+ - Fail1ielc 
an(1 Zolie No. :\ - Blaine. milY vole for il Zone No .4 or 5 Glndida!e 
The purpose (lfsuid ejection Sh3 II be !(1 ekel onc tru stee 10 se rvc [01 
a pt:riod of three yei:rs from the clute of th e election who re~ju~s I within trustee Zone ~o. 4 and one lrustce to 5(:1-,';': (or c. period of 
three years from the dale of the election who reside wirhin trus lee 
Zone kn. 5. 
Tr\!~lt:e Zone NO.4 and NO.5 are mon: specifica l!y dC5Cr) bed as 
I 
follll'.\'s: 
Trustee Zoo£: :-\0.4 - Fairfield 
Trustee Zone No.5 - IJhtine 
.:\~ I'ro\'ided hy Idaho Code. Seciion 3.3-502/\ no wri1f::·in \' ( '( 1:: sh" il . 
be cou ll\('d unless a dec!ara[ion or inlenr has been i!led \v i{h the; i 
Di:;trict Clerk indicating that the person desires tile office and is I 
lega lly qualified to assume the du ries of school trustee if elected. j 
The: declaration of intent Shill l be filtd not bier than f OU!1cen (j4 'I, 
days hefc.1:-e tht: day of eJection. . , 
The jiulb wi il be open fi'om 12:00 p.l11. unlil8:0(l p.m. 2.1 th e fol io\\· ing I 
Icentiom: I 
Gym Enterance at Camas County High School . I 
An e lector must be a regis tered voter wi\(> h;;s resided in Ihi .:; slale I 
"I)(J in this school district at leaSI thirry ()O) rlays rrt'c e cii!1 ~ I ill' I 
ei.::clioll. 
Qualified elec lors who expect to be absent from the District on May 
20, 2008. or 1'.'110 will be unable, bec(:m~e of physical d isabiE!y or. 
blindnl'ss, 10 go 10 a polling place. may vote by absentee ballot. 
Vv'rinen application fer an absentee ballot may be mack l0 the Clerk 
of the Board ofTmstees or. ? form made uvaiiable al the District 
Orllce at 6 1 0 So ldier Road on Monday through Friday fi'ol11 8:00 ~Lln. 
to 4:00 r .m. Stich <Jpplication must he made 110 laler than J 1:00 (one 
IWLlr h<::lOf(, polis oren) . May 20, :2008. Electors l1ppiying i ll person 
may obwin their ballots staI1ing April21 . 200S. Electors applying by 
mclil shOlJid submit their reqnests as soon as poss ible. The absentee · 
ba llot Illust be received by the Clerk no Imer than 3:00 p.m. on the 
dav uflhe election. 
By Order (~lt"e Board of TrUHr!t!J. 
Writlen commenlS will be received by the Planning &. Zoning 
Administrator until 5:00 p.m. 011 May 7, 2008. Testi mony at the 
liearing may be limited lo three m inutes. 
Services for persons with disabilities may be made available hy 
ca1iing the Planning & Zoning Admin ' 
(bys in advance of the hearing. 
Camas County Planning {1 
1 q { 
Pa e12 Ma' 7,2008 
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NOTICE OF PROPOSED REALTY ACTION 
FOR A CO[vIPETITlVE OR DIRECT SALE 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Forest Service 
PUBLIC NOTICE OF REALT'{ ACTION 
FAIRFIELD ADMINISTRATIVE SITE SALE 
j'\.'znicc is h\.':reby given that the rorest Service. United State" De-
parnn ent 0 f AgriclJltur~ , is propos ing to sell the lands idemi fied 
below at no! less than the market value pursuanr to the Forest 
Service Foc i IiI ies Real igl1ll1cnt l\cl of 2005. Section 504( d)(4). 
T:,c proposal lor sale includes the folio\ving lands and interest in 
lands under the juri sd iclion of tho.:: Foresr Sen.icc: 
SmvlQoth National F,)reSI 
Camas County. Stille of IdCl!l(> 
BoiSe {'vlerid ian 
1". IS., R. 14 E .. Sec. 9. 
Lots II to 27. Block i6. Village ofFa il+ield. 
The urca c escribcd ~ontains iJ Poroxirnilt.:iy 1.22 ac)·cs . 
T!le p :'o['C!ty con~i :;ts \1f one bunkhouse, olle "Ranger's" house, 
')fie 2-story ~ lllpl()Jet:: house. and a v.'ar.::i1oL)se. The bunkhouse, 
(;O llyerkd from the orig,ina i Ranger on'ice. is in good c(~nditi('.n 
;).nd served by propiln.e heat and city services . The "Ranger's" 
house is jp gc.od conciition with yard ~IlJ h"!es . The 2·<; tor.y eJll -
ployec house, which W ;'l S probably the originai ra nger hOlJst.::. is in 
good cond ition. G:irages are in good condition where in place. 
The warehouse is of fairly new construction. 
The prolkity includes lawn areas for dw~Uings and bunKhouse 
<1nd trees ot v<::rious species . There is a rence arou nd tbe south 
s ide 0 f th.:! proPerly. A small open area cast of the bunkhouse W;,iS 
the horse pas ture when the s ite was used as a ranger statio!l. 
Pa ved streets are located on the north, west, a nd soulh sid0s of 
the prope rty. Graveled access easeme'lts (alleys) ar.; located to 
the cast and through the center of the property. 
The mineral esta te will be included in the estate Lo be soid . 
The prop.;2rt)' In?}' be so ld directly to an identified purchaser or 
may be s()ld under competiti','e bidding prOcedures. The mell10J 
(If sak wi II be determineci at a later date. The ~ak '.vi ll be :,ubjec( 
to valie! existing rights and encumbrances of record. Th<': Forest 
Service !TJ;;;)' a ls o inc!ucl:e in (he con',teyance :111)' r~servatioTi n.::c-
essary to protect th e ince rests o f the United States. SDeciii\.: terms 
of the salc:= \vill be p flwidcd in an Offer lO Sell which will be !nade 
atkr a ll ;:'lvil'Onmcn tal studies and other required analysis arc com-
pleted alld the tlnal decision (0 sell the properly is m1ide. 
NOTICE OF PUBUC HEARINGS FOR 
CAMAS COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
MAP AND ZONING :VIAP 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: on Monday. the f 2lh day of 
May. 2008 at 9:30 a.m. or as soon thcrc3.frer as Lhe matter 
may be heard. the Camas County B()ard ot- Commissioners 
I will hold public hearings at the Senior Cilizcn's Center. 127 
'1 'vVest Willow, Fairfield. Idaho. to cons ider drafts of a n ew 
comprehensive plan map and a new zoning Inap for the Counry 
I 
of Camas. ill accordance with Sec.tion 67-6509 and 67-651 i. 
Idaho Code. The purpose of these hearing.,; is for' the puhli c 
j
l:!S \V~ll as the Boord of Commis:;iilner~ to consider draf'is of a 
ne\.\' zon ing map and compreh~nsivepl~,!l 1l~C1P 3r.ci to cm:ct nil 
! ordm(lnce and resolution adopting SRld L,on ln g Map and C.omp 
I Plan Map. The Plarll:ing and Zoning COlill11i~sil)n 11<:. :> reco ll 1~. mended appro va! c f rhe maps as presellted to the Bc·ard or I (~ommi s ~ioncrs ~:op;('s o f the.dr3ft m::1P:_,lrc ~,': a i.iab l e 8t th e 
I C 'liY,l;;S CouiHy PI:1n:-lIng and ZOOllf1g UI11":~. ,\ l".Op;: of the: I crdt il1QPS ?re at1::Jchcd to thiS notice . 
I 
Wrirten comments will tle received by (he Piannin!; 8:. ZOI ~' 
in f! r\ciminislrator untii 5:00 p.m . Ol! \ ·lay 7. 2008. Testil1lony 
, ct' the: hearing Illay be limiled to three minulcs. 
Servi ces ror persons w ith disabilities l)1el)' be made avaiia ble 
by ca lling the Planning, & Zoning .Ao l11i :l !SrJ'alor a t 764-20.:+ 6 
three d3)'S in 3.dnnCe of the ht:.aring. 
Camus Coullty Planning & Zoning Ar/JnilliSlmfor 
erty ill th e State. Proof of qual ification to purchase ('he propcrty 
will iJe required . 
Additional detailed information, including complete property dc'-
sc rip tion , mars. list of re se rvatio ns an d encumbrances. etc. i5 
available for revic:w during regular business hours a~ the U.S. For-
eSi Service, Fairfield Ranger District, fairfidd, (D. For funill'r 
in fo~ma.tion contact Jack Haddox, Idaho/\Vyoilling Land Zone at 
the above address or by phone a t (208i 557-5796. Parties who 
l1lay be interested in pu rchasing the properly, o r \v'ish to offer 
comments rdated to the proposed sale. are encouraged to con tael 
(he Forest Service. 
For a peri od or 30 days from the dale o r pubiication of this 1l00ic.:: 
the g,eneral public and inteJ'est~d pa.lii~s may submit comment ;; te.: 
USD/\ -ForeSI Service 
Sa'wtooth National Forest. Fairfield Range r District 
P.O. Box tXt) 
Fairfield. ID S:;':;2/ 
Alln: i'v1ike Dettor i. Di ~ l,ici R3.nger 
I I . S Or submil commenlS via e-mail to: Federal 4\\I requires pure lasers to be LJ .. ci tizens, 18 years or 
age of older; a corporation subiect to the laws of any Stale ()J" of co mmcnts-intermtn-s3wwoth- fa i r fjcldi .(·~l t ~, . fed.us 
the Unitc(j States: a Stale. Stale instrumenralilY, or political su bdi - Jane P. Kollmeyer 
vision ;Ill[ norized to Iw id rropcrty; or an emitI'. including but !lOl Foresl Supc-rViSOI', Sawtooth I'\atiollai Forest 
"m'ie? ~~~~~~:>"";:;~::~~ ~>O;~;,a~~~~O'200' \ q L P~~J'S 
1- .. c:..... 
AGENDA 
CAMAS COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COtv'IMISSIONER'S MEETING 
AT THE SEN lOR CITIZEN'S CENTER, 127 WEST WrLLO'vV, FAIRF[ELD, IDAHO 
M ay 12,2008 
9:00 AM - Closing (as time permits) 
"Bills presented for consideration & approval 
-"l'Correspondence & committee reports 
*Executive session as needed 
*Rcviev'i & discuss Camas County Personnel Policy Manual 
*Yote on appointment to the Soulh Central District Heallh Board 
"Sign assignmem to the Catastrophic Health Care Cost Program for 
Indigent Case Ii 64 
*DisCllSS and sign County Fund Cer1ifica lion for ISDA one- tim e Noxious 
Weed Program funds 
9 :00 AM 
" Call to order 
*Readin g oflhe minutes 
9:30 AM 
"' Public Hearin g to consider a new Comprehensive plan 
;' Public Hearin g 10 consider a ne\.v C omprehensive plan map 
* Pubiic Hearing 10 consider a new Zonin g Ordinance 
*Public Hearing to cons ider a ne\-\' ZOlllng Map 
* De l ib cr31e and adopL I f appropriate, a new Comprehensi \Ie plan 
"' D e liberate and adopL if appropn ate , (l new Comprehe nsive Plan M ap 
*Deliberate and adop t. if appropriate, a ne\N Zoning Ordinance 
~ De liber3te 3nd 3doPL if appropriate, a nevI Zoning ~l1ap 
* Del iberaleancJ 8dopL if appropriate, an ord inance to resci nd the curren l 
E mergency moratorium (Ordinance # 155) 
* If all agenda ilems are nOl covered on May 12, 2008 ~ the mee ting will be 
adjourned to another date for co mpletion of the age nda_ 
FlI<'ST DA'r' OF THE REGULAR SESS10N 
OF THE CAMAS COUNTY COivl1vllSSlONERS 
5-12-08 
The meeting was called (0 order at 9:08 am. 
PrCSi.::,n( w ere Chairman . Ken Backstrom, Ron Chapman, Bill Davis, Stephanie 
Bonney, Dvvight Bullin, Megan Supernaugh, and Ctcrk, RoJ1ic Bennett. 
The Board revicv.'ed the agenda Ken asked to add a presentation of information 
by stiJ ff to the agenda. 2":; hy Bill U nani 1110US , 
The minutes oi'4· 14, 4-22 and 4-2 8 were read. Bill moved to approve the minute.s 
~:s read_ }"G by ROil, l;nanimous 
The Board d iscussed the COUnty hmd Cel"!ilicatiol1 for ISD/\ one time Noxiolls 
\Vced ProgrmTl funds_ l<.on mo ved in app:'ove and Ruthori7.c the Chairman to sign 2nd hy 
f3 -iJ LnMilmOli~ . 
.s~_ephanic 130nney gi:V,," ,Hl (l\:'erviev~/ 0('thc Planning <.~ Z(l!1;ng issues on lh~ 
a[~t~nda fo r !(\day's rne,:-:{ing. 
The B0ard rc:ces :::cd (11 0::~7 am, 
Rcccn \'cm:d :!l 9:4 _"am 
Ken Back sl<nm cn:lli11Cnl=, nn the prnccdul'c lOr !hc Puhl ic HC{lring:" 
Th: Board held a Puhli c ['leZiring on (he proposed Cnrn prchcnsivc Plan at 9 :50 
;. !r~i . Tl:e 130~rd asked ()f !es.{ i~Y10rty 
rhc L~oa rci :1c:!d "pllhlic hearing 011 [he Lilnd Use M8p 81 1[/35 ilm , D\vigh! 
fi lllii n comments, The l3ome! <:lcccplcd puh:ic te::. timony, 
The Board recessed at I!:OJ am, 
The f)03rd It:cnllvencd alII :20 am. 
/\ Publi c fleil:'i:lg 011 (h e I)mposed lClJ)ing Ordinance was held ni I! ::::n Hill, 
Dw ight Bmi:n com men ted (m [1 '1,: propo:;ec! ch,1nges , The 803rd ,lcccpted public 
(c::;,[irHony The Puhlic hC' ;Fing d osed at II :52 am. 
Stephanie Bonney commenled en what a land usc map is and \Vhil[ the procedtH'c 
v.fill entad, 
Ken Backstrom explained l.vhat prope:Ly he o\vned that may involve <t conllict o f 
i !1 'crcst and recused himself' from the proceedings. 
Bill Davis explained what properly he o\vncd that may create a conflicr o f interest 
(inc! recused himself fn,m lhe proceedings , Ron Chapman took over ns acting Chairman. 
Dwight But 1111 Ilwcie C011lonents on the proposed Zon;ng ;\1\;-:1' 
The Board accepr,.::d pubi:c testimony , 
The Board recessed ai I 2: ! 5 Pill , 
'file Board reconvened at 12: 16 pm. 
The B081-d continued public testimony. 
The Public Hea ring c/(l~ed "t 12 :~ 5 pm , 
The Goard rCCec::< ecl a! 12,;5 pIn nntil : :.-\0 pm" 
The Boa:'d recon vened a r f :.'0 pm, 
K en n10vcd in f~n ~ ntt} exC'.c.uilV(' SCS:-: inil PIIf'SI!{1n~ [\) 1(' ()7 .. 2.~ 4)(r)( r) . 
2nd by l-")dL !\olJ c~d! .; ilYC :~ 
Tilt:: BO".rd C3 i~\e· Olll elf e j; eClIl!vc.;cssi on :It !::'» pm, 
Ken moved (0 arnend the agenda to discu~s 4tnd net on ::i pl'cp(\sal Lw [J\.VSU\t 
s·::ulc:mcnt or case CV -2n07-14. 2'''; Bill. Unanimous 
Ron moved 10 deny the orrer to settic the lawsuit. by Bill. 1!nHnil)"i0U$. 
The BNlnj dciibcr::llc:d on the proposed Comprehensive Plan. Bill moved io adopt 
The Comprehen,,!\'c Plan r~iil nw!inf1 Bili moved !o "de'],1 RC30iUl:ol1 
The Board dclihcra!(;d <)I~ the C,-'mprehc!]sivc P!,111 Land \ is<:.' Map. nillr1iovc(l to 
Reso;ution# I! 5. Cldopling, the Comprehensive Plan L:lnd Designation 
Ron. 
Ken 13acksrron, 2nd Bill Da'yi;:: rccu:::ecl themselves from cldiherailnn on the 200R 
Z,on:ng \'lap 
Ron Chapman deliberated on the 200~ Zonlllg Ron mov;,;c to 
Ordinance #158. !ng the Ion aye. 
The Board deliberated on rescind Ordinance it ]55, an 
l1~or21toriLlm. Ron moved to Ordinance # 159 repealing Ordinance If. j 55. establishing 
all emergency moratorium. by Bill. mOllS, 
Ti,e Board revlI::wcd (I;e hills, Bill moved to pay bills. E.on, r !nanimnuc:, 
Bill moved 10 at if pm. by llnanimou3, 
,;. PI4INTJFF'S . 
EXHIBIT 
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2008 ZONING ORDINANCE 
ORDINANCE NO. 157 
Artic!eXlil 
Article XIV 
. Article XV 
Article XVI 
Procedures for Planned Unit Developments 
Non-Conforming U$CS 
Appeal and Variance 
:\)\; ORDINANCEOFTHECAM.A.SCOUN'lY BOARDOFCOMM1S- AriicleXVIl 
Building Permi15 
Amendment 
SION F,R.S, CAMAS COUNTY, IDAlIO, REPEALING ALL PREV10US 
/'ON rNG ORDINANCES: PROVJI)ING lONING REGULArJONS; Section 3: This ordinance shall be in full force and become effective 
T1TLE. INTERPRETATION,AND ENACTMENT; DEFINITIONS; AD- upon adoption and public,ltiofl as provided by law. 
'\;lfNISTR./\T10N: ESTABLISHMENTANDPURPOSEOF DISTR)CTS; 
DISTR ICT REGUL!\TIONS; OFFICIAL SCHEDULE OF DISTRICT 
Rf::GU L\TJONS; OFFICIAL HEIGHT AND AREA REGULATIONS; 
FLOOD PLAIN OVERLAY DISTRICTS; PERFOR!\1ANCE STAN-
DA R DS: H II.l..SI DF: AND FOOTi!! LLAREAS DE\< ELOPM ENT; CON-
i)iT IONAL USE PERMITS: PRCX:'EDURES FOR PI.ANNED UNIT DE-
VELOPMENTS: NON-CONFORr-dING US£S;APPEALANDVARJ-
ANCE: BUIl .DING PERM1TS:AMENDMENTPROCEDURES;AF-
Fn~MING THAI' PRESCRIBED NOT1CEANf) HEARING REQUIRE-
'VWNTS WERE MET IN ACCORD.ANCE WITH TITLE 67. CHAPTER 
Section 4: The fulllcxt of Ordinance No. 157 is uvui1able for public 
inspection during normal office hours at the office oflhe Camas County 
t)!anning and Zoning Administrator. '; 
ADOPTED by the Camas County Commissioners of Camas County. 
Idaho. this. 12th day efMay. 2008. 
By Ken Backstrom, COUl1ty CommiS.\ifJl1er 
By Ron Ci;upnulIl, COU/If)' Commissioner 
By Bill Davis. C()lIJ1~r Commissioner 
ATT£ST Rolfie Bennet!. COUnTY Clerk 
6:". lDA}IOCODI:..AI)OPTINCi .'\ND PROVIDINC;AN EFFECTIVE ANORD!NANCFOFfHECAMASCm;NTY· BOARDOFCOMMIS-
'y\,. H r. REAS, lolll)\\ ing 3 t:l\Iblic hearing heid b) the Camas County 
PLlI)i1:ng and Zoning Commission. the County Commissioner" received 
a rct: oll1lllcndation from ihe Pianning and Zoning Commission on April 
-:22 . ::!008. 10 adopt a new Zoning Ordinance. and 
WHE REAS, after sending l1)ailings. holding public meetings and pub-
iic hcarings. dnd providjn~! !ega! notice. ail according 10 law, the County 
C{'mmissioners of Camas County. Idaho. voted \0 approve the 1008 
S:ONERS CAMAS COUNTY, IDAHO RLPEI\U:\(j ANY AND 1\1.1 . 
EXISTING ZONING DESIGNATION MAPS,ANDADOPTING THE 
2008 ZONIN(i DESIGNATION MAP:AFFIRt'vllNCj THAT PR.r :SCRlBlD 
NOTICEANDHEARrNG REOt'lREMiXfS WERE MET iNACCOk-
lMNCE WITH 'rrrLE67, CHAPTER 65. IDMfOCODE; AND PRO-
V rDiN(; AN EFFECTiVE DAlE. 
Ordinance No. ]58 
WHEREAS, following a publi(: hem·ing held by the Camas County 
Planning and Zoning. Cornmissi(.)n. the County Commiss i.:mefs rt..'Ceivcu 70ning Ordinance; and 
i! recommendation t!-t)trl the Plann ing and Zoning Commiss ion on April 
WI-! EHEAS, the Camas Count y Commissioners hereby lind that the 22,2008. to adopt a new Z.oning Desig.nation Map. and 
propo:.ed 1008 I.oning Ordinance complies wilh all provisions oflbc 
Idaho (\,dc; and 
'tVHEREAS, the Camas County Commissioners intend to repeal all 
prc\ ious zoning ordillances and adopt the 2008 Zoning Ord inance as 
the current Zoning Ordinance for Camas County, 
NOW TH ERE FORE BE IT ORDAIN EO BY THE CAMAS COU!':TY 
COM MISSIONERS OFCAMAS COUNTY, IDAHO: 
Section J: Repea ls all previous zoning ordinances and amendments . 
Section 2: }\dopts and enaw, this Ordinance. to be known as the 2008 
Zoning Ordinance. hereby atwched as Exhibit A. of Camas County, 
which contains rhe following chapters: 
Title. interpretat ion. and Enactment 
Definitions 
r'\dministration 
Establishment and Purpose of Districts 
Provisions for Offieialloning Map 
District Regulations 
Official Schedule of OiSlricl Rcguiation$ 
Official Height and Area Regulations 
Flood Plain Overlay Districts 
Perfomlancc Standards 
Hillside and Foothill Areas Development 
Cond itional Use Permits 
WH£RFAS, the Planning and Zoning Comm ission and the B'..)ard of 
Commissioners gave part icular consideration to the dlects of any pro-
posed zone changt: upon the delivcl)' of services b~ any polit ical 
subdivision providing public services. including school districts. wilhin 
the County. and 
WHEREAS, the Zoning Designation Map is in conformance with the 
Comprehensive Plan, and 
WHEREAS, afiersending mailings, ho!dingpubfic meetings and pub-
lif hearings, and providing kgal notice, all according to law, the County 
Commissioners of Camas County, Idaho. \·o:ed to approve the 2008 
Zoning Designation Map: and 
WHEREaS, the Camas COllllty Comm'lssioners hereby fin d thai ihe 
proposed 2008 Zoning De;;ignation Map complies with all the provi-
sions of the :daho C(lde: 
NOWTHEREFORE,BElTORDAINED BYTHECAMAS COliNTY 
COMMISSIONER.50FCAMASCOUNTY, IDAHO, 
Section I: The Camas County Commissioners hereby repeal any and 
ail existing Zoning Designation Maps, and adopt the io08 Z.olling 
Designation Map anached hereto as considered, heard and adopted 














Section 2: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect immediate!), 
upon its adoprion. approval. and publicatioll i;lS provided by law. 
mcA.-tVte-L rcd t9ln 
Section 3: The /:oning Designation Map is availableior public jnspe~­
lion duri ng nm'mal office hours a! the oInee Df the Camas Coumy 
Plannl!lg and LoningAdmintsrnItoL 
ADOPTF D by the Camas County Commissioners of Camas County. 
ldaho. ! 2rh day of May. ::008. 
By Ken Backslmm, C(Jllmy Commissioner (ReCl/sed) 
By Ron Clutpmull, C(lIIIl(Y Commissioner 
By Bill Davis, COml~}' CommLss;of1er (Recused) 
A T7l}';T Roilii' fJen!1t;'{/, ('oUIU'" CleFt: 
COUNTY OF CAMAS 
Ordinance No. 159 
A'\ ORD!N ANCE Of C\MAS COt'1\ITY IDAHO REPEAU~G THE 
MAR('H 10.2008. EMERCENCY MOR.-\TORIU:v1:ANDPROVID1NG 
AN EFFLCTlV[ DAn: 
WH EREA.!-.. til<' Camas County Board of ('ounty Commis$ioncrs 
«"<'UI,H.;m cflh::rgulc) moratDrium 0tl lile I (llh day of \1arch, 2001\. to 
ilh an Orcler from IfK DrS!rlLl Cpurr of Camas Count). and 
WH fREAS. the C Gunty \,;J$ enjoined from accepting and processing 
land and building: permits under the ordinances and resolutions 
adopted in 2007, and 
'VB ER EAS. the COUill: has adopted nel'\ iand U$e ord1nances and 
rC$olutiom [hat are not I"njoincd. 
THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAtNEI> BY THE B<lt\ROOFf'OUNTY 
COMM ISS!O~ERSOFC-\MASCOl;NTY. IDAHO: 
Section I: The Em(Tgency Moratorium adopted on March 10,2008 is 
rescinded and repealed. 
Section 2: This Ordinance shaH b,..: in full j{lrce and effect upon follow-
mg pas;;uge. appnnal and publication as provided b; lal.'. 
Regularly passed and the Board of Camas Com-
missioners on this 12th day of Maj. 2008. 
Ken Btlclistrof11, COl/nty Commissioner 
Ron Chapman, Count,}' Cm1111li\:\'ioller 
Bill Davis, County Commlnhmer 
4T/EST Rolli" B,'llne::rl, Camas Clerk 
NOlle}: O~~ ELECTION 
The Primary Election will be Tuesday. May 27th, 2008 
P()lIs v,ill be open from 8:00 a,m. to 8:00 p.m. 
The Polling placl"s arc as follows: 
Precinct:; I - Legion Hall 
Precinct #2 - Sheriff's Office 
Any person who is physlcaBy unable to vote at his/her 
dcslg,nated polling place may contact the County Clerk 
for an absent electors ballot 
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NOTICE OF SCHOOL TROSTEE ELECTION 
Camas County School District No. 121 
Camas County. Idaho 
I Public NOlice is hereby given aCCOr~ing h) law, and the requisite! 
I ~cti()n ,of tile B,oard of Trustees of Camas Ct~tlnty School Districl No. 
i2L Camas County Idaho, thai the anllual school truMee electIon 
wi!! he held on Tuesday, 1\13: 20.2008 
Only those qualified electors residing in TmSice Zone NO.4 Fairtield i 
and Zone No, 5 - 8iaine. may VOle fix a lone No.4 or 5 candidate. 
The purpose ofsaid election !>hu!\ be to ekct one trustee te; serve for 
a period of three years ti'orn (he date of the e\cz:tion who reside" 
within trustee lone No.4 and one trustee to "ervc for a period ofl 
. three years from the date of the election who reside \vithin trust.:;e . 
lione Nn. 5. I 
I Trustee Zone No. <I and No.5 are more specitically described I 
follo\'v's: ! 
Trustee Zone No.4 Fairfield ; 
Trustee Zone Nn. 5 - Blaine I 
I 
As provided by Idaho Codt~. Section .13-502A no \Hirc-in vote 511;1111 
be counted lJnles~ 11 declaration of inrcl1l !la, h('en filed wilh ! 
District Clerk indicating that lhe person desires the office and j I legally qualifted to assume the dmies of ,('hoo! (rlislee if ekctcd.l 
The declaration of intent shaH be filed not iakr than fourteen ( 14 ) : 
days betore the day of election. ! 
I 
The polls wi II be open from 12:00 p,m. until 8;00 p.m. a! the foi 10'" 
iocalions: 
Gym Enterance at Camas County High School 
An elector must b..: a registered voter who has resided in this slide! 
and in this schooi district at leaSl thirty preceding I 
eleclion. I 
Qualified elec!Ors who expect to be absent from the District on I 
20.2008, or who will be unable, because or pbysical disabi or I 
, blindness. to go to a polling place, may vole by absentee ballot. I 
Written application for an absentee ballot may be made to the Clerk 1 
of the Board of Tru~!ees on a form made available at the District 
Office at 6 ! 0 Soldier Road on Monday through Friday from 8:00 a,m. 
(04 :00 p.rn. Such appl icarion must be made nc, laler than I i :00 
hour before polls open). May 20.2008. Electors applying in person 
may obtain their bal lots starting Apri! 21 , 2()08. Electo!·s app lying I 
mail should submit tbeir requests as soon as possible. The absentee 1 
ballot must be received by {he Gerk no later than 8:00 p.m. on tile I 
da\. of the election I 
. By Orden~rrlte Board oj Tru.<;tees. I 
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CAMAS COUNTY ZONUNG MAP - ADOPTED MAY 12, 2008 
7\fuvtt1~ s:m\erwrrl cf rv\M:fyli4L ~~-t 
. .." 
The intent of this zoning map is to 
indicate zone boundaries at natural 
break points, i.e. sections & parts 
of sections, property boundaries. 
roods, streams. etc. 
This map is a representation. For 
exact legal descriptions check 
zoning book . 
ZONING MAP LEGEND 
~:;;:::::::~ ; lna..oIld 
>" " "::::J HIgh D.,.,.;ty Reo:. - FourjAatJ R-4 
' :~.;'!V..:.-~d lmr 0amiIty R=.. - 0mI/At::se R-, 
~f.i"""'''<'"'''j f!urcI R .... - Onc/2.5 _ A-2.5 
c=:::::J ~rd - 0-/80 '=- A-80 
l~~A.\iT""'_- .l<T-f 
i"R%~ Ag 5 - 000/5 _ "'-15 
"N,l","'-:), Ag 10 - _/10 N:rt:s A-10 
c=:::J ArJ 2() - On.j20 _ A-1!J 
PUBUSHED MAY 14. 2000 
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BEFORE THE CAMAS COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 2008 






FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
The Board of County Commissioners ("Board"), having detennined that it is in the best 
p.e 
interest of the County to adopt a new zoning map for Camas County, and having heard and taken 
oral and written testimony and having duly considered ihe matter, makes the following Findings of 
Fact and Conclusions of Law: 
Findings of Fact 
1. The District Court of Camas County in Case No. CV-07-24 issued a preliminary 
injunction on March 7, 2008, enjoining the County from processing any land use applications 
pursuant to Ordinances 12, 150 and 153. The Plaintiff in Case No. CV-07-24 made a number of 
allegations, including a challenge to the procedure and substance of Ordinances 150 and 153. 
2. Ordinance 12 is the original zoning ordinance for Camas County. Ordinances 150 
and 153 adopted a new zoning ordinance and zoning map for Camas County in 2007. 
3. In adopting the 2007 Zoning Map, the Board made the determination that based 
on Idaho Supreme Court case law, a county-wide zoning map is legislative in nature, and the 
Board adopted the 2007 Zoning Map using legislative proceedings. 
4. In adopting the 2007 Zoning Map, the Board made the determination that 
individual members of the Planning and Zoning Commission ("Commission") and individual 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW - Page I 
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members of the Board did not have a conflict of interest by the mere ownership of land in the 
County. 
5. In the preliminary injunction order for Case No. CY-07-24, the District Court 
made a determination that a county-wide zoning map was a quasi-judicial proceeding and all 
Commission and Board members that owned property in the County that would potentially be 
rezoned in the adoption of a county-wide zoning map had a conflict of interest. 
p.3 
6. The Board adopted a moratorium on all building permits and land use permits on 
March 10, 2008 to comply With the Court's Order of March 7, 2008. 
7. The Board submitted an interlocutory appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court 
appealing the Judge's determinations and preliminary injunction. The Idaho Supreme Court 
declined to hear the interlocutory appeal. 
8. The Board believes that the adoption of a county-wide zoning map is a legislative 
proceeding and not subject to the judicial review requirements ofLLUPA, including Idaho Code 
67-6536. The Board also believes that Ordinances J 50 and] 53 will be upheld by the Idaho 
Supreme Court. 
9. However, the Board decided that in the interest of rescinding the moratorium and 
complying With the District Court's determination that the adoption of a county-wide zoning map 
is a quasi-judicial procedure and subject to the judicial review requirements of LLUP A, the Board 
would consider re-adopting the 2007 Zoning Map and the consideration of a new zoning map 
would be as a quasi-judicial proceeding 
10. In March, 2008, the Board sent a request to the Planning and Zoning Commission 
to consider adopting a new zoning map, pursuant to Idaho Code 67-6511. On March 25, 2008, 
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the Planning and Zoning Commission made a motion to draft a new zoning map to submit to the 
Board for consideration_ 
1 I. All members of the Planning and Zoning Commission that owned land in the 
County that may potentially be rezoned by the adoption of a new zoning map recused themselves 
on the record and refrained from participating in any of the proceedings to adopt a new zoning 
map. 
12. The Commission held several meetings to discuss the new ordinances, including 
the draft zoning map_ 
13. Notice ofa Public Hearing before the Camas County Planning and Zoning 
Commission on the draft 2008 Zoning Map was published III accordance with the requirements of 
Title 67, Chapter 65, Idaho Code_ Requests for agencies' reviews were transmitted in accordance 
with the requirements of Idaho Code_ Notice was posted in several places around the County in 
accordance with the requirements of Idaho Code. 
14. The Commission held a public hearing on the draft zoning map on April 21, 2008. 
The Commission took public testimony and reviewed the written testimony _ The public hearing 
was dosed on Apnt21, 2008, at the conclusion of the public hearing. The Commission then took 
up the matter and rendered its recommendation to forward the draft zoning map to the Board for 
consideratioR 
IS. The Board received the Commission's reconunendation in a Board meeting on 
April 22, 2008 The members of the Board that owned property in the County that potentially 
may be rezoned recused themselves on the record and refrained from participating in any of the 
proceedings to adopt a new zoning map. 
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16. The Board made a motion to set a public hearing on the draft zoning map. The 
public hearing was set for May 12,2008. 
17. Notice of the Board's Public Hearing on the application was published in 
accordance with the requirements of Title 67, Chapter 65, Idaho Code. Requests for agencies' 
reviews were transmitted in accordance with the requirements of Idaho Code. Notice was posted 
in several places around the County in accordance with the requirements of Idaho Code. 
J 8. Written comments were received from public agencies. These comments were 
reviewed and the Board and Commission determined which comments to incorporate. 
19. The Board took additional public testimony and reviewed the written testimony on 
May 12, 2008. The public hearing was closed on May 12, 2008, at the conclusion of the public 
hearing. The Board then took up the matter and rendered its decision. 
20. At the public hearings there was mixed testimony from the public. A petition was 
submitted to the Commission with over] 00 names supporting the County's adoption of a new 
zoning map. A majority of the testimony to the Commission and Board against the zoning map 
concerned the litigation against the County or complalnts against the County for adopting a new 
zorung map. Little substantive and relevant testimony as to the actual placement of zones was 
received. 
21. The property which is the subject of the draft 2008 Zoning Map is the entirety of 
Camas County Camas County consists of largely agricultural land. A majority of the private 
land in Camas County is used for fanning and ranching. 
22. The Land Use Section of the Comprehensive Plan states that the northern part of 
the county would be a poor area for development. With the exception of some residential density 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW - Page 4 
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to reflect current subdivisions located on the South Fork of the Boise River (over Fleck Summit), 
the northern portion of the County is zoned agricultural 
23. The Land use Section of the Comprehensive Plan states that commercial and 
residential use has traditionally been located in Fairfield, Soldier, West Magic, Corral, H.ill City, 
Manard and Blaine. 
24. The Land Use Section states that the areas in Camas County most suited for higher 
density are the platted townsites and adjacent to West Magic (a community center). 
25. Fairfieid is the only incorporated town. Soldier, Corral, Hill City, fvia.'1ard and 
Blaine are platted townsites. West Magic is not a platted townsite but several platted subdivisions 
are located there. 
26. Residential and commercial uses were zoned in the platted townsites and West 
Magic to comply with existing conditions and center any future commercial and residential 
development in establjshed areas. 
27. Commercial and residential development was zoned in the Soldier Creek vicinity to 
reflect current development and channel development to established areas. 
28. Residential development was zoned in the Willow Creek vicinity to reflect current 
development and charmel development to established areas. 
29. Commercial and residential development was zoned in the Solider Mountain Ranch 
area to reflect current development and channel development to established areas 
30 Additional higher density residential zones were established near Soldier Mountain 
Ranch area, where existing subdivisions such as Mountain Sun and Smoky Dome Ranchos already 
exist 
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3 J Some low density residential is zoned in the Squaw Flats area to reflect current 
development and aIJow for lirnited residential development in toat area. 
32. A majority of the County was zoned agriculture to comply with the Land Use 
Section of the Comprehensive Plan that states the preservation of agricultural uses is of utmost 
importance. 
33. C onunerciaI and residential zones were placed in areas of existing development to 
channel development away from the large agricultural areas and allow pre-existing community 
centers some additional growth to support schools and economic development in the County_ 
34. The 2008 zoning map is in accordance with the text of the County's 
Comprehensive Plan. 
35. The draft 2008 zoning map is also in accordance with the Comprehensive Plan 
land use map as adopted by Resolution 103, on March 29, 2007. The Comprehensive Plan land 
use map was not enjoined by the Court in its March 7, 2008 injunction. 
36. The Board considered the effect the zoning would have on affected political 
subdivisions that provide services to the County. The Board determined that the County should 
he zoned to provide for some growth in residential and commercial development to provide 
students and a ta", base to support the schools. However, the growth must be controlled to avoid 
overwhelming the schools with too many new students at once. The Board determined that the 
draft 2008 Zoning Map accomplishes these goals. The Board determined that the irrigation 
districts would not be adversely affected. The Board determined that the fire districts would not 
be adversely affected. 
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Conclusions of Law 
1. All requirements for providing notice of the public hearings thereon, including 
notice by publication and notice to other agents as set forth in Title 67, Chapter 65, Idaho Code 
have been complied with. 
2. AlI requirements for the conduct ofpubIic hearings are set forth in Title 67, 
Chapter 65, Idaho Code have been complied with. 
3. The 2008 Zoning Map does not have demonstrable adverse impacts upon the 
delivery of services by any political subdivision providing public services, including school 
districts, witlUn the County_ 
4. Camas County has the authOlity to adopt new zoning district boundaries pursuan1 
to Idaho Code Section 67-6511 and LLUPA 
S. The 2008 Zoning Map is in accordance with the Camas County Comprehensive 
Plan. 
Decision 
The Camas County Board of County Comrrussioners approves the adoption of the 2008 
Zoning Map. 
DATED this 19lh day of May, 2008 
Ken Backstrom, County Commissioner 
~, /}/7 
By .--df;:: U'--a.;4 VC 4':1>1 
Ron Chapman, County Commissioner ~ 
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By RECUSED 
Bill Davis, County Commissioner 
ATTEST: 
~>it ~ollie Bennett, County Clerk 
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AGENDA 
CAMAS COlJNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONER'S MEETfNG 
AT THE COURTHOUSE A!'-.TNEX COMMISSIONER'S ROOM 
May 19,2008 
9:00 AM - Closing (as time permits) 
"'Correspondence & committee reports 
'I< Executi \Ie session as needed 
*Dwight Butlin Re: Planning & Zoning issues 
'" Discuss setting Planning & Zoning Commission Member intervievv's 
* Adopl, if appropriate, Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
regarding the new Zoning Designation Map 
'" Sign assignment to the Catastrophic Health Care Cost Program for 
Indigent Case # 64 
"'Vote for the appointment of Everett "Buck" Ward to the Board of Health 
for South Central Public Health District 
"Lyrm McGuire Re: Circuit Breaker applications 
9:00 AM 
*Call to order 
9:30 AM 
*Tera King of Northwest Management with proposed Resolution # J 16, to 
adopt the All I-Iazard ~Ii(igatjon Plan 
10:00 AM 
"'Terry Lee Re : Letter of endorsement for LIA 
*If all agenda items are not covered on May 19,2008 the meeting will be 
adjourned to another date for completion of the agenda_ 
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CAMAS COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
.5-19-08 
The meeting was called to order at 9:05 am. 
Present Wfre Chairman, [(ell Backstrom, Ron Chapman, Bill DHvis and Cleric 
Roll ie Bennett. 




The Board reviewed recent correspondence. 
Ron reviewed the staff prepared Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law 
regarding the new Zoning Designation Map adopted at the May 12,2008 public hearing. 
Ken Backstrom and Bill Davis recllsed themselves from the proceeding. Ron Chapman 
adopted the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
Tera King from Northwest Management mel with the Board and presented the 
final A II Hazard Mi tigation Plan. 
Bill moved to adopt Resolutioll #116, adopting the Camas County Mulci-Hazard 
Mitigation Plan 2 nd by Ron . Unanimous. 
Recessed at J 0 :00 am. 
Reconvened at J 0: 12 am. 
Terry Lee mel with the Board and requested approval and !ell..;r oJ' ::;upporl from 
rhe Board to attend a Leadership Idaho Agriculture pro~rall1, starting ill November. 
The Board will revisit the matter at their June 91 '.2008 meeting. 
[(en read the letter of appreciation frolll the C<1boose Tourisl Informalion Center. 
The Board considered Buck Ward for reappointment to (he SOLllh Central District 
Health Board 3nd cas t their vo tes <1ccordingly. 
Lynn McGuire met with the Board and presented (he C ircuit Breaker applications, 
Dwight Butlin and Megan Supernaugb mel with the Board _ Dwighl stated that 
there were three applications for the vacant Planning and Zoning Commission pos ition. 
The Board will set tbe interviews for ./une 1 Olh at 7:00 pm, 7:30 pm and 8:00 pm. The 
Board will meet at 6:30 pm to review the applications. 
Dwight a lso discussed maintenance on the building that is necessa ry. 
The Board reviewed an assignment from rCRIMP {"or reimbursement all Indigent 
Case #64. Ron moved to approve and sign the assignment. 2nd by Bill. Unanimous. 
Bill moved [0 adjourn at II :25 am. 211d by Ron. Unanimolls. 
ATIEST 
i?$2~ 
.clerk, Rol lie Bennett 
---_._------
P&Z Additional Meeting 
April 21 st , 2008 
Members Present: Marshal Ralph, Ed Smith, Celia Brown, Bill Simon, Robbie Miller, 
Kevin Wear 
Staff Present: Dwight Butlin, Megan Supernaugh, Paul Fitzer, Attorney 
5:04pm- Marshal calls the meeting to order. 
Review minutes of 4/7/08 meeting. 
Celia makes a motion to approve. Bill 2nd. Carries unanimously. 
Marshall reads the rules and procedures for a public hearing. Marshall reads a short 
speech on why we are having this public hearing. 
Marshall opens the public hearing for the comprehensive plan and asks for public 
testimony FOR the Comp Plan. 
Staff reports on the packages sent out to the political subdivisions and the written 
comments received from the political subdivisions and the public. 
1.) A petition is presented by Shannon Wolf to the P & Z commission in support of 
what they have been doing over the past several years. The petition was signed 
by around 100 residents of Camas County. Shannon thanks the commissioners 
for their hard 'Nork and perseverance under all of the conditions that have 
proceeded these hearings. He then reads the names for the record. 
2.) Rod Gonsales concurres with Shannon Wolf. 
Marshall next asks for those NEUTRAL to speak. ( No one speaks.) 
Marshall next asks for those OPPOSED. 
i .) Mr. George Martin, 970 E. 240 N., talks about the county breaking the law and 
then reads from the Camas Courier about the injunctions that the county is under 
and how they are violating the judge's orders by passing new ordinances and 
may be in contempt of court. 
2.) Mr. Dave Konrad , 975 E 240 N., speaks against the amount of time the county 
has spent compiling the information and the amount of time the county has 
scheduled for the public hearings. Four in one night is too many and they have 
not spent enough time compiling information. He also speaks against the overlay 
districts, airport, stream side and tourism. 
3.) Mrs. Leslie Martin, 970 E 240 N., states the county is not following the law. 
4.) Mr. Dan Kenney of Willow Creek states there are flaws in the Comp Plan. There 
are problems with the introduction, that sewage is mentioned and sprawl. The 
numbers are out of date and not a lot of thought was put into the plan and also it 
is hard to see the changes in the public copies. 
5.) Mrs. Nancy Davies, 950 N 000 W ., agrees with Dave Konrad and she is 
discouraged about the streamside taken out of the plan . She is worried about 
Soldier Creek and would like to see that stay in the Comp Plan. 
6.) Mr. Dennis Foisy, P.O. Box 506, is not opposed to plan, but the procedures that 




7,) Mr. Bob Rodman, Rt. 1 Box 1118, doesdt like removing the streamside overlay 
and protective areas. The numbers are out of date and it shows the county 
growing slowly and this is not the case. He wants to know why the All Hazards 
Mitigation Plan was not used? He also states that the county is exposing 
themselves to more lawsuits. 
Public hearing closes at 5:37 pm. 
Public Hearing opens for the land Use Map 
Staff make comments about the map not being set in stone and could be changed. 
Marshall asks for comments FOR the map. 
1.) Mr. Marvin France commends the commissioners fordoing a great job. A petition 
is read into the record in support of the commission with about 100 signatures on 
it. 
2.} Shannon Wolf had filled out a comments sheet to speak but said he had no 
comment. 
Marshall asks for NEUTRALS to comment. (No one speaks) 
Marshall asks for those AGAINST to speak. 
1.) Mr. George Martin wishes all those who had signed the petitions would be at the 
hearings to see for themselves how the commissioners work. He said the 
petitioners need informational meetings and that they really don't know what is 
going on. That the commission had not gone through the proper procedures. 
2.) Mrs. Nancy Davies states she still opposes it as before in 2007. She is 
concerned about the land on the road between Wells Summit turnoff and Couch 
. Summit turnoff getting too dense. She opposes commercial and R-1 near 
Soldier Mountain Ski Resort and to please rethink about the environmentally 
sensitive areas. 
3.) Mr. Dan Kenney states it doesn't appear that there is any actual planning and 
thinks growth should be in Hill City and Corral. Some ag should be residential 
and growth should be near the town of Fairfield. He doesn't want up-zoning 
because his property will go down in value. 
4.) BiJl Cimino agrees with all of those opposed. 
Public hearing closes at 5:51 pm 
Marshall opens the hearing for the Zoning Ordinance. 
Staff talks about the new 40 acre parcels, additional dwelling units, lots of record, 
definition of manufactured homes, clustering definition, Ag-Tran, streamside setbacks 
and overlay and how they had to be zoned. 
Marshall asks for comments from those FOR the draft ordinance. 
1.) Mr. W. A. Simon, 465 E 200 N" presents a petition of supporters containing 
around 1 00 signatures and reads the names into the record. Mr. Simon said 
that he has never found fault with our elected officials in the past. That the 
subdivision applications carry a lot of the weight, not just the zoning 
ordinance. 
Marshall asks for comments from NEUTRALS. (No one comments.) 
Marshall asks for comments from OPPOSED, 
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1.) Mr. George Martin Jr. states that he wants to trust officials, but he can't. Ed 
Smith has a direct conflict of interest because of his dealings with Me Bruce 
McCaw. He then reads from the lawsuit he has filed against the county. 
Marshal then reminds the audience to stop the personal attacks on people, that this is a 
public hearing not a forum for personal attacks. 
2.} Mr. Dennis Foisy states that he is against the new ordinance, that we still 
have ordinance #153 in place. That both the P & Z Commission and the 
Board of County Commissioners are receiving bad legal advice. He then 
gives a metaphor about making scrambled eggs and trying to unscramble 
them and all you will end up with are hockey pucks. 
3.) Janet Croner states that the City did not receive a packet from the County 
and that she had attended a meeting with Jerry Mason ( Association of Idaho 
Cities) as speaker. That there is nothing in the zoning ordinance in reference 
to the Area of City Impact and she questions the P & Z Administrator about 
that. How could it be in the Comp Plan and not in the Zoning Ordinance? 
The Administrator informs her that the Area if City Impact is done through 
negotiations with the Board of County Commissioners and the City and that 
the County has jurisdiction in the Area of City Impact 
4.) Mr. Dan Kenney states that he is glad there is no more Ag Tran and the Ag 5, 
Ag 10 and Ag 20 should be residential, not Ag. This designation is not 
practical for subdivisions. 
5.) Mrs. leslie Martin concurs with everyone that is against the new ordinance. 
6.) Mr. Bob Rodman repeats the things he stated earlier when they carne 
through in 2007. There is no new information other than lines to see where 
property is zoned. He thinks it is going to be interesting to see who has to 
recuse themselves. 
7.) Mr. David Konrad states that what Mr. Rodman is saying is just common 
sense and that there have been oversights from the city and county. 
Marshaf! closes the hearing at 6:20 pm. 
All members of the commission recuse themselves except Celia Brown because the 
Brown's property is not affected by the zoning on the map. 
Celia then takes the chairmanship and proceeds with the hearing of the ZONING MAP. 
Staff (Mr. Butfin) then explains the changes to the Zoning Map indicating that some of 
the zone changes are to existing subdivisions in order keep lot sizes in conformance 
and not create non conforming lots in existing subdivisions. 
Celia then asks for comments FOR the new map. 
1.) Mrs. Char Englestad states she has been a resident of the county for 18 
years and thanks the commission for all the work they have done and notes 
that this is a volunteer position. She states that she is glad to see the Ag 
T ran go away and that other cities are divided out as well. 
2.) Mr. Shannon Wolf thanks the P & Z Commission and states that he is sorry 
the commission has been drug through the process that is happening. 
3.) Mr. W. A. Simon states that if we had full time hired people we could probably 
do more and that he appreciates the board members. He then reads a 
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petition and the names of 113 supporters into the record and thanks the 
commission for their time. 
Celia then asks for comments from NEUTRALS. (No one comments.) 
Cena then asks for comments from those AGAINST. 
1.) Mr. Dan Kenney states that R-4 is too much for Hill City and Corral. There 
are already a lot of unsold lots in the county. He is against the map because 
it will make his property go down in value and that he has never heard a good 
explanation yet why the rezoning is necessary. 
2.) Mr. George Martin, Jr. states the law has not been followed, Idaho Power 
does not have enough power to service the county for all of these "up zones". 
He notes that a complete package had been sent out on March 14,2008. 
That the county commissioners had moved their meeting to hurry things up. 
He states that the P & Z Commissioners are guilty of contempt and time will 
tell. 
3.) Mrs. Leslie Martin concurres with George. 
4.) Mr. David Konrad states that Celia is in a tough spot and to think of the tax 
payers. To take the land Use map and rezone it is incorrect Where are we 
going in the future? He has the same concerns that he did 2 years ago. The 
shortage of power, who's going to pay for improvements, that the county 
should read from Idaho Code 67-6508 and then he reads from Mr. Martin's 
lawsuit against the county. 
5.) Mr. Dennis Foisy states that its convenient for the Board to delay their 
meeting and that he doesn't trust the commission, that they should read 
Idaho Code 67-6511 and that the county is like a cancer in remission. Tiley 
still have cancer. The board is guessing and there is no case law to verify 
what they are doing. 
6.) Mr. Bob Rodman can't see wily we need a rezone. He says to read Judge 
Elgee's decisions for facts. 
7.) Mrs. Nancy Davies opposes the map as is, and is concerned about the 
zoning north of Wells summit road being commercial. She states we need 
professional help. 
8.) Mr. Jim Chambers of Boise, who represents a land owner in the county, asks 
why we would rezone that much property? He hired an engineer to look at 
his property and cautioned the members 2 years ago about rezoning. Why 
rush through a rezone? Planning is good. 
9.) Mr. Bill Cimino agrees with David Konrad and Jim Chambers. 
Celia closes the public hearing at 6:56 pm. 
Marshall resumes the chairmanship and suggests a recess. 
The commission recesses at 6:59 pm. 
The commission reconvenes at 7:14 pm. 
Marshall opens deliberation on the Comprehensive Plan. 
Bill Simon requests the attorney to explain why they feel the urgent need to move the 
Zoning Ordinance and map and Compo Plan and map to the Board of County 
Commissioners. 
LiZ-
Paul Fitzer explains the reason for the hearings and the urgency to move forward. 
Ed Smith reminds everyone that this is not new. They have worked on these for 2 Y2 
years. Judge Elgee thinks that there are procedural errors in the previous hearings and 
we are trying to correct those. 
Kevin Wear thinks that we have fixed what needs to be fixed the last 4 weeks. 
Marshal feels then and now that people agree. The drafts represent a thoughtful 
process and the commissioners are acting in the best interest of the county. 
Celia agrees with Marshall. 
Robbie agrees also and states that the commission will continue to review the 
documents and maps. He states that every time we think it is done we find something 
new. It is a living document and is subject to change. 
Bill Simon states for the record that the "duress" comment that was in the Camas 
Courier was incorrect and that no one on the commission is under any "duress". 
Ed Smith reminds everyone what brought this on in the first place. That the Comp Plan 
showed 100,000 plus acres north of Baseline road had the potential of being zoned 1 
dwelling per acre. That Ag Tran allowed 1 dwelling per acre and things were spinning 
out of control and the Comp Plan, Zoning Ordinance and associated maps needed to be 
fixed. 
Cella moves to send the Comp Plan on to the Board of County Commissioners with a 
recommendation of approval. 
Kevin Wear seconds the motion. 
The motion is carried unanimously. 
The deliberation is closed at 7:25 pm. 
Marshall opens deliberation on the Land Use Map at 7:26 pm. 
Ed states that he should have made his comments on the Ag Tran now, but the 
information he had presented was still pertinent to the hearings. 
Bill states that all of the support the commission received from the petitions that were 
presented at the hearing gives him some comfort and thinks they should move ahead. 
Kevin states that the commission has worked four hard weeks on these documents and 
he thinks they look good. 
Marshal! states that in the beginning, 2 Y2 years ago, he had different ideas but it stm 
looks good to him. 
Bill states that when the supply goes up that prices go down and that they are miSSing 
something. Demand has to be there or property will not increase in value. 
Marshall states that zoning does not create demand was a comment Mr. Martin made in 
2005. 
Ed restates his earlier comments about the 100,000 acres plus that had been 
deSignated Ag Tran north of Baseline road. 
Kevin makes a motion to pass the map on to the Board of County Commissioners with a 
recommendation of approval. 
8m seconds the motion. 
A vote is taken and the motion carries unanimously. 
The deliberation is closed at 7:32 pm. 
Marshal! opens deliberations on the Zoning Ordinance at 7:33 pm. 
Kevin states that some testimony about the Area of City Impact had been received and 
questions raised about it being in the Comp Plan but not in the Zoning Ordinance. He 
then asks Mr. Fitzer to clarify that situation. 
Mr. Fitzer states that the Area of City Impact agreement between the City and the 
County would govern the Area of City Impact County ordinances govern land use in 
the Area of City Impact if there is no agreement in place between the City and the 
County. The County has jurisdiction in the Area of City Impact. 
Kevin thinks the ordinance looks good. 
Marshall states that he is glad to see the Additional Dwelilng Unit in the new ordinance. 
They had worked on it before but somehow it had fallen through the cracks and did not 
get in the last one. 
Kevin states he is glad they had the chance to come back and fix the ordinance. 
Robbie states that impact fees always corne up in discussions but it is necessary to do 
an impact fee study and it involves a long process including engineering studies. Big 
cities have people just for that job and we are still striving to get to that point. 
Bill moves to send the Zoning Ordinance on to the Board of County Commissioners with 
the recommendation of approval. 
Celia seconds the motion and the motion carries unanimously. 
Marshall closes the deliberation at 7:41 pm. 
All of the members recuse themselves from deliberation on the Zoning Map except 
Celia Brown. 
Celia opens the deliberations at 7:42 pm. 
Mr. Fitzer explains, for the record, that the other members mayor may not be affected 
and that is why they recused themselves. 
Dwight explains why staff made the changes in the Zoning Map. He states that the 
Assessor's office has been a great deal of help in the process, especially in acquiring 
legal descriptions. That staff and the Assessor's office /las spent many man hours 
accumulating information and making sure it is correct. 
Celia recommends that the map be sent on to the Board of County Commissioners with 
a recommendation of approval. 
Deliberation is closed at 7:45 pm 
Marshall and the commissioners return to their seats and Marshall reopens the meeting. 
Bill moves to adjourn the meeting seconded by Celia and the motion carries 
unanimously. 
The meeting is adjourned at 7:46 pm. 
An attachment to the hand written minutes shows the readings on the 2 tapes in relation 
to the start and stop times of the hearing and deliberations. 
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1. On or about May 12. 2008, by Ordinance Nos. 157 and 159 the Camas County 
Board of Commissioners adopted a new' amended Zoning Ordinance and Zoning 
Designation Map. 
2. In the instant case the Defendant's were repeatedly advised to follow the process as 
provided under LLUP A, in both the amendment process begim1ing in 2005, which has now 
been the subject of more than one (1) year of litigation. and again during the process 
beginning in March of 2008. Defendants were repeatedly invited to begin the initial 
amendment process anew, following the lav .. ;fully provided procedural and substantive 
process, but declined to do so. Now on the eve of trial and probable adverse judgment. 
Defendants, in violation of the COl111'S Order and LLUPA, have adopted alterative 
ordinances. Unfortunately. the latest process is as procedurally and substantively flawed as 
the initial process, and is void ab initio. The "adoption of new land use ordinances prior to 
trial" was intended from its inception only to avoid the jurisdiction of the court. 
3. Idaho Rule of Civil procedure Rule 65(e). Grounds for preliminary injunction, 
provides in pertinent part, 
A preliminary injunction may be granted in the following cases: 
(1) When it appears by the complaint that the plaintiff is entitled to the 
relief demanded. and such relief. or any part thereof. consists in restraining 
the commission or continuance of the acts complained of either for a 
limited period or perpetually. 
(2) When it appears by the complaint or affidavit that the commission 
or continuance of some act during the litigation would produce waste. or 
great or irreparable injury to the plaintiff. 
(3) When it appears during the litigation that the defendant is doing, or 
threatens, or is about to do. or is procuring or suffering to be done, some 
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act in violation of the plaintiffs rights, respecting the subject of the action, 
and tending to render the judgment ineffectual. 
5. Idaho Code Section 67-6527 dealing with violations of LLUPA also 
provides for immediate injunctive relief. The statute reads in pe11inent pm1, 
Upon a showing that a person has engaged or is about to engage in an act 
or practice constituting a violation of this chapter or ordinance or 
regulation enacted hereunder, a permanent or temporary injunction, 
restraining order, or such other relief as the court deems appropriate shall 
be granted. The governing board shall not be required to furnish bond. 
6. In the instant case Plaintiff has previously shown he would be irreparably hmmed if 
Defendant Camas County is permitted to proceed with the processing of land use 
application under illegally adopted amended zoning ordinances that have adversely affected 
real property in which he holds and interest, as to lands that have been affected by said 
amended zoning. Plaintiff relies heavily upon paragraph numbered (3) of Rule 65( e). 
7. Attached hereto and made a part hereof are the following Exhibits; 
• Exhibit A Published Notice of Planning and Zoning Commission 
Hearing on Zoning Ordinance and Comprehensive Plan, Camas 
Courier April 2. 2008. for hearing on April 2],2008. 
• Exhibit B - Published Notice of Board of County Commissioners 
Hearing on Zoning Ordinance and Comprehensive Plan, Camas 
Courier April 23, 2008. tor hearing on May 12, 2008. 
• Exhibit C Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law by the Camas 
County Planning and Zoning Commission. dated April 22, 2008 
regarding Camas County Zoning Map. 
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• Exhibit D Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law by the Camas 
County Planl1ing and Zoning Conu11ission, dated Aplil 22, 2008 
regarding Camas County Zoning Ordinance 
• Exhibit E Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law by the Camas 
County Planning and Zoning Commission, dated April 22, 2008 
regarding Camas County Comprehensive Plan Map. 
• Exhibit F Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law by the Camas 
County Planning and Zoning Commission, dated April 22. 2008 
regarding Camas County Comprehensive Plan. 
• Exhibit G Publication of adoption on May 12, 2008 of Zoning 
Ordinance No. 157, and Zoning Map Ordinance No. 158 Board of 
County Commissioners Hearing published in the Camas Courier on 
May 14, 2008. 
DEFENDANT'S ACTIONS TN ADOPTING NEW AMENDED ORDINANCES IS IN 
VIOLATION OF THE COURT'S PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIONS 
8. This Court, in its order of December 28. 2007. without striking the ordinance as 
wholly void, enjoined and prohibited Defendant from proceeding under the Zoning 
Ordinance amended in March of 2007 and the related Zoning Map if the Zoning Map 
purportedly affected any sort of change in existing zoning. Again, in this Court's Order of 
March 10, 2008 the Court stated, on page three (3) "until such time as a final Order is 
entered the County cannot treat the March 2007 Zoning Amendments as void ..... 
9. The Court stated, "In the Court's view the applicable zoning in Camas County 
governing land use applications cannot change week to week, as the case at hand progresses. 
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At such time as a final order is entered the question of which County Zoning Ordinance 
applies will have been settled, and not before." 
1 O. The only means to amend the Zoning Ordinance is the procedure provided for in the 
Zoning Ordinance, Article XVII, and in full compliance with LLUP A. The Defendant's 
actions in amending the Zoning Ordinance. again altering the Zoning Designation in areas 
purportedly affected by zoning change by the 2007 amendments, are in violation of the 
Court's Order. 
PROCESS OF ADOPTING NEW AMENDED COMPREHENSIVE PLAN & ZONING 
ORDINANCE IN VIOLATION OF LLUPA 
6. The new amended Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Ordinance Land Use Map and 
Zoning Map are substantially identical to that approved in May 2006. March and April 
2007, with several minor exceptions. 
7. The draft date of the new amended Camas County Comprehensive Plan and Zoning 
Ordinance is March 10, 2008 before any meeting had been held. indicated unnoticed and 
illegal meetings of the Board of Commissioners. 
8. The draft date of the new amended Camas County Comprehensive Plan and Zoning 
Ordinance Land Use Map and Zoning Map is March 14 2008 before any meeting had been 
held, indicated unnoticed and illegal meetings of the Board of Commissioners. 
9. Among the procedural elTors associated with the new process are; a) Legal Notice of 
Public Hearing deficiencies in violation of 1. C. Sections 67-6509 & 67-6511 because no 
summary of the proposed amendments, that would reasonably apprise an individual of the 
nature or location of the proposed land use zoning changes, was included in said Legal 
Notice; b) nor was said notice provided to all political subdivisions providing services 
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within the planning jurisdiction, specifically City of Fairfield, and West Magic Fire 
District; c) deficiencies under I.e. Section 67-6511 and Camas County No. 142 in providing 
additional or alternative notice in the case of zoning district boundary change in that notice 
was not posted as required at the Camas County Courthouse or Fairfield City Hall; d) 
deficiencies in the recommendations made by the Planning and Zoning Commission to the 
Board of County Commissioner regarding the new amended Comprehensive Plan, Zoning 
Ordinance and related Land Use Map and Zoning Designation Map in violation of I.e. 
Sections 67-6507,67-6509 (a) & (b), 67-6511 (b), and in the findings issued by the Board of 
Commissioners; e) publication deficiencies under I.e. Section 31-715A due to failure to 
publish the entire text, including legal description of the rezoned land, or alternatively a 
summary that actually describes the amendments made; and f) failure to remedy the 
stench of pre-existing conflicts of interest as found by this court. 
10. Idaho Code Sections 67-6502 provides the twelve (12) purposes for the Local 
Land Use Planning Act, including; (a) To protect property rights while making 
accommodations for other necessary types of development such as low-cost housing and 
mobile home parks, (b) To ensure that adequate public facilities and services are provided 
to the people at reasonable cost, (c) To ensure that the economy of the state and localities 
is protected, (d) To ensure that the important environmental features of the state and 
localities are protected, (e) To encourage the protection of prime agricultural, forestry, 
and mining lands for production of food, fibre, and minerals, (f) To encourage urban and 
urban-type development within incorporated cities, (g) To avoid undue concentration of 
population and overcrowding of land, (h) To ensure that the development on land is 
commensurate with the physical characteristics of the land, (i) To protect life and 
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property in areas subject to natural hazards and disasters, U) To protect fish, wildlife, and 
recreation resources, (k) To avoid undue water and air pollution, (1) To allow local school 
districts to participate in the community planning and development process so as to 
address public school needs and impacts on an ongoing basis. 
11. The legislature to ensure the purposes of the Act are met provides for the mandatory 
duties, process, procedure and required criteria to be considered in I.e. Sections 67-6507, 
67-6508, 67-6528, 67-6535 and 67-6537. For example, I.e. Section 67-6528 states in 
relevant pari, " .. .In adoption and implementation of the plan and ordinances, the 
governing board or commission shall take into account the plans and needs of the state of 
Idaho and all agencies, boards, depmiments, institutions, and local special purpose 
districts ... " No such accounting of said plans or needs was had in this case or appears in 
the record of same. 
12. Likewise, I.e. Section 67-6511 (a) provides in relevant pari, " ... Requests for an 
amendment to the zoning ordinance shall be submitted to the zoning or planning and 
zoning commission which shall evaluate the request to determine the extent and nature of 
the amendment requested. Particular consideration shall be given to the effects of any 
proposed zone change upon the delivery of services by any political subdivision 
providing public services, including school districts, within the planning jurisdiction ... " 
No such evaluation of the extent and nature of the amendment has here occurred, or 
appears in the record of same. 
13. Similarly, I.e. Section 67-6511 (b) allows a Planning and Zoning commission to 
make a recommendation to amend a Zoning Ordinance only "After considering the 
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comprehensive plan and other evidence gathered through the public hearing process ... " 
No such consideration was made or appears anywhere in the record of this new process. 
14. Idaho Code Section 67-6537 (4), states "When considering amending, repealing 
or adopting a comprehensive plan, the local governing board shall consider the effect the 
proposed amendment, repeal or adoption of the comprehensive plan would have on the 
source, quantity and quality of ground water in the area." Nothing in the record hereof 
indicates that any such consideration of ground water issues was had by the Camas 
County Board of Commissioners. 
15. Finally, the legislature, to be certain the purposes of LLUPA were adhered to, 
adopted 67-6535, requiring approvals of land use ordinances affecting a change in zoning 
district boundary, like that which has occurred here, to base the decision upon standards 
in writing. In full the statute provides, 
(a) The approval or denial of any application provided for in this 
chapter shall be based upon standards and criteria which shall be set forth 
in the comprehensive plan, zoning ordinance or other appropriate 
ordinance or regulation of the city or county. 
(b) The approval or denial of any application provided for in this 
chapter shall be in writing and accompanied by a reasoned statement that 
explains the criteria and standards considered relevant, states the relevant 
contested facts relied upon, and explains the rationale for the decision 
based on the applicable provisions of the comprehensive plan, relevant 
ordinance and statutory provisions, pertinent constitutional principles and 
factual information contained in the record. 
(c) It is the intent of the legislature that decisions made pursuant to this 
chapter should be founded upon sound reason and practical application of 
recognized principles of law. In revie\ving such decisions, the courts of the 
state are directed to consider the proceedings as a whole and to evaluate 
the adequacy of procedures and resultant decisions in light of practical 
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considerations with an emphasis on fundamental fairness and the 
essentials of reasoned decision-making. Only those whose challenge to a 
decision demonstrates actual harm or violation of fundamental rights, not 
the mere possibility thereof, shall be entitled to a remedy or reversal of a 
decision. Every final decision rendered concerning a site-specific land use 
request shall provide or be accompanied by notice to the applicant 
regarding the applicant's right to request a regulatory taking analysis 
pursuant to section 67-8003, Idaho Code. 
None of this occurred in the initial or new amendment process. Therefore, the 
new amended Comprehensive Plan, Zoning Ordinance and related Land Use Map 
and Zoning Designation Maps are void on the face of the record before the Court. 
No analysis of whether or not the previously adopted flawed Plan, Zoning 
Ordinance or Maps, are void is necessary. The Court should proceed to restrain 
and enjoin the new amendments, and move through trial on the merits of all the 
amendments. 
16. Plaintiff files this unverified Application, through Counsel, after brief, but 
good faith review of the facts and law applicable hereto, and stands ready to 
present testimony or duly executed affidavit at the first opportunity given a recess 
of trial. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays this Court enter its Order temporarily 
restraining Defendant from processing any land use applications under the Zoning 
Ordinance and Comprehensive Plan illegally adopted on or about May 12, 2008, 
including but not necessarily limited to subdivision applications and rezone 
applications as to any lands purportedly affected by a change of land use 
designation thereby. 
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ChFistopher P. Simms 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFIY that on this 20TH day of MAY 2007, r served a true and 
COIT~ct copy of the foregoing document to opposing counsel b~/Jtand deliverx~grior to 
heanng. ,/ / // 
. .. i/. /,/"~. 
/,·;7 )//.',/ / ... 
I ;' / \.../ 
. ~.~(~-------------------------
C5hri~topher Simms 
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